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ABSTRACT
This publication includes 27 essays b English

teachers on the central theme of activating pasO.ve students. each
essay describes a specifiC-.sucoesSful classrOca strategyjor-
involving students in doing' English rather than An simply:absorbingit. While the approaches are diverSe, several cyfipepts appear
frecniently, such as asking .students to examine apitaes,an
-feelings, having Students produce their own work, giving them
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-roleplaying-and dramatic- activities, allOwing students tc @eke
decisions about .-Olassropmactivities, sending students into the
community, encouraging student-to-student interactions, - providing
opportunities,forstudents_tc help each ether, creating eduCational
games, and Organizing discussions with student leadership. Of these
strategies, the-one' mpet frequently used is interaction between
persons. The essays, divided. into four secticns, fcCus on getting
students involved in reading, composing, poetry,-and research.
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The urgency of, countering the passivjty that television seems to
breed in today's young people became the dominant theme of the
open meeting of the Committee' on Classroom Practices in Teaching
English held in New Xork City on November 24, 1977 After two
hours of discussing inivortant issues facing English teachers, the
four committee members and fifteen other members of t i'qouncili4,
agreed with Oujda Clapp that students acre ofre in danger e6oraifig
"videots" and that the need to activate young people was at the
heart of all the issues over which the discussion had ranged.

Promptly after the meeting, invitations far manuscripts on acti-
vating the passive student were issuedftDi Elementary English,'
English Journal, Council - Grams, College English, and English
'Education, and in the journals of numerous h.:ITE;affiliatecl
organizations. Several related journals also carried the invitation
for manuscripts. -

By the April 15 deadline, 164 manuscripts were submitted by
educators -in 45 states and Canada. This enthusiastic response,
larger than that br any recent year, may be further evidence of
teacher concern about and commitment to active student involve-
ment in learning. By contrast, only half this number of contributions
was generated the previous year when the committee chose to
foc s on "teaching the basici.

e manuscripts, with authors' names removed, were evaluated .
by coramittee members Jane Hamburger, Jeffrey N. .Golub,
Raymond. J. Rodrigues, and the Chaira conmlittee representing
different geographical areas and a variety of viewpoints at several
educational levels.

Twenty-seven manuscripts were ultirnately `sele ted for pub-.
lication and approved by the ouncil's Editorial Board. These
approaches-to activating students vary as -widely as the geographical
r Tons and ed-fiCational settings' irj which their authors work. But
they have a common purpose: to share with other teachers specific
and successful classroom strategies that involve students in doing
English, not just absorbing it



"He is teed; his eyes have a staking quality,- not lively; he is either
apathetic, 9,r tryeractive, each in the extreme," said Edward R.
Stone, head of the Kiraherton Farms -School, in an article by
Nancy LarAck that appeared in the New York Timis recently. He
was describing the child who has been wttchinktpo much television.

We have all seen them, theshildren of our media-centered culture,
their -vision extended so far by electioiliQ. means that tbe moon
-and Mars are a part of their experience, but their eyesight is so
accustomed td'focusing on television'that the world around them
has faded into a blur. We have watched tllem, headphone's blaring
a hypnotic beat and drowning out the sounds of eonVehation, of

. birds, and of crickets_ These are the children. ..that Jerzy, Kosinski
has dubbed Avideots." i

A Feneraiion ago, school was the place where ctiildren were
transported to strange and fax-away lands through bookand sterie

, told by their teachers. They left the school building to spend the
rest of the day ipte-deting with their, peers and with their falai:lies- -,
and gaining rctii:ect experience with the real -world. Today, for
many, the situation. is reversed. Many children spend more hours
in front of the televisibn get, than they spend in schoolleaving
little time for contact with friends, --off with the world around_
them. . , 4

' Thus, we are faced well a generation of children whose needs
and interests are-quite different from those for whom bur schools
and traditional teaching methods were desighed. As chil&ren, most.
of us were fascinated to read about knights and pthicesses, about t

animals and airplanes, about Eskimos and Japanese. But today,
television provides information far more 'vividly and immediately
If we se our job as chiefly the imparting of information, we are

. likely to ose in the competition with television. As the old saying
goes, "f h ar, and I forget. IGee, and I remember." ' I

taut" the e'a. yet another line to that old. "I do, and I
Jni-derstand " And "doing" is what television, does not provide,
nor even w.. The child who spends fifty hours a week watching



levision'-<seeing lions and4tigers in their natural habitats, watch
'rig dolphins leap and bear cubs frolic-7but who has no tune to pet
a dog, to feed a cat, or to cryover the death of a mouse will really
understand very little of what is important. (Yr, as Ernest 0 Boyer,
United States Commissioner of Education puts it, "The child or
person who is used to receiving-messages hut not shaping idol will
neverlbe more thafi h:alfeducated."

No one knows this more than English teacheyS. We learned long
ago that growth in language arts comes through go ing English, not
through listening to lectures about works of literature or rreriio
rizing gramrriar rules. And now, faced with students yrhose time is
increasingly given over to passive television viewing, we are attempt.
ing to develop new and better ways Of actively engaging students
with our subject matter. This volume presents some of the best
examples ogthose attemptsmodels of how teachers have countered
the passivity they observe in thek students.

The approaches that the authors of these articles describe are
extremely diverse. Nevertheless, it is possible to ObierVe certain
commonalities.

1. Asking students lo examine their own attitudes and feelings
as well as those of others. One author suggests haVing
students answefquestions such s:s, "What is something you
learned about yourOlf as you wtote your .paper?" on the
day compositions are turned in.

2. Encouragireg students_ to produce their own tooth rather
than merely conAurning the' work o4 others. One, author
urges that students learn about poetry by writing
another describes procedure whereby students write their
own novels.

(7'
Giving students problems to solve. Rather than telling
students the fats, many teachers pose realistic problems
through which students_c ve ateerichiSions on their
own_

4. Setting students to work in task-oriented 'small groups.
IVIany of the successful strategies reported here take advan-
tage of the desire.to interact with others Lky haVin tfidents
work cos peratiyely to accorliplish a task: _

Structuring'roleplaying and dFacnatic activities. One author
put characters from a literary work on trial, with students
taking appropriate roles. Other authol's have also ihcorpo-
rated various kinds of dramatic activities into their lessons.

c__



Introd rction

Owing students to make,deeisions about classroom argarz-
izatiOn and learning experiences. Paving decided to establish,
a "reading corner," one author gave students the job of plan
mLng all aspects of it, and they responded enthusiaitically,

7. Sending students into the community. Field trips, inter-
views, and community-based research abound in the lessons.
reported here.

8. Organizing class discussions with students taking leadership
responsibiljty. At least two author report success with
discussions in which all rnethhers of the class are seated in
a large circle and students, rather than the teacher, have
primary responsibility for leadership.

9. Fostering student -to- student interactions to develop the
communkation skills needed for interpersonal relations.-
One teachsuggests pairing students to interview each
other. Another article reports a highly successful project
in which students correspptcleci with one another over a
period of a semester.

10r-- Providing opportunities for students to help one another.
Frequently these authors capitalize on the ability of one
student to help anotherby critiquing papers, by prepai-
Mg supporting materials for boobs, by sharing information.

11.' Devising educational games which combine high MativatIon -

with effective' skill building.

When one reviews the types of teaching strategies contributors
most often recommended, one is struck by the extent to which
they center on interaction between persons. In order to activate
students, it seems that a teacher must release therm from isolation-
in study carrels, from completing workshepts while seated at desks
.lined up in straight rows, from the dictum of "do your own Work."
Activated students are in touch with other people.

Studints come alive when they are involved with other human
beings, and they learn more as a result. The power of human inter
action is readily seen by observing the speech patterns of children.
A child from a home where a nonstandard,_dialect is_ spoken
spend sub hours a day in school bearing mostly standanTEnglish,
another five hours a day listening to standard English on television,
and only two or three hours a day interacting with family and
friends who speak the nonstandard dialect, What dialect will the
child speak? Six hours of school and five hours of television cannot



compete witl even two hours of human contact. The child's
language is that of the meaningful people in his or her.life, even if
the thaw spent with them is limited.

While the school can never compete with the home in tans of
otional attachment and significance pt interiction, a classroom
which students make contact with one.Fiother gives learning

more immediacy and meining thaIthe conVentional classroom in
which children are encouraged to behave like television viewers:
"Listen to the program and don't talk back."

Finally, interactive lessons tend 'to be rich lessons' in the sense
that students usually learn several things-at once_ In a small group
activity' on literature, for example, students gain both knowledge
of literature and improved ability"o communicate with others: In
a copmunity-based research project, students acquire; research and
writing skills as well as a knowledge of the community.

It's not surprising, then, that English teajhers responded enthu-
siastically when the Classniom Practices Committee announced the
focus of this year's publication. They have obviously sen§ed that
interactive approaches not only bring about improved learnin4 but
also meet the special needs of the television generation.

Gene Stanford
Director
Teacher Education Programs
Child Life Specialist Progr.am
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Ep.6hcing.-14asal .Readers.
Six' Creative Strategies

Nicholas P. Criscuolq
New Haven (Connecticut) Public Schools

One of the most enjoyable aspects_ of my position as a reading
-Supervisor is the opportunity to visit classrooms to observe reading
progilms in action. By and large, the instruction is sound and care-
fully planned. Yet, in too many cases a dimension seems to be
missing from these programs, a dimension that would help children
to realize that there is more to reading than reading from a basal
reader, completing an assigned number of workbook pages, and
circling, underlining, and X'ing ditto sheets'.

Many teachers; In their rush to complete a certain number of
texts, per year, overlook opportunities that would provide further
reading experiences and allow children to put their newly,-Acquired.'

-skills to -good use If we polled_elernentarY children on/What they
use in school to learn how to read, they would probably reply,
"reader and workbook." And if we polled teachers on what step
in the reading process they most often skip, it would probably be
eririchment.

As an obsejver of children and their reactions to reading, I have
come to believe that it's the _smile, the interest on their faces, the
dense of involvement that characterjze a dynamic reading progarn.
Are these types of behaviorbehaviors which often cannot be
Measured by standardized testsdifficult for teachers to achieve
with children? Hardly. Teachers need only to be aware of the
many opportunities for initiating the fun filled, creative strategies
that comprise an enriched reading program.

Actions speak louder than wordS and the remainder of this
article- briefly describes six classroom-tested activities which have
enhanced the reading experiences of children.

1. Book catalogs. Lists of trade books provide content summa-
ries, but too often these lists are overloked by teachers.
When the class has completed a story in a'kasal reader, some
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teachers sustain interest in, that theme by using these lists
to identify other boo aks on similar theme. After a youngster
has conipleted one of these related books, an effective
strategy- is to have him or her draw picture of a major-
event in the book and write a short synopsis of its contents.

i These are therl cOmpiled into a Book Catalog with an attrac-
tive cover and placed in the Interest Center or Reading
Corner sp at pupils in the class can "shop around" or a
good-book o-read.-- .

2 PuOitspeci lifti Many stories in basal readers can be used to
encourage inclividilal ptipils to acquire more specialized
information that will enhance their own knowledge and can
also be shared with their elassmats. Teachers simply' note
the subjects or themes that Children will be reading about
on future dates and develop a topic calendar. For example,

"o. few weeks the class will be reading one story about the
0

L',,, 'life: of Clara Barton and one story that takes place in Chile.
Individual children then choose an area related to One of
those topics, research it, and submit.the results of their works
as an oral or written presentation, or an artistic display. One
child might mike a mural ,depicting the major events in
Clara Barton's life; another naigh.construct a plaster-of-paris
model of a typical Chilean village. When the stories in the
basal reader are read, the "pupil specialists" share their
research and broaden the class's knowledge of the topic at
hand. Soile teachers place the written reports in the Reading
COrner for other pupils to read.

3. Scenarios. After children have finished a story-in, their basal
readers, they will enjoy dramatizing it This can be accom-
plished easily by asking the children to think of the major
scenes in the story and the characters who were in them. The
teacher can sketch out the play with the children by writing
on the board: Scene Number, Location and Action. As a
group, the children can roue out the outline of the play by
filling in the needed information under each heading. Parts
can then be assigned to individual children and, depending
On the interests of the group, dialogue can be written for
each scene or done ad lib. If the play is to be a "major pro-
duction," the artistic talents of the children can be utilized
in the construction of scenery and costumes.
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Incidentally, the outline can be used as a seatwork ac-
tivity for other stones. It is a good exercise in reading for
detail, for Main ideas, and for sequence as well as providing
practice in summarization.

4. Ihuented circumstances. Opportunities exist within the
framework of di basal reading program for children to 'write
creatively about what they read. Teachers can ask children
to think about the major characters in a story and then to
write about what might have happened to those characters
if the ecurnstanceq or locale had been different. Students
can also write about What might have happened to a character
after the story ended.

Fanciful stories are particularly appropriate for getting
children to write. For example, some teachers list on the
board several Story Starters related to the stories read in

--class-aMi-ask-the children-to-complete- them:

A. One day the two kangaroos decided to take a bus
downtown.

B. On a hot afternoon the grizzly bear decided to stroll
down Main Street.

C. The Martian knobked Greene's door.

Some teachers v- this actity by using an "add-to-the-
story" technique w ich wor best in reading groups or
teams. A child adds a sentence to a given first line and then
passes the paper to the next pupil who adds his or her
sentence. Everyone has input, and some real "Mastekpieces"
have been created this way!

5. Book closings. Teachers customarily go on to the next book
in the series the day after a basal reader has been completed
by the reading group. I suggest teachers spend a few days
conducting a variety of enrichment activities before moving
on. For example; children can be asked to rate indiVidual
stories in the book after they have established criteria for
such a rating. They can prepare brief descriptions of story
characters and, without divulging their identities, ask their
classmates to identify the character they are describing. They
can divide cumulative word lists into categories such as
Things to Eat, Feelings, Things to Wear. Additionally, chi-
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dren can sharpen oral reading skills by preparing a short
selection from a favorite story to tape. --

Teachers report success at a "book closing" by putting
the following on the board: Wine, Type of Person, Reason.
Children are asked to name various story characters from
stories read, to select a good word (i.d., "sympathetic,"
"affectionate," "belligerent") t_ o describe each character,
and to support that choice by citing a specific "ncident
the story.

So much can be done to enhance the enjoyment of a
basal reader; what's done after reading the book can be as
important as what's done while reading it

Armchdir travelers. Stories in 1T3sal readers are set in a variety
of locales. A great deal can be) done to bring these places
alive for children. Travel agencies will supply posters, maps,
and other materials. Chtkren can prepare an illustrated
lecture on a country where a particular story takes place
using postcards, slides, and magazine pictures. A poster can
be used as a dramatic baMtdrop to the presentation. Some
teachers use .3 large map to chart out story locations. Pieces
of yarn are extended from the country. about to a file
card, on which is written a synopsis of the story.. Up-todate
Mformation on a particular location can be obtained by
askin pupils to clip out newspaper articles which discuss
currrit events in that country.

So muchcan be done to enrich the basal reading program. The
strategies outlined here not only enhance important reading skills,
but involve young readers in active and creative pursuits and increase
their enjoyment of rebahug imineasurably.



The Slide-Tape Review
and the Reader Support Kit

Robert C. Small, Jr.
Virginia PolytechnicTststute

Donald J. Kenney.
Blacksburg Middle School

d S atoliniversi

The young adult novel, once the pariah of classes, is being
accepted by more and more language art teach rs and librarians.
Such well-written and thought-provoking b qks as Lipsyte'5
Contender and 1.Cormier_'s bChocolate War are net only read by
students for their own pleasure but welcomed into 'the classroom
as appropriate fare for study and discussion. Such junior novels
are a useful means of involving students, especially _those on the
middle-school level, in their own education, Asking students to
select an adult classic for study often roves frustrating foreteacher
and class, and both recognize that request has the appearaiLice
rather than the reality of student p ticipation. Allowing students
to select a junior novel for their in-c rnmon reading, hoWever,"can
be a meaningful. experience for all involved. Students know the
authors and tYpes of books under congideration and are able to
examine reviews of the books themselves and make quick hilt
reliable judgments about which ones they wish to read together
and discuss. Equally important is the fact that students bring to
such -novels as Are You in the House Alone? (Peck) and One Fat
Summer (Lipsyte) a background of ex-periences which enables
them to understand and discuss the works without the excessive
help from the teacher that the daisies require. (See Robert Small,
"The Junior Novel and the. Art of Litera e," English Jozirnc
[October 1977]: 5659.)

To a considerable 'extent, despitz recent .acceptance into the
language arts classroom, young adult novels, ccilitinue to be indi-
vidually selected and read' by the teenagers for whom they are
written. While this state of affairs obviously reflects student in-

7
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volvement of a high order, the specie :haracterfSties of these novels
also make it possible for students to become experts in relation
to them and, therefoM, to assist other students in selecting and
reading books.in this genre.

Selectio The Slide-Tape Review

When middle-school students consult someone about a novel to
read, they often turn to their friends: "What are you reading? Is

. it any good?" The replies, carrying as they do the authentic teen-
age vc5ice, are more persuasive than adult suggestions. A circle of
friends, however, has a limited faIbiliarity with the manv books
tits-rare avagabre:-Of course, English teachers and libragians can
also make recommendations, but students often find these sug-
gestions less thali satisfactory. What is needed, therefore, is an
krganized collection of book reviews by 'kudents fpr luclents.,
Teachers have, of course, traditionally requi7ed oral anS w Iten,
book reports, but for many reasons such exercises have pro ably
been more harmful than helpful. teach s. instead, English te and
librarians can compile a central collection of reviews of currently
popular and older but worthy young adult novels without the
negative characteristics of the assigned book-report-and make such

k4--a collection available to all students.
While such reviews might be written by students and kept- on

file in the library, a more stimulating and effective: approach is.to
put such reviews into slide-tape presentations. Offered in the voice
of one teenager talking to another, such reviews are immediate,
personal, and convincing. Several steps are involved in the process:

I. As a part of their work in selected English classes, students
choose and read or reread young adult novels which they
feel will be enjoyed by other students. The teacher and li-
brarian may, of course, suggest hooks, especially new ones,
that they feel should be reviewed'. The final choices; however,
are left to the students.
Each student then writes a review, addresSed to other
students, designed to last several minutes when delivered
orally. After revision, the student-taped an informal version
of that review. The reviewer alsoldeterrnines the,content f
6-12 slides to accompany the Yview. Th6se slides may sho
the student-reviewer reading the book; the bbok
pOo 'ale and places similar to those in the book 4,
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The slide-tape ,package: is filed in the school Abrary. The
cards in the card catalog and the books themselves are
marked with a symbol to show that a slide tape review is
available.
When a student wishes to make use of a review, he or she
checks it out from the library circulation desk and goes to a
carrel equipped with a tape player and slide viewer.

This collection of reviews grows rapidly.as students and teachers
come to see its worth, but the expense can be shared by the school,
the English department, and, the librlry;_indeed, students'are often-
willing to supply the tapes and slides themselves when they realize
that their reviews are part of the school library and will be used by
other students for years to come.

While the primary users of such reviews are students, language
arts teachers will also use them in several ways:

1. 'To help a class select a book from several under considera
tionifor in-Corrun on reading
To introduce a specifit book selected for in-common-reading
To preview several novels on the-same theme or of the same
type (such 'as science fiction), particul ly when a unit on
that theme or type is to be introduced

4 To prepare students for -a class visit to the library

The chool librarian will also use these reviews as a part of various
libra lessons and in the presentation of new books. A. particularly
effective strategy is to establish a "new books" dtation in the
library where slide -tape reviews are set up for immediate use, Such
a station, with titles changing regularly, can become a popular
feature to which students go directly when they visit the library.

g.Readin The Reader Stipport Kit7,

When student has selected a young adult novel to read, the help-
ing involvement of peers does not have to cease. While teenagers
bring-to the junior novel much of what is needed for enjoyMent
and understanding, there are 'activities that they can carry out
before they begin to read, during their reading, and after they,have
finished that will enhance the impact of the book, Students who
have read and enjoyed a particular junior novel, working alone or
in small groups, can ask themselves what a reader might do belpre
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reading the book that would help in understanding the hook. They
can look for ways to help a prospective reader think about the
problem the novel presents acid to encourage a receptive frame of
mind. In addition, student experts on the-work can reflect on what
subsequent readers might do that would strengthen and- deepen
their response to the book. After .preliminary help from -their '.
teacher on ho to analyze a book in order to develp such activities
(see Itiobert S all, "Preparing To 'Teach a Novel," _High School
Journal 57 [19714] : 190-203), students can go to work preparin
Reader Support Kits to accompany popular young adult novels.

While some packages may consist of written materials such as ,

assignments or copies of newspaper and magazine articles, the
more effectiVe Reader Support Kits contain a wealth gf materials
designed to move new readers into the proper context for the novel
they are about to beginpictures, puzzles, questionnaires, appro-
priate objects. Prospective readers may, for instance, be encouraged
to examine picture& of themselves as yoting children; to interview
very old people in their neighborhoods; to visit specific plagesi to
hold, feel, and examine an object like a shotgun shell; to askthem.,
selves certain questions (see Robert S-mall and Donald J. Kenney,
"rte Adolescent Novel as Working Model," _ALAN Newsletter
[Winter 1977] : 4-6).

Invented, collected, written, and refined by students with the
help of the English teacher and the librarian, such a Reader Suppprt .
Kit can be checked out from the library zdong with the novel. While
the activities in such packages tire, of course, .merely suggestions
and a particular reader may notfeel the need to carry out any of
them, the activities have come from other students who have read
the novel and are more likely to be carried Out than teacher-assigned
activities. ,

Reader Support Kits and Slide-Tape Reviews are ways one
student can say to another, "I've read this bOok, and I'd like to
share my experience with you. If you do some of these thangs;
you'll like the book a lot More and get a lot more out of it."
Students can guide then. peers towards 'a successful eNounter with
literature and, at the same time, deepen their own experience with
books. And they con also further teachers' and librarians' under-
standing of the relationship between teenager and novel.

. .



The Reading Corner
That the ClaOs Built

athleen Booher
vingston College of Rutgers university

Before my second year of teaching began, I decided that a paperback
reading corner was to be one of my classrooiri's `!bare essentials."

-KnoWing that funds could be slow in corning, I decided to forego a
formal request to my principal and finance it myself, that is, with
the-help of-my seventh-graders.

A 'week before school began I went in to open windows and
freshen my classroom. I fully intended to set up tihe'reading corner
so it could serve as an inviting greeting Ickr my new students. But
as I sat in that classroom that would soon be buzzing with
abtivityi I realized that part-of the fun in having this corner had
been the planning for it Why $,houldn't my students share that
pleasure?

That insight turned out to be no- small one I had two seventh-
grads- "blocks" of thirty_ studentseach meeting in my room for
two hours a day, to study English and social studies; Both groups
greeted my iclqa with great enthusiasm, and their imaginative

=suggestions were endless, My own ideas now seemed restricted. I
k w I could get the books inexpensively at a norby used book,
star , butbeyond that, trty imagination had been limited:

Th gh much excited clv iscussion we deciOkl that we roust
work hree issues:

1. We needed funds and a policy for acquiring paperback books.
We needed to agree, on a decorative theme for the corner and
acquire the materials to embody it (I'd never even considered
that one!)
we needed to establish policies for the operation and mnin-
tenance of the q,orner.

experienced financiers, my siC-ty students agreed that they
mould like to contribute books they l)ad already read from their
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12 GettingInitolved in Reading

own shelves and establish a "kitty" to which they could contribute
mall change. To My surprise (and happily so), no one even men-

tioned any "requirements.icKhe system was to be entirelyvolantary
and would, continue throughout the year so new nooks could
broaden the selection. I,was chosen to collect the fund's and keep
track of individual contributions. I would also do the book shop-
ping,on Saturday mornings, sometimes taking along a willing helper.

With that settled we discussed how amen we wanterci to pay for
books. The used book store stocked -paperbacks galore and sold
them for fifty, twdnty-five, or fifteen cents, depending upon their
condition. The fifteen cent bargains lacked front covers. Again, to
my surprise (sinC6Fiiadsuspecied that students often chose books
"by their covers"), the overwhelming answer was, "Buy the fifteen
cent ones so we can get more. After all, we van nzalFe new covers!"
Which they did; faitylfUlly, the entire year, whenever another gro-
cery bag full of c rless paperbacks awaited them on Monday
morning.

Designing the corner and then g tmg the materials provided
students with a great sense of accompl hment. The comer became
a concrete recognition of a "dream come ue." They were prolific
in their suggestions for a decor, and when B 'an said he could bring
an aquarium, eyes lit up all across the room. Both classes approved
the "marine" theme, and we son had fishnets decorated with
shells and fishing paraphernalia draped along the wall. A gurgling
aquarium in the corner held an assortinent of fish. The shop teacher
(always a helpful friend with my stullents' many projects) gave us
several unused boards for shelves. David's father worked in con:
_struction and brought us an ample supply of cement blocks to" ``N
support the shelves. Our reading corner neared cOmpletion.

wonder-
ing.

vote for carpeting was unanimous and I shuddered, onder-
ing from where we could expect our next "blessing." Tammy's
uncle ran a carpet store. She'd see if she could get some old s les.
Diane and Nick both remembered carpet scraps stored in the g
after home redecorating projects. We soon had stacks of carpe
pieces in every color and texture. Laid out on the floor, they
formed a beautiful patchWork pattern. But how were we to anchor
them? After an .unsuccessful experiment with carpet tape, Kenny
suggested. we nail them to a big piece of plywood. That would also
make the corner "portable." Kenny's father obliged with scrap
pieces of plywood cut to fit our 12' X 12' corner. With nails-and
the loan of a hammer from (you guessed it) the shop teacher, our
new floor was completed. It has since endured several years of
juni -high feet.
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"It needs a name," Michelle suggested; and almost without dit
cussion, a favorite emerged. Within a week a cleverly "weathered"
wooden sign hvg over our reading corner 'Christening it, "The
Crew'sXabin."

My seventh graders proved their ultimateresPonsibility in their
aintenance of the "Cabin." rillytliked the idea of checking out
oks, so they set up their own system. The school librarian gave

s a supply of book cards and pockets which they filled-out and
ted in._The school secretary loaned us a ate stamp, and students

ped their own books and filed the c ds. Though we agreed
two-week loan period:, we established n penalties for overdue_

h7 e problem seldom canaauP. We-posted a "Schedule of
Librarians," so the responsibility for reordering shelves and clean-
Mg the , corner rotated weekly and eventually included every
student.

Of eourse, we had to, decide when and how the reading corner
could be used: We agreed that it, should be open before and after
class and during our ten-minute break. I suggested that students
might use it quietly if they completed assignments while others
were still working. I elpected more difficulty and confusion than
ever arose. Students generally read quietly on the carpeted floor
or scanned new books to check out Our only crisis, when a student's
sugar cube model of an Egyptian pyramid somehow "slipped" into
the aquarium, was handled without casualties. Though I'm sure
in fish aged considerably in the incident, .within minutes calm
as restored, and an only slightly dissolved pyramid w back on

display.
My students read avidly all year, and I don't recall 'any ndency

on my part to "push them." More often, a studerit-woul ome to
me, book in hand, and ask what it was about. Other times, students
would ask rne to suggest titles I thought they might like. Sometimes
I'd notice a book "making the rounds," obviously upon the rec-
ommendations of fellow students. Most of my students had grown
up in our middle- to upper-middle-class, midwestern suburb and,
for this reason, I had been careful to include books that would
explore cultural and ethnic diversity. I was pleased when I saw
even some of my less-enthusiastic readers circulating titl s like
Durango Street and Black Like Me.

To say the independent reading experiences of my students were
positive that year is surely-an understatement. But equally impor-
tant was their participation in the process of realizing the corner
in the first place. They shared and debated ideas, made decisions
and -worked to implement them. Once "The Crew's Cabin" existed,
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they maintained it; even after the novelty had worn off. I often
thought of how much they would have missed and how little I
would have learned had I set up the corner myself that previous
August. What had seemed at the tune only a minor change of plans
allowed my students to create something they would use and
respect.

As the end of the school year approached, we decided to deal
with the question of what to do about the reading corner. The
classes were Willing to "bequeath" their collection to my future
classes. gikt generous as they were, I wanted to remember the lesson

these-you4-people-had taught -rne:-They-hadworked-diligently-ori----
their corner and valued it accordingly.Next year's students would
have to create their own corner, suiting their own tastes and reading
needsort they couldn't appre'ciate the process as these students had.

I suggested we dissolve the collection and let everyone stock up
for summer reading. Students could talse as 'many books as they
had contributed, either through donatio'n or money. As fair as I
thought my suggestion was, my students had one final surprise for
me. Though they knew not everyonckhad contributed to the kitty,
they wanted to divide up the colleen evenly, without regard to
contributor status.

With the aquarium emptild. and cleaned, fishnets and shells
removed from the vAls, it wasn't without sentiment that I watched
Michelle remove the wooden sign hanging over "The Crew's Cabin."
As my seventh ki-aders left for the summer, I thanked them Iona
they had taught me that year Coining from a teacher, they thought
that was rather funny. But they said goodbye with their five paper-
back books tucked under their arms. My room seemed barren,
except for a 12' X 12' carpeted patch and several iipty shelves

citing to begin the process again in a new waynext year



Literature on Trial

Karen Shawn
Lawrence Junior High School, Lawrence, New York
and Long Island University, Birooklyn, New York

"Hey, how ye doin'?"
"Hi, how are you?"
"Hi, Ms. Shamir, we roiQsed you!"
"I missed .you, too!"
We, reeted each other wanly. As they took their seats, the kids

began asking about iny experience.
"Was it fun?"
"Did you get picked far a
"Was he guilty?"
I'd thought about tellipg them everything that ha happened

during niy two weeks on fury duty, maybe adding a few embellish-
menti to liven ,it up, but then, would be my show, not theirs.'
Somehow, I wanted my experience to havf'meaning for them.

"Later," I promised. "We'll talk about that later. I was on a jury
and it was really interesting. But what about you? WAlat's been going
on?"

From the babble that finally subsided, I gathered that emotions
were about evenly divided: they hated the sub; they thought he
was terrific. They did-work; they did not work at all. They gave
him a hard time; they were very well behaved. Generally, they fared
better than I (and I think, they themselves) had expected. I was
glad.

gter our catching-up talk, I asked them where they had left off
in "The Scarlet Ibis." I

"I'd to get stated 'Kith the story Dir. Lewis said you
began"

"What about your trial?" A protest from the front row.
"You'll hear about it soon. It's just that kneed to get settled first

into a routine, okay? Besides, this story, come' to think ofit,relaCes
more or less to the whole ideaof a trial. It's about responsibility
for someon 's life, and guilt aboutesomeone's death. James Hurst

15
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is thqtauthor; he doesn't give us any answers, but he does raise some
provocativq question

Amy raised her hand.
"I have a question about that t read this short story about a

who finds tier boyfriend Wit ornati.She's so upset
that she runs out of,his apartment, does 't look where she's going,
and-gets hit by a car. Islhat his fault?"

"Die seen that same plot on television. Do you think it's his
fault?"

"Not legally, but I bet he'd feel guilty about she answered.
`,,`You can feel guilty about a lot of things that aren't your '

Angela responded. 9-id-yr about the wonilififfeWikitliMitrisn't-
it her fault, too? Why shoujdn't she reel guilty'?"

"It depends on what you mean by fau It, "Dean said "Legal fault
is differdt-from whether you know in youi heart you really did
cause it."

"Have you read any stories With that 151ot, Dean?" I asked.
"Not a story, but it happened sort of like that with rite and my

brother. I was bugging him, daring him to catch me, and finally he
started to chase me. He slipped and fell. I didn't push him or male
him trip, but I guess it?was my fault for starting tk e whdle thing."
He thought for a second, "ait t dpn't knowriny brother's really
clumsy.. .

The class laughed.
"I know what you mean, though," Natalie turned to D east.

"You feel guilty, and maybe. he would've tripped anyway, ,l)ut
who knows?"

Ricky added a new thought.
"Look," he said, "it's Like this When your time's up, up. It's

a question of Fate, riot fault. And the chicic would've gotten hit
by that car even if she hadn't seen that dude with another chick r

The talk continuesl unabated, and a plan presented itself to ine.
They were raising questions that could be discussed after they

read,the story, but. why not air them through_ the vehicle of a trial?
I could share my recently -.acquired "expertise" on cotutIoom Tro-
cedure7they wanted to hear that anywayand. this ;vas just the
opportunity I wanted to personalize the experience for them. -The
defendant would be the narrator, witnesses would be the characters
in the story, we'd select a jury and otheus in the cdustrooniwhy
not? I didn't have tune to plan anything through Lat I felt this
was a good time to share my idea with th e kids.

"I think he'd be guilty!" Michael was saying.
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"You sound as though- you're delperating On a ea.se, cut.in.
"Can you reach a verdibt?"

"No," Michael shook his head. 'This is more like an argument.
We'd need to know the whole story, no just what one person says

iirshe heanl."
"How'd you like to have the, opportunity to reach a verdict

about a person's oft or innocence to be on a jury?"
Everyone look interested, expectant, as I'd hoped.

Aren't we too young?" asked Marcia
"For a real jury, yes," I agreed, "but we could have a trial right

here is this room! I know how to do it now, and in "The-Scarlet
Ibis" there's enough material for atrial. You'll have to read it care-
fully, of course, tonight, and think about it if you all agree, we'll, .tomorrow!"

wanna be the judge!" announced Ricky.
No, I'm going to be the judge," affirmed Mitchell. NO, l changed

my mind. I want to be on _trial."
"Good," said Donna. "I hope they hang you."
The class ended.
The newt day we didn't discuss the story; the kids said that this

case was not supposed to be discussed with anyone. Instead we
made a list of everyone weld need for the trial.

,-From the story we had James, the defendant, charged with man-
slaughter in the, death of his young, crippled brother: James's
mother, father, and aunt were witnesses, as would bethe doctor
who had attended the boy's blip and the medical examiner who
certified his death.

We would need a judge, a bailiff, a court stenographer, two
lawyers and their assistants, twelve jurors and two alternates. '

This accounted for twenty-seven parts in our drama. We needed
four more, and the entire class would be involved!

"Let Ahem be character witnesses," someone suggested, and it
wa_ clOne.

Since every student was to have a role? no one hassled over any
special one A surprise volunteer was Danny, the boy who wanted
to quit school, the boy who hated changes, who rarely spoke in
class. He wanted to be the defense attorney, promising to the
case for Mitchell, the defendant, and grudgingly agreeing take
on David as his assistant. I had doubts as to his ability o carry
out his promise. He'd have to read the story carefully selecting
facts pertinent to the ease; he'd have to write his own questions
and weigh the answers of the witnesses; he'd have to make quick
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decisions and pay careful attention to the prosecuting attorneys
I kept my doubts to myself.

f and Matthew were the attorneys hoping for a conviction.(..-----ra
AngelOwas the judge, Donna, the bailiff, and Michael, the court
stenographer.

"Who wants to be on the jury?" I asked, underestimating the
ids' mania for realism.
4`Wait- a minute," ninny spoke out indignantly. "Is that how
works? 'Who wants to be on the jury?' No! You told us you

were asked questionseach lawyer asked you questions to see if
you was right for the case, right?" He didn't-wait for an answer.
"Well, that's the way we should select this jury here. I don't want
no prejudiced person on my jury!"

"What questions will you ask?" My doubts bout Danny's
abilities were diminishing.

"I'll have to think about them. Look, tonight, me and David'll
get together and make a list ofwhat do they call that wofd--
relevantquestions. Okay? And Jeff and Matthew can ask questions
they think are relevant."

"Danny, that's a terrific idea. But I'd like to broaden it to include
everyone. The more questions we get, the more interesting the
selection process will be. If you reread the story tonight, you'll
get a good idea of what lawyers would need to know to determine
a juror's suitability."

"Could you give us an example?" requested Bruce. "I'm con-
fused."

"Well, in one case I was on, the defendant was accused of stab-
bing a man who had cut him off while he was driving. So the
lawyers asked us whether we had a license, how long we had
driven, whether we had ever been angered by other drivera; questions
dealing with the facts of the case. Of course, they asked for every-
one's name and occupationlf someone had been a taxi driver, for

-example, one lawyer might want that person excused."
"Can we make up occupations?"
"Sure! It'll make things ,mor-, ',-,terestthg."
No one had any more questions,` so I continued. "Danny used

the word 'relevant.' What does it mean?"
"Having to do with the issue," Jeff responded.
"Good, I thought you'd know that. But there'll be other words

whose meanings and spellings might be unfamiliar to you; you'll
need to know them well for the trial. Let's write them down. You
can get their definitions for homework."
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The- list grew as students recalled TV courtroom scenes. David
Berkowitz's case was described daily in the papers during-this time;
someone had a morning edition and added "change of venue" to
the list.

The next class began with Danny and Jeff collecting the questions
everyone had written. While they discussed theth, other students
finished: their definitions; still others moved the desks around to
resemble a courtroom.

-Soon we' were ready. The bailiff instructed "All rise!" The judge
entered and took her place at my desk.. She banged her gavel;
everyone-laughed. She banged it again, looking stern.

"Order in the court: This court is now in session! Judge Angela
Wearing presiding. No latighing!"

The laWyers . began. Their queitions were-' than I had
hoped.

"Do you have any brothers or sisters ?"
"Have you ever resented their .tagging along with you?"
"Are you afraid of lightning?"
"Would you stop to help someone even if it put your own life
jeopardy ?
Twenty.three prospective jurors were-examined; fourteen were
ally selected. The remaining nine snapped up the witness tarts

with no hard feelings.
At that point, Michael, our court stenographer, resigned, saying

the task was overwhelming. He volunteered to be a court-appointed
psychiatrist instead. I agreed, seeing an oppo5tunity to get the
entire class involved in, writing.

"Keep a journal of the daily happ&ings," I said. "Write down
what witnesses were called, what questions were askedeverything.
Get old newspapers and read the accounts of the Patty Hearst
trial if you need an example of what to do. It'll be interesting to
compare your perceptions of the trial when it's over."

I realized it had been unrealistic to expect everyone to sit quietly
and listen to the testimony all of the time Keeping a journal would
give the jurors and others a chance to occupy their hands and might
decrease restlessness.

One day was allowed to prepare witnesses; the jury did library
work.

The trial began.
Danny's opening statements were forceful and convincing.

doubts were completely gone pow.
Jeff countered with an equally effective speech, and James
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Hurst's moving. little sto e alive for us as it couldn't have
before.

"Boodle" was born a hopeless4cripple, doomed to die. His older
brother James once tried to speed his death by attempting to
smother him. But Doodle grew stronger, and James recognized his
chance for a eal brother, like the other boys had. Through a com-
bination of love, infinite patience, and harassment, James taught

.

his younger brother to walk.
But he didn't stop there. He pushed hen without mercy to run,

to swim, to climb; Doodle's handicaps embur. ssed James.
One day, after a grueling workout, a violent unaerstorm caught'

not he '?g) Doodle's cries to wait. Doodle, pushed beyond
the

ex 'listed boys unaware. - James ran for shelter, ignoring (or

endurance, collapses and dies. '

Danny contended that James had given Doodle a richer, fuller
life than he would otherwise have had. He was fate to die, according
to medical testimony, and James,. who .clearly loved his brother,
could not be held responsible.

Jeff, on the other hand, contended that James was directly
responsible for Doodle's death. Selfishness, not love, caused him
to push Doodle far beyond anything his frail body could withstand.

Witnesses were called; prior testimony, in the form of the text,
was read and reread. Objections were sustained and overruled.
Recesses were called occasionally so lawyers could confer. Witnesses
were recalled.

Finally, the trial was' over. The jury filed out into the hail to
deliberate. We busied ourselves while we waited.

Ten minutes later, a verdict.
"We find the defendant Not Guilty."
Everyone talked at once.. Congratulations, hugs for Dannyit

was almost as if he had been on trial. (And I think, in my mind, he
was . . . .) The prosecuting attorneys wanted to appeal, blaming
their witnesses for not being prepared well enough to withstand
Danny. The bell rang during the clamor, Angela banged her gavel,
and Court was adjourned.

We reviewed the procedure the next day and questioned the jury
on its verdict.

"It was Danny who convinced me," said Amy. "He was so well
prepared, he sounded so convincing, I had to let Mitchell off." The
others agreed. "But also, the plot wasn't so realistic. He really didn't
kill him. I think we should have had a different story," suggested
Beth.
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"Perhaps so," I agreed. "I also Wondered how different it would've
been if you jurors hadn't read the, story first, but had to learn the
facts just from the testimony."

"That's a better idea," several students agreed. "Only the lawyers
should know the whole story beforehand-. Can we do it again?

I laughed. "Next year For now, let's exchange journals. I'd like
to -see-some,' and want You to see if your friends saw and heard
the same things you did."

The kids pulled their chairs next to their friends, and I took a
few minutes to go through the letters tci me that had been accu .
mulating all week. Danny's was on top: "This last week of the trial
was really the best of the whole year I guess it was the change of
ways of doing things."

I looked up and caught his eye.
"Didn't I tell ya T could do it?" he asked.
"You certainly did," I nodded.
"I rest my case," said Danny.



Censorship:
Developing Language or

Raymond J. Rodrigues
University of Utah

Although English teachers feel a vague concern about censorship,
few of us regularly engage in preventive action; rather, we wait
until an attempt at censorship wises and then we react. Both NCTE
and the American Library Association provide guidelines to help
us ward off unwarranted censorship or, when censorship occurs, to
help us respond effectively. Such guidelines wisely advise that,
among other things, teachers be prepared to justify the selections
in their curricula and that, as a preventive measure, teachers keep
the public informed about and involved in the selection process,
thereby enlisting the public as a potential ally. As a major classroom
unit in senior high school, then, censorship study not only provides
students with additional practice in evaluating literature and enables
them to develop the language skills of listening, reading, writing,
and spealting, but it can also lead to a more enlightened public,
one which is aware of the moral issues involved in the selection of
literature for classroom study. At the very least, students come to,

realize, that literature does not exist in a vacuum cdled English
Class but reflects community life, beliefs, and values.

A censorship unit such as the one described here can begin at
any point in the curriculum' but perhaps most profitably after
students have started to. develop their own evaluative criteria. A
good starting point occurs immediately after students finish a con-
troversial work that the teacher considers ljustifia le. Determining
the particular selection should not pose a problem because certain
titles repeatedly turn up on lists of censored works throughout the
nation, such as "The Lottery," 1984, and the ubiquitous Catcher
in the Rye. (One caution: if referring to a specific work may cause
some community members to demand censorship of it, revise the-
unit to focus on censorship in general, rather than on specific titles.)

22
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To involve' students directly with the morel issuds in a given work
_many teachers assign discussion activities and writing assignments
that elicit, specific responses to the literature. After considering
those questions personally, students are ready to expand their- .

orientation to the immediate cominurntytheir school, family,
and townand to the greater communit he nation and world.y
Perhaps they are ready to even ponder w etherther universal ethical
principles actually exist.

At this point, the teacher can introduce the issue of censorship.
Such an introduction may take the form of a hypothetical situation:
"Suppose a group -6f people in this community demanded that we
stop reading (name the work) in this school because they believe
(state a possible reaction, such as the work being considered
obscene, too violent, too negative-toward humanity). Would they
be right? Why or why not? How should the school respond? What
'do you imagine the community reaction to that response would be?
Do you think the people in this community would actually react
in such a wa Jo_this particular work? Did you?" Until thismoment,
much of th discussion will have been pure speculation, with
students resp nding according to their own perceptions and expe-
riences, but necessarily from limited data Having established a
basis for considering a particular work in terms of censorship issues,
the teacher -then selects from the following activities or assigns all

of them. =4'
:----

Survey& Consider with students examples of survey models,
listing the examples on the board and including samples of the
kinds of questions asked, designs employed for responses, and
additional data collected about the respondents. defer to concrete
e amples such as the Gallup reports. Suggest a n ber of 'ways to
elicit responses, such as the semantic different scale, a seven-
point scale employ bipolar adjectives:

The violence in "The Lottery" is:
warranted

open-ended statements:

The violence in "The Lottei

unwarranted

or simple opinion choices:

"The Lottery" is too violent to be read in schools.

agree disagree _ no opinion
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The class, now decides the. group ,they intend to surveyother
students in the school, students in other schools, teachers, Parents,
r other community members. They also determine whether t
tendew people orally or whether to give people written question-

ailes: wore they can determine the format for the survey---- ,
questions and

\
the questions themselves, studehtsfd to consider - :-

audience, purpose, and voice. 0

- To create the survey, divide the class into grdups, directing each .

group to develop questions to be asked in a survey about attitudes
toward censorship, possibly about the censorship of a specific-6,
work. Then haVe each group present its questions to the class., with
the class determt ing the most important questions, the format for
responses the n mibtr of questions to ask, and the means of col-
lecting irilormatiop about the respondents, such as age, sex( or

:,-other peitment data.
Selected interviews. Assign students, individually or in groups,

to find willing subjects for in-depth intervie*s.abo t the issue,
preferably subjects whose knowledge justifies the 1 terview. Pos-
sible interviewees include other teachers, librar i. s, univers

rofessors, lawyers, and new persons. Before the terviews, hie
students practice interviewing techniq es by p off to inter-
view each other about areas of Per nal interest expertise.
Mother practice technique is to have individual st dents role-
play famous people, living or dead, or characterS erature
they have read' at a "news conference" beforethe c of .report-
ers." Alter the interviews, the interviewers prepares ritten rep,,IU
to be distributed among the class and kept`-or Lure class use

Spg alized research. Some students feel ore comfortable
readth for information than interviewing people. om, assign
the specialized research that requires only a few investigators_
For instance, someone can find the address of the AmericahLibrary
Association and write that organization for its free publications.
Later, the researcher reads and summarizes that material for the
class. Another student can gather ,censorship information from
back issues of The English Journal:'=A felk others can search the
Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature to find pertinent articles.
These researchers, in turn, report their findings to other students
whose task it is to prepare an annotated 'bibliography of available.
resources. This bibliography is then added to the class collectiori
of censorship data.

Public meetings. If the class or individuals within the class believe
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they should communicate their findings to the public, several
_o ats are pdssible.

The theater/forum. format requires Members of the class or
students in a dramas class to perform a -play, that either addresses
the censorship issue directly or that-contains potentially censorable
elements. The students themselves could adapt a short story, the

teacher_ could' suggegt- a play, or the class could find an
ppropri4ti: play, such as Ibsen's An Enemy of the People. If the
ay isiong, the director may choose to use excerpts only Im
ediately after the public performance of the play, a panel of

irrvitxl experts or concerned community members presents ifs
'response to the issues raised by the play, and the audience is inviti
to jou" Lri the*discnp.nion. For future use in English classes, students
either sudiotape or videotape the session. (Should the time tb pre-
pare such a play be prohibitive, many short films can be used to
present a-theater/forum.)

A second format is the radio or television audience participation
'show. Public -television and radio provide opportunities for such
presentations, and commercial stations are required by law to pro-
vide public service programi_ning. The best "salesmen" in the class--
can approach these stations with, a proposal from the class. If a
station accepts the propos4.it will provideguidelines for the Pro--
grain. In its simplest version, the "guests" on these programs (in
this case, selected students and/or individuals they invite) discuss
their viewpoints and answer. questions the public phones in.

A third format is simply that of a panel discussion before a
public group, such as a school assembly or an evening session to
which the public is invited. This format, however, is to be
the least productive choice, and the motivation for audience in-
volvement is limited.-

Finally, students may elect a videotape or slide-tape presentation.
If they do, any of the above _formats can be employed, but "can-
nine the show has the advantage of permanence and carefully
structured programming Students revise until they are satisfied,
with the final product. By scheduling a discussion of the produc-
Ittin. after it has been viewed by an audience, students elinthiate
the negative aspect of its' public interaction during the viewing.
An additional advantage/of this format is that it may be seen by
widely spaced audiences:\

Whatever format the clS chooSes, at the end of the unit they
prepare a summation report, evaluating the total experience_and
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making their own recommendations; The report is then presented
to those audiences 04 class considers most relevant: a local English
teachers' meeting, the board of education, the parents' association,
community service groups, the school through its newspaper, or
the town through its newspaper.

This unit on c-eraorShip has several acliTanTages: it :involves the
class in a real-life issue; it compels students to employ a wide
variety of language skills for divergent audiences and purposes; and
it lays the grwork for an educated school constituency,
future parents who realize that controversial issues are anlepsential
ingredient in literature stud :f that literature is to have any
meaning in our lives.



Using Student Questions
to Promote Active Reading
and Participation

Mehryn. Haber
Pennsylvania State University

All of us have had embarrassing moments as classroom teachers.
I want to describe one such moment because it clearly illustrates
a problem I had with student passivity, a prohlem I think many
teachers face. I have since _found solutions to this problem, but I
will tell you about them later.

The particular incident took place a number of years ago when I
was a freshman English instructor. One day I assigned "Fern Hill,"
a rather difficult poem by Dylan Thomas, telling my students to
come to class the next day prepared, to discuss the poem. That
night I designed a lesson plan contating numerous questions ar-
ranged developmentally. The fitt few questions were easy, but
they were designed to elicit facts and concepts needed to answer
later questions. These later questions built on eacelpther so that
by the time I got to my last questions students would "see the
light," so to speak, and umderstand and appreciate the poem.

Much of what happened in class the next day reflected the diffi
culties I was having_ As students erne into the room and opened
their texts, I noticed that, as usual; few of them had written any-
thing in their books nett to N. anywhere near the poem. Class
began, as it often did, with students dependLng on me to ask them
questions. Those students who had not read the poem carefully,
or at all, hoped that. I would not call on them, while some of the
others looked forward to answering my questions so they could
get my praise for a tight answer. As the discussion proceeded,
therefore, only a small number of students participated. Fortunate-
ly, they came up with some good apswers during the period.

It was, however, one of these \good answers that led to
response that greatly embarrassed me. Shortly before the end o
the period, I asked a question designed to put many parts of the
poem together for the students to clarify its meaning. As soon as
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someone gave the answer, a bright, yoking woman called out,. "Oh,
that's where you've been leading us." She was right, of course. I
had been manipulating the students to arrive at my understanding
of the poem. They were, in effect, filling in the pieces of my puz-

zle-in-the-rigid-order-HmposedWithed-faCel agree-d-with-t the
student, smiling to indicate that this sort of directed questioning
was, after all, a commonly accepted classroom practice.

From that time on I became-less able to accept that sort of class .

discussion_ I had become aware of just how active I was and just
-how passive my studentS were In both their reading at home and
their behavior in class, I had been encouraging thein to rely on me
to do their thinking for them. Specifically, many would skim
through an assignment without reflecting on what they read. When
I gave them questions to answer for homeWork, they read solely for
the purpose of answering my questions. When they came to class,
they sat and waited for me to ask my questions. Rarely did any-
one have questions of his or her own. Rather, I was the one who
was doing the careful reading, thb formulating of questions at
home, and the asking of those questions in class. I was the one
who was doing mast ()lithe talking in class. When I thought about
this, I realized_ that if and when any student of mine picks up a
book in years to come, that student will probably not know what
to do with it without having questions from me to triink about.

It took, some reading and a workshop or two before I was able
to make changes both in what I expected of-students and what I
required of myself; but when I made these changes, I was able to
get students to become more active readers at home and more
vocal participants in class discussions. What I have done, in essence,
is to place the burden of asking questions on my students.

This does not mean that I have stopped asking questions, for I
still do. I ask them in class discussions at the start-of a term because-
I hope that they will serve as models for students to emulate. I
also ask questions throughout the term to make students more
curious about certain issues and problems. And, finally, I ask ques-
tions to stimulate divergent thinking.

But, as I said before, I nowlace the burden for asking questions
on the students. Since 1 know that this responsibility is both new
and difficult for them, I offer as much help as I "think they need.

First of all, to ease students into the process and to get them to
read actively at home, I ask that they bring to class two copies of
at least two assignment-related questions, ones to which they 'do
not know the answer. If they have no such questions, they may
bring in two ideas related to the material that they want to discuss
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with their classmates. I keep one copy_ of their questions, thus put-
ting some pressure on than to do the work as fell as enabking me
to judge the sorts of questions they are asking. The other copy, of
course, they keep with them in class. What is done with thefr_ques-
dons in class depends on the students' need for structure,

If I think. they require relatively little structure, I encourage
thein to -ask spontaneously any of the que'stions they have written
down.-.Whether I divide the class into small groups or whether I
wdrirwith the whole class, I suggest that the discussion begin with
a question from a volunteer. I add that the class should answer it
as completely as they can before someone else brings up another,
question. A variatipn of this technique is to asliotudents to list
on the board general topics that relate to their questions. Then. I
ask them to form small groups based on the topic they are in-
terested in discussing.

1Some students need more structure, as evidenced' by their
inability to handle this "free" discussion. In that case, either in
small 'groups or in the class as a whole, I have one student collect
the questions, dictate them 'to the group, and then ask them of the /
group_ one at a timetjust as a teacher might. If they want, they can
even decide on the order in which they will answer the questions
In this way, students bopy down questions ,which resemble a con-
vention0 study-guide or lesson plan, That list of questions becomes
the basis for the kind of organized lesson that makes many students
feel secure,

Ater relying on these methods for a while, I try to achiev
more spontaneous discussions. For example, I distribute rearr_
material, in class, let's say a poem, and ask students, either in s
gyoups or in the class as a whole, to interpret what is being s d-.

To help theM v th's, I suggest that as questions and ideas oc ur
to them, they soul feel free to bring them up. My role is primarily
that of a silent ob rver. With practice, this method works ell.
After initial silences (everyone is afraid to go first) students ome
up with good questi s and ideas on the spot. Eventually, feel
free to join discussions 'th my own questions and ideas.

Now, you may ask, what if the questions students raise_ not
,as "good!' as the ones, teachers ask. My response is that we ought
to, teach students to ask "good" questions, I keep a list of the
questions they bring in and write it on the board or on a ditto. Then

show them the difference between closed questions, which have
only one answer, and open ones, which have more than done: More-
over, I emphasize values 'clarification, so that etude is learn to
raise and discuss values questions that relate to the subject matter.

3
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On the whole, my aim is to encourage students to write thought-
ful questions, ones to which they really want an answer, whether
they are closed or open, convergent or divergent. Relying on an
inductive approach, I have even gotten students to draw up a list
of questions--which_should_ be__ _asked= whenever they read, for
example, certain genres of literature.

I know it is not easy to get people to do something to which
they are unaccustomed, and teachers and students alike know the
rules of the game. But I believe that different rules must be used,
that students should beg_ ip to do the work that teachers have al-
ways done. I -learned a great deal froth preparing questions for
every lesson; I am sure that students, too, learn much when we let
them take on that responsibility. As Charles WeLngartner ("Affiliate
Notes and Quotes," English Journal 59 [September 1970] : 858)
so` eloquently put it:

the student needs practice in a role that requires knowing what
questions to ask rather than that of memorizing somebody else's
answers to somebody else's questions. It is nothing less than in-
credible that we make no provision for learning how to ask ques-
tions in all curricula from kindergarten through graduate school.
Mastery of concepts and skills such as these can produce indi-
viduals who are flexible, courageous, tolerant, and who as a
consequence, can deal fruitfully with change rather than be
terrorized by 'it.



A Step Bvond Role Playing

Phyllis A. Sherwood
Raymond Walters College, University of Cincinnati

Walking into my freshman composition-literature course: one
student, a young woman, turned to another, a young man; and
said, "I still can't understand how you could be such a, aoh, I
can't think of the right word, but I detest you!"

"Why, Carol, what's the matter with you?" John asked.
ht--I like you, John," Carol responded; "I just don't like you

as Gregors!"
This conversation was the result of what occurred after several

days of studying Ibsen's The IVA ld Duch. I had tried a method I
had not used beforeplAly obje4tives were to get tht whole class
involved and to maks students more aware of the complexity of
many of Ibsen's characters. I also wanted students to discover
relationships between what they read and their own lives. Although
the methodrole playingis not new, I believe that the structure
of the lesson is original, enough to be worth sharing.

First of all, I had the students worli in pairs so that everyone
would be involved. I assigned partners rather than letting students
choose their own because I wanted to pair quiet or shy students
with more outgoing ones. Each pair of students was assigned one
role as a character, as the author, and even as Mrs. Werle, who
doesn't appear in the play. The "characters" were to be-certain
about their personalities and their, otivations during every scene
in the play. To clarify confusing p , pairs could consult with
me as character to reader or as re reader.

For the second part of the assignment, each pak drew up a list
of questions, at least one question for each of the other characters
and for the author. By writing o t these questions, students would
not later feel as though I had p them on the spot. The questions

...could be those a reader Intl ask about the play or 'those a
character might ask about another character. In addition, I asked
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them to include some questions that went beyond the scope of the
play.

At the next class period, we were ready for ro e' playing. Each
pair wore character name tags so class members ould have no
difficulty ntifying the characters they wanted to question,
Members c each par were to take turns answering questions,
although they 'could occasionally collaborate. As it turned out, it
was a beautiful spring day, so we went outside and sat in a circle
in the grass behind the academic building. I don't know how much
the atmosphere affected the sty 'ents, but I do think it helped
them enter into the fantasy world of Ibsen's play. In any case, by
sitting in a circle the studentg could see each other's name tags,

I opened the session by asking the pair on my right to ask the
first question. Then we would simply go around the circle, asking
questions of a different character each time unless someone
wanted to offer a follow-up question related to the previous ques-
tion. At first, questions and answers were somewhat stilted.
Students asked obvious, factual questions, eliciting responses that
relied heavily on textual information. As they got into the spirit of
role playing, however, they began t(z.,) ask more probing questions
and to interact in more personal ways. At one point, a thirty-eight-
year-old student said, "Stop! Hedvig's answer to why she believed
she was adopted `I was naive'isn't good enough. I can remember
being fourteen and believing that I was adopted. I was sure I was
an Indian princess (even though I looked just like my mother) and
that I would be rescued one day by my exotic, wealthy parents.
Doesn't anyone else remember feeling like that?"

Once this statement had been made, several her students
shared memories of believing they had beena ed. These
observations led to a discussion of Hedvig's interest in fire and the
students' own experiences of playing with fire. The result was that
students develo&ed, a very meaningful understanding of Hedvig.

When we returned to role playing, the class became, more
speculative. Student pairs stopped looking at their prepared ques-
tions and became more involved in the character they were por-
traying and in how that character perceived other characters. The
first Mrs. Werle tried to gain support, but finally everyone saw
through her "moral"- self-righteousness. Mrs. Sorby had to win
over many people before the class accepted her as a good person.
Hailm* and Gregors tried to defend their actions and to justify
their motives.
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The two students who characterized Mr. Werle faced a unique
problem. Several students were convinced that,he was an evil man'
because they believed everything Gregors had said or implied
about him. Even though "Mr. Werle".Was able to get some of these
skeptical students to waiver in this opinion, he could not convince
all of the students that he was a good person. This situation led to
a' discussion of how people can and do misjudge others, how
people feel when they are misjudged, and how hearsay evidence
can be misleading. At this point, even the quietest students were
involve the cicussion.

Near the--enci of the period the questions asked indicated that
the students had gone beyond the limits of the play itself:

"What did you mean by the statement you made at the end of
the play, Gregors? What did you do after the play ended?"

"Hailmar, what kind of life were you living five years after Hed-
vig died?"

"Arec7arsiiran alcoholic, Dr. Relling?"
"Mrs] Sorby, or I guess I should call you Mrs. Werle, how did

your marriage work out?"
The answers to these questions showed insight into the charac-

ters. The students were living the play4lhating and loving each
other frustrated, puzzled, enraged, enlightened. Students had
become aware of the many facets of personality; characters could
not be classified as simply good or bad. The characters had become
real to the students as is evident by Carol's remark to John as
Gregors the following day.

. I have used many methodslectures, class discussions, small
group study sessions, oral readingto teach The Wild Duch. None
of these methods evoked the response from the total class that
role playing l did. Pairing the students and having them write out
questions also helped to achieve_ o jectives. In addition, the
essays these st tints laterf cite were among the best I have ever
received because eir comments were probing and full of insight.
Their papers reflected their increased knowledge about the charac-
tem and themselves.

Although I first used this method fir} play, it has worked
equally well for other types of literature.' Preparations for role
playing each pair understanding its character and preparing
tionscan take more than one day, and the role playing itself can
extend for more than one day. Thus, the entire exercise can last
from two to five or six days. If the cast of characters is small or
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the class large, students can be divided into groups of three. While
the students are role playing, the teacher can act as monitor,
making sure that each student gets a chance to ask and re pond to
questions. However, thorough preparation by the studs is before
they begin role playing and the support they give_pc other by
working in pairs are vital to the success of this rnetho,,!.

4



The Marriage of Literatur-6
and Technology:
Does an Engineering Technologist
Need Jonathan. Swift?

Roberta Dixon Gates
Southern Technical Institute

Do engineering technology students need to watch Antigone, to
listen to Frost reading his poems, tp study the political philosophies
of Machiavelli,, or to read Gulliver's Travels? Yes, they do. So do-
chemistry students and forestry students and music students.

For eight quarters I taught western world literature at the Uni-
versity of Georgia to students majoring in the liberal arts. Since
1966, I have been associated with Southeirn Technical Institute, a
four-year, degree-granting division of Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology, which offers baccalaureate degrees in Apparel-Textile;
Electrical, Industrial, Civil, Architectural, and Mechanical Engi-
neering Technology.

There is a difference in the response to literature from these
two groups of students, and I have developed new ways of teaching
Homer, Vera, Dante, Chaucer, Shakespeare, Swift, Wordsworth,
and Faulkner.

During the Summer and Wall 4uarters, 1977, I initiated
riage of literature and technology" projects in four Literature I
and Literature II classes. Each strident was responsible for a
visually-oriented project which "married" literature and tech-
nology. We discussed obvious ideas, such as the architecture of the
Globe Theatre or the kinds of windmills that Don Quixote m'ght
have 'Seen. Each student had an individual conference with e
within two weeks so that we could discusd the practicality of is
or her project. ,

What kinds of projects were successful? What really dre
students into literature as they explored technological influences?
The impact of science fiction was most exciting. These reports, a
natural for the engineering technologist, included introductions to
H. G. Wells, Edgar Rice Burroughs, and Isaac Asimov, emphasizing
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space and time travel and inventions. Students were quick to point
out that Swift, in Book HI of Gulliver, as well as Poe and Mary
Shelley were the obvious parents of science fiction, along with
Marlowe and Goethe in their treatments of Faust. Kurt Vonnegut,
the creator of the engineer-manager in Player Piano, became a real
hero.

The poetry of Georgia's own Sidney Lanier inspired a look at
the topographical maps of the last century to see how accurate
Lanier's descriptions of the hills of Habersham and the marshes of
Glynn had been.

Electrical engineering technology students became fascinated
with the writings of the ancient Egyptians, the cave drawings, the
Indian language, and symbol writing in general because they saw
connection with their own electrical symbolism. One student even
brought a tape made by, a Cherokee Indian reading poetry in his
native language.

Presentations dealing with the history of bookmaking taught us
all about paper, ink, book factories, bindings, problems of colored
illustrations, and book costs. Our study of William Blake so fasci-
nated one student that he did some excellent research on the tech-
nology of copper engravings; bringing in slides he made of unusual
nineteenth-century illuminations.

A Jamaican student, a photography buff, reminded us of the
importance of light to mankind, the discovery of artificial light,
primitive man's conquering of darkness, man-made lamps from
animal fat, and finally, the role natural and artificial light plays in
photography. He read from Genesis: "Let there be light."-Then he
introduced translations from several Bibles. His work in portraiture
made us aware that different types of lighting in photography
basic, butterfly, an rembrandthave much in common with
different translations in literature His conclusion was a reading
from- "Black Genesis" by Stoney and Shelby.

The sixth chapter of Genesis inspired two students to investigate
completely different technological aspects. \A senior industrial
student reported on Noah, who took 120 years to buiRI the'ark.
New vocabulary words were cubit, ark, and pitch. Although there
were 600-800 species on board, with a male and female of each
kind, there were only eight people. Assuming each_ person had
approximately 100 pairs of animals to feed, and that ten minutes
were required to feed each pair, Noah and his family put in a
tiring sixteen-hour day, Hopefully, the animals were in a state of
semi-hibernation.

George Dickey, a marine architect, designed and built the
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USS Oregon, using the ratio of length, width, .and height of the
ark, but reducing the size by one-seventh. Because of the Oregon's
stability, it was the flagship of the American fleet. Building th'e
ark today might well cause a cost overrun since analysis shows that
the ark, which is eighty times the size of a 1,500-square-foot house,
would cost $225,375.00.

An electrical student from Israel not only added authentic and
firsthand information about the land of Noah, but he also noted
that the dove hag been replaced by the local scale radar and the
satellite map.

We found many more instances in the Old Testament which
challenged electrical engineering technology students. One explored
the actual construction of the Ark of the Covenant. Made of
acacia wood, or mimosa, it was plated in gold, 21/2 cubits lont
(3'9"), 11/2 cubits wide (2'3"), and 11/2 cubits high (2'3"). The top'
was solid gold in the shape of a crown, with the wings of two
cherubs forming the mercy seat. This ark was a form of communi-
cation between God and the Israelites; since death came to any
who touched it, the ark was carried by two Voles also plated in
gold. Another student speculated that the ark could have been a
capacitor able to store a charge. He build and demonstrated this
effect for us:"

At approxLmately the same time that the Hebrews were hattihig
their enemies, the Greeks and Trojans were engaged in their famous
and long-lasting battle. Reading from the beginning of the Iliad,
a student introduced the idea of mechanical technology as it relates
to the development of weaponl- The wild ass catapult, the large
crossbowthe ballistaand the javelin-throwing catapult made
significant differences in fighting techniques. For instance, the
torsional powered crossbow could throw a 65-pound rock 500
yards. The American Revolutionary cannon could throw a 30-
pound ball 1,000 yards.

The Greeks did not spend all their time fighting. Shakespeare
reminds us of the architecture of the Parthenon in Pericles, Prince
of Tyre. A fire administration student found Shakespeare's de-
scription accurate, and so gained respect for the bard as a technical
writer. From drawings this student enlarged, we learned about the
traditional Greek temple form, the symmetrical design, the optical
refinements, and the fact that there are no straight lines in the
Parthenon.

One student read from the historians Plutarch and Anthemius
of Tr&lles about the Roman attack on Syracuse in 212 B.C.
Archimedes was supposed to have routed the Romans by burning

4
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their fleet with mirrors. Dr. Sakkas, in 1973, had 50 Greek sailors
direct 50 bronze-painted mirrors toward a small rowboat. In two
minutes the boat was in flaincs. The original Greek shields acted
as mirrors, an early demonstration of the use of solar energy. This
student said he had gained respect for the ancient writers since he
saw they were accurate; now he had more regard for their stories
and poetry.

The Roman aqueducts mentioned in the writings of the historians
led one civil engineering technology student to research the twelve
aqueducts built betWeen 312 B.C. and A.D. 993. He told us about
the location of water supplies, the problems of land acquisition,
the kinds of equipment needed, and the difficulties with boundaries,
financing, contractors, and tunneling techniques.

Another C. E. T. student began with the statement of a Greek
general who rworded his respect for Roman roads because of their
number, their quality, and the quick travel they made possible. He
reported on the roads in Rome, Italy, and the Roman Empire,
showing through charts how the roads were built and the founda-
tions were constructed; he went on to compare those roads with
modern roads. Vergil's complaint about not being able to get a
decent night's sleep in Rome because of the thousands entering
the city on the many new roads suddenly took on added meaning.

A student who had actually gone to Rome showed us apiece_of
the Cpliseurn he had retrieved from the ground. Reading from the
Natural History of Pliny the Elder, "But it is no\ time to pass on
to the marvels in building displayed by our own ty," this student
noted that the advent of new materials and n = methods had stim-
ulated and shaped the new theoretical approach. In this case the
new material w6 Roman concrete, used for the first time during
the second half of the first century A,D.

An unusual approach to a classic, The Divine Comedy, was pre-
sented by a fire science administration student. In the field of
scientific management, tie concluded, Dante wouid have been
superb. Charts used for efficient staff division correlate interestingly
with Dante's ideas of the right person in the right place.

The Renaissance period is rich in challenging literary figures,
such as Don Quixote, who led-us to discover more about the his-
tory of windmills. Windmills, which pumped water and milled
grain at the beginning of their history, are now being used as an
alternate energy source. In fact, there is now an electric-powered
windmill which Don Q. would have a hard time fighting.

Some students studied Shakespeare's plays for the first time.
Our class study of Romeo and Juliet led one student to explore
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the history and construction of forts. A second play, As You Like''
It, took place in Italy, where the textile industry became refined
during the 1500s and 1600s. This inspired a textile student from

odesia to do a visually exciting project. She made a black outline
of each costume described in this play and then filled them in with
colored pieces of fabric to show the materials and textures used
during that time in the theater. With this presentation, she gave a
history of the textile industry through the mid-1600s.

An architectural engineering technology student made cut-away
diagrams of the Globe Theater. A mechanical engineering student,
whose major interest was metallurgy, researched the use of metals
in the Shakespeare tragedies, particularly the knife and the sword.

Several hundred years after Shakespeare, another Englishman
rose to prominence. Swift wrote Gulliver's Travels at the height
of the Enli,ghterunent, and it is a satire on the four aspects of man:
political, physical, Mtellectual, and moral. Swift needed a way to
express adventure, irony, satire, and tragedy in his book. He char-
actenzed Gulliver in a manner similar to the way math students
solve equations in engineering, a project one student illustrated.

The Romantic poets led two students to meaningful techno-
logical research. One studied about Westminster Bridge, and its
importance in Wordsworth's life. He found out all he could about
that particular bridge, the city Wordsworth knew, and the nine-
teenth century technology of bridge building. Then he compared
that bridge with the Brooklyn Bridge, which reminded us of Hart .

cane and his poetry.
A water sanitation engineer returning to school lifted out this

quote from Byrgn's Don Juan: "TV taught by painmen really
jnow not what good water's wort], " The student then went on
o sketch Byron's European trip, sho ,, mg the prominent part water

played in the poetry. Then he introduced a brief history of man's
efforts to purify water for his own use, finding out, for instance,
that the world is 97-.2% water but that only .6% of this is fresh
drinking dater.

Dickens and his vivid descriptions of the factories of his time
helped one of our industrial engineering technologists to see how
far factory management has come. in a hundred years.

A new word can start a student thinking. One student had never
heard of the word "metamorphosW' when we began Kafka. This
studwent on to discuss the metamorphosis, the transformation,
of the vacuum tube.

M dem literature helped some students see that Foxfire and
what one learns from Lord of _ the Flies are not so far removed.
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Neither are the concerns of Thoieau and the problems of industrial
__pollution. Thoreau's "Doctrine o0implicity" should be required

reading for all industrial engineering technologists. One student
bven called Edgar Allan Poe the industrial engineer of literature
ecause his writings did not waste motion, squander pffort, or offer
unnecessary hypotheses.

Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man and James Baldwin's Notes of a
Native Son were a black student's first introduction.to black litera-
ture. He was a graduating senior, and for his presentation offered
his own autobiography.

Wallace Stevens, lawyer, insurance executive, and poet, spoke to
many students. From his "The Glass of Water":

That the glass would melt in heat,
That the water would freeze in cold,
Shows that this object is merely a state,
One of many, between two poles. So,
In the metaphysical, there are these poles.

One student indeed showed that a complete solar h me will not be
so different from the glass, that the cycle can be c plete within a
domed habitat.

These, them, were some of the projects. Mother quarter I may
do moreor less. But students did have a positive reaction. Together
the interface between technologist and humanist was strengthened
by our working to show that both poles are necessary.
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Producing a Slide-Tape Presentation
for a. Public Audience

Alexandra R. Krapels
Consultant, Language Arts and Social Studies

Today's high school students are media consumers. In fact, many
of them are gluttons of the media, especially of the visual media.
They watch television at home and often at school. They go to
movies on thei=r own time and even on school time as part of a
lesson. Ln some classes visual media have become as much a tool
of education as textbooks have been for so many years. Using the
media in the classroom has proven effective not only becauSe theY4
give variety to our teaching but also because they appeal to the

- students we now teachthe media consumers.
One unfortunate result of media consumption, however, has

been the development of passive- students. They have become
accustomed to receiving, to ingesting whatever the screen offers.
Unlike real food which provides fueq_or future energy expenditure,
the media meal is merely ingested and usually not converted into
any form of energy, physical or mental. Is it possible to turn our
media consumers into media producers?

A slide-tape presentation is probably the least expensive and
easiest media project to produce, and certainly it is not a new assign-
ment for an English class.The challenge, however, lies in choosing
a 'topic- that is based on the needs of the students' community, in
dcovering material that will be viewed not just by English classes,
but by many different classes as well as by community groups.
The benefits from such a choice are many. Students must learn to
address different audiences and to engage in both primary and
secondary research. In doing pi-Unary research, they often learn
to conduct successful interviews. Also, the teacher is relieved of
being both taskmaster and evaluator since the public audience
becomes the most important evaluator. Other objectives accom-
plished by preparing a slide-tape presentation include, for example,
distinguishing between writing that is to be read silently and writing
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that is to be read aloud and recognizing the importance of tone
and pace in public speaking. These points are usually discussed and
practiced in English class, but the slide-tape assignment, more than
most assignments, makes them meaningful. From the teacher's
viewpoint, the most important objective achieved by this assignment
is that it is process- rather than product-oriented. Of course, the
product is importatit, especially to the students, but the actual
learning occurs while doing the assignment.

Producing a slide-tape presentation seems difficult; at least it
seemed so to my students and to me when we began the project.
We thought that a media production was something you watched,
not something you did. But the project proved no more-difficult
than any other research project after we had broken it down into
manageable steps. Moreover, it was more enjoyable for all of us
than the traditional research paper because the students were
sincerely committed to the project.

For ease of reading, I have outlined the steps of producing a slide-
tape presentation according to the task that needs to be done, the
process used to accomplish it, and the product or measurable results.

I. The entire class decides upon a topic for its slide-tape presenta-
tion.
A. Process

1. Either with the entire class or in groups of four or five,
discuss the following questions:
a) What problems exist in your community?
b) What services are needed in your community?
c) What community services do people need to be made

aware of?
2. Students should be given a few days to reach a fin deci-

sion. Proponents for different topics may want o pre-
sent their cases to the class, but the final topic should be
a decision of the majority. Successful topics include:

The Cost of Vandalism in the School" and "How to Use
a Voting Machine."

B. Product: the entire class clearly and specifically states the
:topic, the intent or aim, and the intended audience. These
statements should be displayed in the classroom throughout
the project.

II. The class determines what specific subjects within the broad
topic need to be researched and names a research deadline.

A. Process: the class brainstorms while the teacher serves as
discussion leadek and recorder.
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B. Product: each student is give
researched. The deadline is po

Thq researches the subject
A. Process

1. Students initiate research
to class. For example, if
the Maintenance Directo
,principal can be asked
'should have a fairly spec

---- a result of Step IL All sty
this session. If possible,
session for future referen

2. The class should now bra
(Sometimes it is best if
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copy of the subjects to be
tAin the classroom.
lisfed in Task II.

by inviting a pertinent speaker
school vandalism is the topic,
for the school system or the
speak on the topic. Students

idea of questions to ask as
dents should take notes during
the teacher should tape this
e.

yak into groups of four or five.
he teacher assigns members to

the groups.) Each group ust have a leader and a recorder
and a list of subjects t research. Group leaders then
assign tasks to each gr p member. Recorders provide
the teacher with lists of rho will do what in each group.
a) Some group membe s will need to conduct interviews

in order to complet_ their assigned tasks, so groups
should practice in ewing by phone and in person
by role playing.

b) The teacher may eed to help students involved in
secondary researc locate information because these
materials are ofte not found iii7d library.

c) The teacher sho act as observer and advisor to all
groups during the research step.

B. Product: each to the teacher the results Of
his or her research. At t e top of a sheet of notebook paper,
the 'student writes the subject researched and below this
heading a record of the Mdings. If the student has researched
more than one subjec each subject is recorded separately.
The student should b aware that this record will be on dis-
play M the classroo and that other students will use this
material for referen e. All research records are then placed
in a single looseleaf inder, which is located in a central place
in the classroom.

IV. The class determin the writing demands of the script for a
slide-tape presenta ion including length of the presentation
(most are 15-25 mutes long); total number of slides needed
(not all the slide are accompanied by scriptusually. 40-65
slides coincide w th the script while the remaining 842 slides
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occur at the beginning and the end, with accompnying
music) length in seconds for each slide which accompanies
the script (most are shown for 7 to 11 seconds); writing
style, which is determined by the intended audience and by
the fat that the script will be read aloud.

A. Process
1. The teacher distributes a worksheet which lists the follow-

ing questions concerning a filmstrip students will study
as an example.
a) How long was the entire filmstrip?
b) How many slides were included in the emir

filmstrip?
c) About how long was each slide shown?
d) What can you say about the writing style of the

script? About how long were the sentences? Were
the sentences easy or difficult/to understand? Could
you understand all the words used?

e) What aspects of the pictures made this a good film-
strip? a bad filmstrip?

1) What qualities of the speakefiade him Thera good
choice for narrator? a bad choice?

2. -After the students have reviewed the worksheet, the
teacher shows a filmstrip for them to critique.
Using the worksheets as a springboard for discussion,
the class makes its own decisions concerning its slide-
tape presentation. The worksheets are kept or file for
future use.

B. Product: the class lists its decisions concerning its presenta-
tion and posts this list in the classroom.

V. The class composes the introductory lines of the script an,
outlines what will be included in the remainder of the script.

A. Process
L The entire clams can compose the introductory lines (5-7),

or a group of three can compose them while the rest of
the class observes and critiques their work. During this
observation period the teacher can alternate members
of this small group so that more students can participate
in the initial composing process.
Outlining the remainder of the script can also be accom-
plished by the entire class or by groups.of four or five.
If groups are used, the whole class should later reach a
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consensus based on the outlines submitted by each group.
This consensus outline should be written on the board.

R Product
,

1. A copy of the introduction is placed in the looseleaf
binder along with the research from Step III.

2. Each student makes his or her own- copy of the outline
for the rest of the script.

VI Students compose the remainder of the script.
A. l'rocess

1. Students work in groups of no more than three so that
all are involved in the composing process. The tea
assigns a section or sections of the outline to each
and an approximate number of lines which the goup
may use to develop each section.
After these lines have been composed and neatly record-
ed, groups exchange work. The work of each goup
should be critiqued by at least two other groups. Each
group should revise its own work.

B. Produet: each group neatly records the final version of its
lines and turns this in to the teacher, who makes a copy of
all the lines for each student. One copy is placed in the loose-
leaf binder for public display.

VII. The class composes the final draft of the script.
A. Process: the final draft may be written by the whole class or

by groups of four or five. Each student must have a copy of
the entire script. If groups are used, the entire class or an
editorial board must later make final decisions concerning
script revision. Studen0 rnust be sure that the script is fluent,

B. Product: the fin version of the script must be typed with

that it is not repeti .-tuyi s, and that it'has the required number
of spoken segmen .

a right margin of at least three inches. Several copies must
be made. One is given to the teacher, and one is placed in
the looseleaf binder.

VIII. The class designs visuals for the slide-tape.presentation.
A. Process

1. The entire class should design the visuals for the Mtro-
duction. A visual nays be a photograph or a graphic,
which may be hand -drawn or hand-lettered. Although
most of the visualhbuld be photographs, graphics may
be used for effect of hen a photograph does not suffice. ,
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Students may wish to reread their answers to question
"e" on the worksheets they completed in Step IV. The
teacher will have to remind the students that although
their visuals may be dramatic, they must be relevant to
the topic and realistic enough to be reproduced on fan.

2. The remainder of the visuals will be designed -by- groups
of four or five. One group is given the task of designing
the visuals for the title and credit frames, of which there
axe - usually four or five, and the one or two concluding
frames. Each of the remaining groups;is given a section
of the script forwhich to design visuals.
Each group will present its designs to the entire class for
critiquing.

B. Product: each group makes two copies of its designs the
visuals. The written descriptions of these designs are rec ecl

in the wide right margins of the smipts typed during Step
VII. One copy is again given to the teacher, and one copy is
returned to the looseleaf binder.

IX. The class selects the narrators for the script.
hi4 Process

. 1. At this point students may wish to reread their answers
to question "f" on the Step IV Worksheets. The entire
class should decide which sp.2ech qualities are desirable
and hcrw many narrators are needed. The class should
summarize these qualities on a rating sheet.

2. Using the rating sheet, students and teacher shot d eval-
uate those who try out for narrator(s). Only the teacher
should see these score sheets.

B. Product: narrators are chosen for the slide-tape presentation
according to the class evaluations.

X. Students produce the slide-tape presentation.
A. Process

1. The following equipment is needed: tape recorder and
blank tape, camera and slide film.

2. The class and/or the teacher assign the following roles.
a) 'Slide-tape director/editor to assist the teacher in

overseeing the production
b) Narrators (already designated)
c) Artists to draw the graphics
d) Photographer(s)
e) Actors, if necessary
f) Technicians to build sets, if ecessary
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3. Some of the production activities maybe accomplished
ti

4thiring class time; however, the, teacher may need to
arrange release time for taping and photographing. Often
it is best if all taping is done in one session.

B. Product: using a slide projector and a tape fecorder, students
show their slide-tape to other classes, teadhers, and selected
community groups.

The students' work on this project may be evaluated in several
ways. Since the teacher was not the sole intended audience, he or
she is not the-only evaluator. Because the students have been so
involved in the process of producing the slide-tape presentation,
they should evaluate themselves. The teacher may prepare a ques-
tionnaire in which students assess their own performances and what
they have learned from the project. Also valid is a critique of the
presentation by another teacher, perhaps a social studies teacher.
The students themselves can prepare evaluation-sheets to be filled
out by each viewer. In addition, the teacher can evaluate the prod-
ucts of each step by recording how completely students fulfilled
their responsibilities.

When my students worked on this project, they were less con-
cerned with what I thought of their work than with the reactions
of those who would view the presentation. In fact, I became less
the teacher, and they became less the students; they becanA their
own teachers. Finally, my students had a better purpose for learn-
ing than just earning a grade or satisfying me. They wanted to
reach a real audience: Media consumers had indeed become media
producers who wanted to contribute something worthwhile to
-their community.



Reader's Theater Script Writing:
A Strategy for roviding
Motivation an Peer Feedback

Student Pornoten.
Don Adrian Da.vidson
Evergreen (Colorado) Junior High School

Providing students with activities that motivate and provide imme-
diate, relevant feedback for their writing is a difficulttask. Effective
compoSition strategies are structured on the principle that com-
position is a means to an end, not the end it-self. Few craftsmen
master a craft because_they want to drive nails well, stitch a neat
suture, or prepare -a brilliant brief. Instead, Beople want to-create
finished products: snug homes, healthy patients, succeSsftil eases.
The best motivation occurs when people have the -opportumity to
create a finished product that has value for them. The mastery of
fine detailsnail holding or spellingassumes importance only
when the value of the. finished product warrants the craftsman's
concern. Creating, producing, and performing reader's theater
offer students the opportunity to attempt a worthwhile finished
product, and live them reason to attend to the fine details of
editing, revising, and proofreading.

Reader's theater can be described as the oral performance of a
prepared script by three to five seated readers whd portray their
roles using vocal and facial expression. A performance of reader's
theater does not iewire script mernori2ation, theatrical costuming,
elaborate sound effects and props, or theatrical lighting. Reader's
theater, therefore, lends itself tiT the classroom setting. The bibli-
ography accompanying this article lists resources which offer
specific suggestions for writing and producing original reader's
theater. .

.The teatWer may provide published scripts as models, but for
most class6s this practice is unnecessary and may even inhibit
original writing. The teacher can read student-written scripts from
other classes and suggest that students use favoHte television shows,
well-known fairy tales and books, or real-life situations as source
material.
50,
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Although the teacher's instructions to the students should avoid
single, directive solution, clear, detailed directions must be given.

he facilitator of the activity, the teacher should specify the
following:

1. The fonn.and final draft requirennen f the script.
2: The dramatic elementsplot, conflict, and characterization

requed for a successful script.
3. The number of class sessions that will be made available to,

prepare and rehearse. the scripts.
4. The miantan and maximum number of minutes a perform-

ay- last.

The audience -..but consultation
here.

6. The dates for the dress rehearsal, die 'final performance and
the collection of finished scripts.

Flow much time is given to the reader's theater activity' depends
argely upon the class. If students have had a go Od deal of experience
writing in small goups and speaking before4their peers, six class
periods may be sufficient. If students do not have this haCkground,
more time will be required, 'The teacher whose students have had
few small-group experiences, will find the resources for organizing
groups listed in the bibliography particularly helpful.

A six-clEty lesson plan for reader'g 'theater can be arranged as
follows:

h the class may be useful

Day One and Two:.,6tud nts select their working groups,
brainstorm Within gro(ups for script ideas, and prepare an initial
draft of the script. It is buportant that all students serve as
writers of the script so that each student can contribute his
or her own composition strengths to the grouP's effort.
Day Three: Each group reads its initial draft of the script
aloud, edits the rough spots, and begins practicing the final
reading. The teacher may wish to spend time here working
with each group to help polish its performance.
Day Four: The class meets for the dress rehearsal of . each
goup's script and acts as critic and audience for each per-
formance. For large classes, extra time may be needed so that
each performance receives audience feedback.
Day Five; Each group polishes its reading, incorporating any
changes" indicated during the dress rehearsal.
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ikty Six: The reader's theater plays,for a live, student audience.
Almost any group of students can .serve, as long as the price
of admission, filling out a short critic's report of each perfor-
mance, is paid. The form for the critic's report is flexible, and
should be developed by the students of the composition class.
Requiring the students to determine the kinds of feedback
information they need and want helpsthem to become sensi-
tive to the importance of audience and purpose in any form
of composition.

On per ormance day the teacher collects the icripts._Final copies
must be received before the performance because when stUdents
can no, longer look forward to hearing the applause of their peers,
all motivation to write is, gone.

It should be noted that no attention has been given here to the
oral skills needed to present reader's theater. There are two reasons

h y the sge skills have not been discussed. First, the primary objective
of the activity iS to provide an opportunity for students to create
a finid writing 'product that has value for them. A-secondary
objective is tO create a setting in which composition skills will be
evaluated in a format recognized as relevant by students. While
students do practice oral skills, these are a bonus for the composi-
tion student and not the principal objective. Further, students are
quite capable of supplying accurate and useful criticism of the.bral,
performances without intensive' help from the teacher. They can
tell performers when the dialogue cannot be heard, whin it doesn't
make sense, when it doesn't hold their interest. More impOrtantly,
peer comments are always couched in appropriate-language and at_
a level Which effects alterations'` in the script or the performance,
a result not always achieved by an English teacher's comments.

Inasmuch as this activity as outlined here does not concentrate
on oral, skills, composition skills receive a complete workout. As
students prepare the scripts, they encounter and solve problems
that must be solved'by any writer. Faced with the prospect of

resenting a final perforniarice, student writers must recognize and
d fine their audience, identify an, appdaling but workable subject,
and write ancVevise within the framework of a definite form, a
reader's theater script.

Because the script is the result of a group effort, three important
things happen that can aid the growth of the student write. During
the initial brainstorming for ideas, each member has the bpportu-
nitj to have his or her ideas aired and incorporated into the script.
Such a process helps the individual writer learn how to select topics,
how to find supporting details, and how to eliminate extraneous
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material. Secondly, as the group works together, reading and re-
reading its script aloud, individual students learn valuable editing
techniques. Lastly, and perhaps the most important element in an
individual's growth as a writer, each member of the goup shires
in the final success of the composition. If students are to become
self-motivated writers, the 'composition class must provide oppor-
tunities for success.

In addition to motivation, reader's theater supplies student
writers with timely peer feedback. If it is a need to write that in-
spires composition, it is the presehce of critical feedback that
produces good composition. When students write for an audience
they deem important, they take greater pains to produce their best
work. This is not the case when the source of feedback is seen as
artificial or unimpOrtant. For many students, the composition
teacher is just such a source. When studenti write and perform for
their peers, however, they ,write to an audience they understand
and can anticipate, an audience whose approval Matters, an audience
who will respond to the work with immediatnd meanin
criticism.

Reader's theater provides a setting in which students are mot'
voted to display their best composing skills, to improve them, and
to develop others. Moreover, the activity nearly runs itselfa wel-
come boon for the harried composition teacher. Composing reader's
theater scripts teaches young writers to consider their audience as
well as the problems of sequence, clarity, and detail-. The activity
makes clear the need for revision in the composing process and ,

allows practical-application of _years of work on mechanics and
neatness.

Reader's theater works because it is the student who is most
responsible fOrthe success of the activity, not the teacher. Things
are leaned best through hands-on experience. Why should corhpo-
sitign be excluded? If your students are like mine, and I am certain
they are, they have volumes of good writing inside of them that
can be :4Fhanneled into successful scripts, stories, or essays. As
teacher's of composition our most important task may be to discover
valid reasons for writing, and then to stand aside and let students

rite.
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Writing an Episodic. NRvet

Al Yoder
Southside Virginia Community Co

One of the firm beliefs of English instructors is that reading can
improve writing and, conversely, that writing can improve reading
ability. Presumably this is why English classes study both reading
and writing and why many teachers ask students to model their
own essays on those in assigned readings. The reading done in these
classes is usually not limited to the expository essay. Fiction and
poetry are also included and, seemingly, the same argument should
pertain to th em ely, if students write ficton and poetry they
will better u erstand those forms of literature. Professional writers
themselves 'have recommended this procedure. In The Second
Common Reader, Virginia Woolf observes, "Perhaps the quickest
way to understand the elements of what a novelist is doing is not
to read, but to write; to make your own experlirient with the dan-
gers and difficulties of words."

Teachers . are, however; reluctant to assign ,creative writing, at ,

least in general English courses. Of course, if the instructor is teachL
ing a creative writing course or-a general English course to a special
section of advanced students, the reluctance is minimized. Other-
wise, the teacher_ who simply asks his average students to write
fiction is likely to be met with gasps of ditbelief and loud decla.
rations of inability. Nevertheless, there are exercises that are appeal-
mg and require little creative sophistication on the part of students..
One of the best exercises of this sort is to have your students write
a novel, an episodic novel: In this sort of novel a character is estab-
lished who simply undergoes a number of different experiences
over a period of time As Robert Stanton explains in his Introduc-
tion to Fiction, "Irari episodic novel, the plot is composed of
separate 'risodes, each fairly complete in itself, linked chiefly by
one or more recurrent characters."

55
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If you find the idea of writing a novel shockingly ambitious,
your students will find it even more so. Before outlining the proce-
dure, let me explain the objectives of this exercise so you may, in
turn, explain them to your students. Although this exercise might
be employed in a creative. writing class, it is fairly mechanical and
might proVe inhibiting rather than helpful to those who seriously
want to become creative writers. The exercise is better employed
in a traditional class of English composition, but you should make
it very clear to your students that you are not turning the class into
a creative writing class, that you are not trying to make novelists
out of yotz students, and that you will not grade them on their
creative ability, if you choose to grade them at all After explaining.
what the exercise is not going to do, you may proceed with its teal
objectiy:gs-the first of which is to make students better readers. As
Woolf explained, if students try to work with the elementsof fiction
(description, dialogue, narration, conflict, point of view), they will
better appreciate them in their reading. The idea is to learn by
doing. For example, students may not appreciate the difficulty of
writing dialogue until they have accepted the challenge themselves.
And even if they fail ro create convincing dialogue, they will have
learned in the attempt. The second broad objective is to make
students better writers. Simply put, creative writing can improv
expository writtrig. Whenever students attempt to express thoughts
and feelings on paper they are practicing, and hopefully improving,
their writing abilities. And, of course, the expository writer does
employ many of the rhetorical devices of imaginative Writing.

With these two objectives in mind, let me turn to the proeedtire.
As I have said, in an episodic novel ,a,charactr is established who
then undergoes a series of experiences. The instructor may "want to
stipulate the experiences, each of which constitutes in individtial
writing assignment as well as a stage of the novel. What follows is
a sample set of possibilities:

1. Invent and describe a character: physical characteristics,
habits, likes, dislikes, traits. (characterization)
Provide your character with a history: What has his or her,
life been like up to now? Who were, his or her parents?
What sort of childhood did he:or she have? What were his
or her friends like? (background)
4 _

Describe where he or she-lives.- (setting)
Describe a typical day in the life of your character.

5. Your character is going to leave town; describe what led to
this decision.-
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6. Just before leaving town, your character receives advice
f?orn someone; recreate scene in dialogue.
The first day out o
strange; describe
strange.

wn y character meets someone
person hat makes him or her

8. This person asks our character to do som thing, but your
character is not ure if he or she .Should. at was your

ced do and what goek thr gh his or her
mind

9. Your character decides to do what has been asked; describe
the decision and its consequences.'

10 Some time later, your character turns up in a large city with
very little money. Your characteclecides to find a job.'
Describe the search for a job and the job he or she finally
secures.

11. Describe a- typical 'day on the job.
12. Despite the fact that your character likes the job, he or she

is fired. Describe this sce aking clear-why he or she,was
fired.

Your character is depressed and inattentive. As a result, he
or she has an accident. Describe it.

14. Your character is taken to a hospital and learns that he or
she is not expected to live. DescribeAhis scene and your
character's feelings about the imminence of death:-:
Despite the .doctor's predictions, your character recovers
and decides the city is not for him or. her. Your character
moves to ,a small town where he or she lives for a year
DesciibethisTenod.
.While living in this small town, your charadter sees a num-
ber of things he or she believes ought to be changed. What
are they?
In order to bring about changes in the town, your character
decides to run for mayor. Describe the campaign.

18. Your character wins the campaign and begins inaugurate
changes; however, he or she encounters difficulties. What
are they?

As you see, possibilities for this assignment are endless and can
be organized around emotionsgrief, sh'arne, envy 7-as 'well as eveitts.
You might, of course; use some _of the suggestions given above or
devise your own, but a third, andliery, useful option is to ask your
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students to suggest pssigaments. Before you do this, however, you
and the class must make a decision about the novels. Will they be
serious or comic? This decision will affect the experiences that can
be included. For example, an assignment might sugge that the
character has had an accident; such an experience couldtappen to
any character that anyone in the class is developing. Another sug-
gestionthat the character gets drunk, for examplewould not fit
every character or would fit only comically, such as the intoxication
of a puritanical schoolmarm. If you and the class have agreed that
the novels are to be freewheeling and potentially comic, any sort
of experience is permissible. If, however, you have decided to be
more realistic and serious, .thdh only very . general suggestions
appropriate to any sort of character can be considered .:',_

Once you have decided on the general experiences' that will
comprise the assignments, the procedure is straightforward. EaCh
experience or two becomes a writing assignment. At the beginning
of each period, merely describe to the students the experience
their character is to undergo. Although they write about this event

any -mariner they choose, encourage them to stretch themselves,
to experianent,,to'attempt,what they have not done before. Clearly,

Tcthe experienceS can be writte about in a, brief and perfunctory
manner, but they may also be a cepted as challenges;

Each student may work independently on his or her own novel
over the entire period, or students may work coopeiatively, either-
by working with.lihe same set of characters or by exchanging novels
for each assignment, thereby, ,developing someone else's chaeetcter:.
Whether you 4.1ecide to develop the novels cooperatively or not,
periodically set aside time for each student to share his ,,i)r her work
with .others, either by reading it aloud to -the dais, or aSki4g- a-
classmate to do it.

As an inveterate reader of texts on creative writing, I know that
many exercises, have been designed to initiate students into the
craft of creative writing, but I believe this exerdise has four advpn .
tages many others lack. First of all, it is coMprehensive. It provides

ila broad framework in w :ich all the elements of fiction can be
integrated. It is not fra.g entary, nor does it rely on the piecing
together of many separate writing exercisessetting, imagery, and
the like. Because this technique. is based on a general framework,
it can be used with almoseany text you may be using. For example,
if the text is discussing dialogues you can ask students.to emphasize
dialogue in the next assignment; if you are discussing effective
description, you can ask them to experiment with description in
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the next assisment. Second, the exercise produces a written
product that evolves. As the episodic novel grows, students take
'greater pride in their work. They look back and discover that they
have written a great many pages, and this senae of accomplishment
encourages them to write even more Although the accumulation
of pages is not the objective of the exercise, it is undeniable that
the morayou do, the more you think you can do. A third advan-
take is that the assignment can be terminated at almost any time.
Students may 'Work on their novels as long as they seem to be
enjoying themselves and benefiting from the experience. When
students .begin to lose interest and the benefits appear to be dimin-
ishing, ybu can simply ask them to write an ending. Finally, the

-relatively mechanics nature of the exercise is an advantage, for
removes -much of the fear of creative writing. It is this fearthat

;inhibits 4iany students from attempting creative writing and many
teaches fromWsigning it Students are not asked to Create from
nothing; they are given a fra_ naework within'tVhich they Can work.



The Interview: Combining
Humanistic and Cognjtive -Values
in the Teaching 'of Composition

Janet F. s chran
Elon College

The increased emphasis on student literacy in recent years has
brought teachers in all disciplines face to face with the knowledge
that improvement and change are needed in the teaching of the
language arts, and most especially in the teaching12 composition.
I have recently intensified my efforts to discovery c omposition assign-
ments which combine "humanistic" and "cognitive" values. One
result is the interview assignment which I am about to describe.
The fact that certain other needs are met by the assignment is pure
good fortune, but I will mention those later on.

First a word about terminology. By "humanistic" 1,do not mean
the often simplistic "make -'em -feel- good" type of exercises some-
times recommended for facilitating "self-expression"; nor do I have
in mind what Ross Winterowd refers to as the "touchy-feely" ap-
proachthat of seeking to convert sensory experience directly
into written expression. Instead, I want to suggest that teachers of
composition have not paid sufficient attention to alienation within
the classroom. It is 1;y now a truism that Students learn better in a
situation in which they feel comfortable and recognizea sense of
communitya situation in which they are acknowledged as indi-
viduals and have an op ortunity to experience success. And yet
factors such as populatio shifts, the reshuffling of public school
attendance zones, ncreasingly overcrowded classes at all
instructional lejw)els tkri d to discourage the development of these
classroom characteristic

I have been looking t ways to escape two of the common con-
straints of student wri mg, that of teacher-as-audience, and worse
yet, the vague4unspeci audience that almost invariably invites

_shifting levels of diction and a muddled tone. It seems to me that
e sense of audience can and should be made a functional aspect
student writing.

60
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Instructions for the Int rview Assignment

I. The teacher may wish o begin by noting that the apprehen-
sion felt by some students is both common and natural since
the interview is a departure from conventional writing assign-
ments. The Class is asked to compose a list of questions
appropriate for an initial interview. Students are encouraged
to submit questions of a concrete nature ("What places haVe
you lived, in ybur life?") as well as those of a more abstract
or theoretical nature ("Suppose you were offered complete
financial support right now. What would you do with your

2. Students are paired ,off at random by drawing matched
numberaqut are requested to change partnels if they find
themselves paired with a close friend or roommate. One of
several different methods can be used to arrange the inter-
views, depending largely upon the instructional -level. If the
assignment is used M a junior or senior high school class, a
specific date should be chosen for the firstinterviews. If it is
used in a college class, partners should be allowed time at
the encliof the class meeting to set up a time and place out-
side of clasS for the first interviews. Since college students
sometimes complain that hectic or conflicting schedules
rnaite out-of-class interviews difficult, they can, as an al-
ternative, be dismissed to find a quiet place to conduct the
interviews during the class hour.

_7?
During the initial interview, partners ask each other-Same or
all of the questions on the list, plus any others that may
occur to them. Students are encouraged to get to know
their partners, to discover similarities and differences, and
especially to be sensitive to any area in which the interviewee
is particularly interested or about which he or she has' strong

r.feelings_

Each student compiles lifi)T her notes from the first inter-
view, studies then, closely, and considers his or he overall
impression of the it tee-view ee. (Junior high teachers may,
wish to skip the rr minder a 4 and also #5 as this portion
of the assignment ,auires level of sophistication that may
be beyond their sty len( ;.) The stile ini then narrows the
focus of the interview by determining the, dominant impres-
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sion g ed from the initial interview -(such as educational
and/or career plans, special interest or hobby, or a more
abstract concern such as strong convictions about religion,
marriage/family, the need for independence). Based upon
this narrower conception of the interview, each student
then independently devises a second list of questions that
will explore the area on which the paper will ultimately
focus.

5. During the second interview, the procedure is 'midi the-
same as it was during the firlt. Now, hove_ r, stndents are
usually more at ease with1'each =other and frequently discover
that interviewees reveal more in responding to the second,,
set of questions (which usually revolve around an area iof
great interest to them) than the int nviewers had anticipate
Each student then examines his or her notes from file
Second interview,' adding perstmal observations and insights.

_f

6. each student then writes a rough draft. The length of the
paper may be specified by the teacher or left to thestudent's
discretion .A time for the third and final neeting of partners
is set.
At the third meeting, pvtners 7:change papers and comment

lioth the form and cc, it of their partner's paper. As
interviewees they are urged to indicate particular strengths
of the paper_fidt also to note wh6re they have been En's:

understood. Partners should decide between them how they
feel about' having a paper read in class. Both partners should
Consent to the reading of a paper.
Each stUdent then writes the final version of the paper and
turns it in. The teacher and class may decide together about
the number of papers to be read in class,.

The interview assignment represents perhaps the closest kind
relationship between writer and reader, with the 'exception of the
"journal" in which the writer writes for the self alone. The reality

;that the writer experiences and .is concerned with communicating
is not primarily his or her personal feelings (as is so often the case
in student writing) but rather the external reality a the interviewee;
who is of course, also the reader or audience.

Whatddes this assignment mean in terms of humanistic and cog-
,

've'values?
In terms of humanistic values, it begs the obvious to say that

partners get to know each other rather well. Whit often happens,
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I am to rely on student evaluations of h_ assignment and also
own cibservations, iS that interview partners become good

friends through the discover,/ of shared intkrests and a common
experience, Another possibility, which may b as valuable to the
student's maturity, is that he or she erreountOs someone from a
very different background and with very different views.

If we look at cognitive results, we discover that aspects of the
partnership interview clearly strengthen writing skills. Perhaps
most important, the communication process, as it occurs in this
context, involves a different kind of audience. Although the
teacher-as-audience is inescapably present, the instructor is rele-
gated to the background. In the teacher's 17Place is not a vague,
unspecified audience but a known, Urnited eldience who provides
periodic feedback and thereby serves as a Iciricl of gauge of the
writer's communicative ability. In addition (iind this advantage
was enthusiastically pointed out by a colleague who tried the,!--
assignment) the focusing stage of the interview requires s
't6- narrow the subject or "find a thesis," a process
many conyiusi', ion students have great difficulty,

In summary, interviewing partners develop what
to call a symbiotic relationship. The feelings of affilia,.
frequently between partners facilitate the desire tb help
each other iu duce the best paper possible. In addition, ther is
an undeniable' component' of egocentrism which helps to procluce
desirable results; that is, the reader, who is also the subject'of the..

has a very personal stake in the paper and is therefore
almost as anxious to ensure its: success. as is the writer. Thus- the /
final sharing session, while dreaded by soniP sti.zdent.s:Lis
lengthy and thorough. There is, in truth, a relationship that is
mutually beneficial to both partners. d

_
-

Student comments about the assignment have been extremely
interesting.A. common theme is the initial apprehension over the
interview relationship with (in some cases),a virtual stranger, as
vvcll as the actual writing of the paper. The consensus`seenis tore,
however, thif although the interview ,,paper is considered to 'be
the most difficult writing assignment-in the course,-it turns out to
be the most rewarding, "When you see_how everybody ac n
outside ," wrote one rather shy boy, "it's nice,to get in touc
the inner person and find out they have some really good ideas -..
and also see if they share your views or how they differ." A num-
ber of students noted that they liked having a student audience for
a change arid that they also liked being-an audience because, as
one expressed it, "Reading artner's pap or carefully and try-
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mgt help he showed me hovAr someone else writes, and taught
me some things to look out for in my bWn writing."

All the w`ay up to college age, students are deeply interested in
each other and concerned about, the way they relate to their class.
mates. Tlk. interview, assignmen t utilizes this interest and enahles
them to improve their writing skills at the same time.

Getting tnv (Jived in Cgrnposing



Correspondence:
A'.Medium Redisc yered

Collett . Dilworth, Jr.
East Carolina University

Pat Wilde
Independence (Missouri) Public c ols

" Who writes letters nowadays ?" we asked .our senior English

students in Missouri, and Fayetteville, North Caro-
lina. It was rot.. a. compelling question; they didn't know or bare.
Aftex pauSe, several 'admitted they _wrote le tter§ to acknowledge
gifts. Such correspondence was an investment (no thank you letter,
no inore,gifts) and a response to, parental threat. Eventually,
student,' usinessrnen, lawyers, and compulsive lovers
also wrote letters. "Does anybody here write 'letters regularly? Do
any of you maintain a relationship thiotigh correspondence?" Two
or three fianc6(c).s raised their hands but lowered them quickly.
Needless to gay, al' we introduced this. correspondence project to
our students we found that as far as letter writing was concerned
they possessed a singular lack of zeal and understanding.

In outlining the procedures they would follow during the spring
semester, we tried' to energize their attitudes: We told them that
by ?-,exchanging letters each week with a peer who lived about
1,000 miles away they would have a chance to develop a significant,
possibly deep relationship, in a unique way. They were offered the
following rationale:

Such an arrangement affords both a handicap and an oppor
tunity. You will he handicapped because several powequl means
of'communication will be unavailable; for example, there will
no chance for two conesporideptS to meet face to face, to have
phone conversations, nr to exchange pictures, audiotapes *eo.
tapes. On the other hand, the IirnitatieFiol writing can be turned
to your advantage. Because you cannot exchange visual an
auditory cues, you will have the opportunity to make your Ian
gunge work especially hard, especially profoundly for you,

i5
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Although you are far away from your correspondent, you may
get closer to his/her hopes, values, apprehensions, thoughts than
if you were actually in his/her presence. You will find that writing
to _make yourself understood by a new, distant friend will force
you to examine your own thoughts feelings quite rigorously.

,You may well find that writing can`. be a powerful means of seff-:
discovery.

They remained dubious, but ill y were wiling to give it a try.
The procedures were ,latively simple.:To: begin, Pat Wilde's

students at Willi* Cl _isman High SehOol in:MiSsouri and Mary
Winners' studentsatj rry Sanford fligh''S'chool in North Caro
lina composed letters c introductic n. Students were encouraged
to be autobiographical rid self-des( --iptive.. Describing the first
episode that cLune to mu.'' when the_ thought, of their childhood
was suggested as a reveali.,q- ploy. Tile Independence students
each prepared a 3"x5" card t.14 .Li, outlined the type of person with
whom they would like to correspond. Their letters and cards were
mailed in, a packet to Fayetteville, where the students and then.
teacher matched up correspondents. Then the Fayetteville intro-
ductory letters were personally ,addressed and mailed to Indepen-
dence. After a seven-day hiatus there began a weekly exchange of
letters that occurred 13 times during the semester. Each Wednesday,
class time vas praided for writing, but mailing was delayed until
Friday to accommodate the absent and the temporarily uninspired.
Postage for a packet of letters ranged from $1.0 to $2.00. Letters
norrnally arrived on Monday and always by Tuesday.

Students were assured that no one except their teachers and
their correspondents would read then- letters without their permis-
sion.- They were told that the authors of f-this study would read
their, letterS rather carefully with an eye to conducting some
reseaich and thataafter school was out the letters become
the preprty of the authors until the following September, when
all correspondence might be reclaimed. Naturally all mail was to
be -saved, and each student maintained a folder of his or her cor-
respondence in the classroom. Every effort was made to assure
students that short of plotting mass murder, they could write
whatever and hOwever they wished.

There was one giant prohibition. Nothing but the written word
was to be exchanged until the end of the project7no pictures,
audiotapes, or phone calls. Exchange of home addresses was also
illegal. In the last two weeks, however, pictures, a box of revealing
artifacts from each school, and videotapes were exchanged. In the
-videotapes each student had about 30 seconds to speak his or her
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mind singly or in small groups. The idea was to provide a durable
structure for the activity and then to turn the students loose: and
observe what happened.

What happened was beyond anyone's dreams. We immediately
concluded that young pepple have an extremely high drive to corn-
municate significantly, a drive .which the normal functioning of
an English class may tend to mask. In fact, the curriculum for the
entire semester faded into a pale background for this single, ob-
sessively pursued activity. School office personnel who handled
the mail were besieged each Monday by students seeking to inter-
cept their letters as soon as possible. Each week it got more dif-
ficult for one teacher, Mrs. Wilde, to read the letters and to note
the patterns of developing relationships before Wednesday because
the students got more and more adept at ferreting out where she
had tried to secret herself,

The assurance we gave them about the privacy of their con
respondende was forgotten after the first exchange, for they could
not help but share with their classmates interesting parts of their
letters and interesting aspects of their correspondents' personalities.
Still they did respect earnest, private confidences offered in the
letters and kept these to-themselves. The fact that the letters were
read, even studied, by their teachers and occasionally by other
students did not seem to inhibit their writing, and most Of them
maintained a frank and revealing' ialogue.

In sum, what happened was a abmmunications explosibn-tha4
provided students a unique opportuPrity to write with pUrpoSe and
consideration and that provided us with a mother-lode data
about adolescence and about rhetorical relationships. What follows'.
is an overview of the types of writing whiCh. the sixty pairs of
correspondent's engaged during the semester arid, some findings
about what personal conespondence is and hoWAhe medium
seems to work best. No student is quoted more than once and all
names have been changed.

In the opening few exchanges certain topics and issueg'vere
almost universally treated. Students 'opened the correspondence
by outlining interests and hobbies (sports, the outdoors, music)

by describing the makeup of thefr families, and by recounting
personal histories.. The most demanded and most offered informa-
tion in the early letters was the correspondents' course schedules.
Somehow the schedules -provided essential insights to the students
as they tried to get to know each oth'ir, Almost all the early letters
repeated apologetic, self-deprecating concerns about the lack of
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neatness, the "poc,r grammar" and the possibility, indeed the cer-
tainty, that the letters they were writing would be boring. Being
boring was obviously the most feared and despised condition that
could result from a relationship. In the majority of the first ex-.
changes, however, students made strong attempts to reach out to
their =. writing partners and to seek and give-assurances:

I would like to know more about you How many in your family?
Do you have any hobbies? Do you enjoy playing any sports? If
you have anything interesting to write (or maybe if it's not inter-
esting) aboutmake sure and do!!

Your thoughts were impressive. I appreciated knowing my own
feelings aren't that unusual.

I enjoyed reading your response to my first letter
for the shallowness of the 2nd letter.

I think- you made a good start in your first le
did better than I did.

nd I apologize

You certainly

After the fourth or fifth letters such groping disappeared as the
students' confidence in the medium grew.

By searching for patterns useful_in classifying the substance of
the students' letters, we hoped to discover ways in which student
ideas and rhetorical perspectives vary during extended correspond-
ence. Some of our findings may give the classroom teacher an idea
of what to expect.

The voice of the students' letters generally progressed from-,
to "you" to people and things outside themselves, 01o:win
greater willingness not only to share superficial details 'but -: ago-
thoughts and observations about a wide scope of personal concerns
Specific details were offered and questions asked within a limited-
time span: the near future (plans up to college), the present, the

mediate' past (high school), and the distant past (childhood).
However, we discovered that students tend to prefer more profound
discourse. They believe it is more stimulating to be informed of what
writers have concluded as significant than to be informed only of
what writers have seen or done.. More than anything, the students
want"to know how.their correspondents feel about things.

'While students do treat extensively topics other than their own
personalities (school, religion, abortion, drugs, dating conventions),
discussion of such topics generally fails to elicit commensurate
response unless it is approached subjectively. For example, a
student who objectively discusses the belietyand function of his or
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her church is unlikely to elicit extended relevant corndient in re-
turn. On the other hand, a student who generalizes about his or
hrer- own religious beliefs and attitudes in relation to a church is
quite likely to receive a responding letter in the same vein.

HumOr was also an important element in student letters, some-
times reveakriga side of the,writer even classmates may riot have
known. Our students tended to _favor outlandish exaggeration and
fantasy:

In case you were wondering, Indonesian field hockey is a sport
played- between two ten man teams. The object is to shoot a cro-
quet ball into the goalee of the other team. Either baseball bats or
tennis raquets may be used in this endeavor, 'the sport had its
origin in Malaysia during the German occupation of the 1930's. A
slight variation of the game which is playqd around here, allows
the offensive team to hit the ball into either end of the goalee_ Of'
course, there is, a great risk that in t -Variation the goalee will
get upset and quit.

I could just picture you sitting alone in a corner sobbing away
while the rest of your class read their letters because you didn't
get one from me. Can you ever forgive me?!? I know it's no excuse
but it just slipped my mind what with the hurricane and all. Oh
don't worry any, it wasn't half as bad as the fire, and the orphanage
they're sending me to is really a nice place. The fire didn't last
too long because the flood put it out before it could reach the
basement where my step-father kept me locked with the polar
bears, and I have a real nice box of ashes to remember everyone

T e motivating force of the letters seemed to be to discover
whkind of person "you are" and "I am." Most of the students
were caught up in this motivating force and learned well from it
Prior to the project their attitude was that letter writing was -i

desiccated form of communication, a dialogue with all the vital
juices squeezed out And it is true that some students experienced
a dreary. phenomenon that came to be known as the "hi-bye
syndrome," characterized by the opening, "Hi. How are you? I'm
fine." and followed shortly by the closing, "Well, gotta go. Bye."
Naturally this phenomenon militated against fruitful con-espond-
ence. Nevertheless, the helpless fury such letters engendered' in-
dicated the students' growing understanding that letter writing
is a unique form of communication.

In short, correspondence makes it possible to develop relation-
. ship solely through the articulation of thoughts and feelings, and
for thatreason students found it liberating, They found them-
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selves able to express thoughts and feelings withotit concern for
the he mymyriad responsibilitiesplications and respoibilities that attendjelation-

ships Carried o _in physical proXimity. So while they were denied
the rich, inulti-I-icetecl interaction available to people- to one
another's presence, they were also exempted from the inhibitiohS
and they could 'be uniquely precise, open and bold. Our students
seized this opportunity and, found a taste for writing we hope will
remain with them fol- a long time to come.



oat English teachers complicate the teaching of writing. My sug-
gestion is Simple: let students write. Walk down your high s6hool
corridor and peek in the doors of the English classes, \ Are the.
Students writing?

We teachers have convinced ourselves that writing is a serious
and complex task. Unfortunately, too many students believe us.-
We begin with drills for pronoun reference, su.bject/verb agreement,
verb consistency, active and passive voice, and vocabulary. By the
time we allow students to write, and after we have forced them 'to
read thousands of poorly' written exercises, we hive -Convinced
them of the truth in the old cliché, "It's not what y9ii saythat
matters, but how you say it!: A.r4, then we wonder thy students
hate English. We have transformed what can be the most exciting
class in high school into the most dull and hated class in student's
memory. English is a subject without a subject. It is an academic
form waiting for thestudents to supply the human \c. ontact

Each day I meet with five English classes, a total of 147 students.
The weekly ,format I follow is similar in each of theSe five classes,'
but the content shifts with each class because I am Working with
different writers.

Monda

For the first ten minutes the class' br
about. Studenti discuss and jot down topics which.in erest
Each student then chooses one of these topics krd writes note
lists of information, ideas, feelings, orrecolleciio)is related to th
topic. When the gtuderAls.ceinvinced he knoWs enough 'abOutthe
topic, he begins the first draft. The paper may b primarily de-
scriptive, narrative, persuasive, or any other no iatiorial. type;

71
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Often th tudent isn't aware what "type" of paper he or she is
writing. SubjeCts_range from the description of a rat to the pro-
P9sal that the school initiate a gymnastics rograrn. Most students
choose topics more easily after the'second or third week. I require
only.that the student-be interested in that topic. P

. As students individually develop their topics, I sit at my desk,
,.

choose mire, and Write 'for at least five minutes. This tactic, is
important:- i cid not immediately walk around to help students
who are "stuck," and they learn to rely upon themselves. More
importantly, students see me as a. writer, anxious to start my,
essay. Finally, my writing establishes a quiet atmosphere; no one
wants to disturb me, or any other writer.

After five minutes I- walk to a desk in the back -of the room.
Now students come back, individually and quietly, for assistance
and suggestions. Irraddition, there are two desks in the rear corner,
for student-to-student conferences. No conference` asts more than _.
three or four minu S, whether it is with me or with another
student. The two de ks for student conferences acknowledge to
students that they can help one another. They also prevent chatter
in the classroom lam designating an area for discussion. When
Audents aren',t- visiting me in the rear of the room, I write my first
draft.

For _Monday night's homework, students continue writing the
first draft.

11' Tuesday

Students continue to write the first draft. I take attendance quietly.
There is no discussion in this class, except the conferences in the
rear of the room. For Ahe first ten minutes of class; however,
everyone writes.1--rein at my desk and w! ite, too. Again, when I
move to a desk in the -Fear, students can see me, or one another,
for help.

Now I help them, individually, to add ideas and details, to edit"'
extrapous words, to-shift the focus of the essay. Otir aim is to
comete the first draft by the end of Tuesday's class. If a student
completes the first draft during Tuesday's class, he begins revising
immediately.

Students can improve their essays without the teacher's direct
help. I urge them to read their first drafts aloud and to make cor-
rections on the paper as they read. I -urge them to read their firSt
draft to parents, brothers, sisters, friendsanyone who will listen.
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I want the writer to _Pave an audience. Students need to know that'
someone wants to read. ;listen to their writing, not just to cor-
rect it

Tuesday n" s homework: complete the revision and rewrite
the first draf

Wednesd/

In W i iesday's class we sit in a circlewith thirty students, a
circ e pass our papers around the circle and read ,The quiet is

n by an occasional .giggle. Usually one studenbJooks at me
a pained expression which translates, "I can't read Leonard's

tine I nod and secretly acknowledge the dilemma, urging him
o be patient. Again, the purpose of this class is to have someone

other than the English teacher read the student'S paper.
It is important that I pass my essay around with the others. It

stresses my Tole as.writer/editor, not teacher/grader. Also, students
read more carefully and quietly_ . One week, when I had not written
an essay, I walked around the circle. I discovered that the students
kept looking up at me and awry from theft- essays.. I was an in-
trusive force, an extraneous moderator who was not participating
taut policing. The students rightfully resented my role because I
was no longer sharing with them.

Diliftig Wednesday's class we read some papers completely. With
others, depending on how much tinie we have, we revise introduc-
tory sentences, suggest new titles, rewrite last paragraphs; or under-
line words we like. The primary focus in this class, is perceptive
reading; our secondary aitri is positive, specific comment.

Wednesday night's horneWork: Each student takes home another
student's essay and _writes. aciliree.part evaluation of that essay for
the student-writer.

The first part of the evaluation is d brief paragraph in which the
_evaluator respondsas a reader, not as a substitute English teacher,
and writes what he or she thought the pOint of the essay was, what
the essay may have reminded hirn or .her of, or what he or she
found most interesting.

In the second part of the evaluation, the evaluator lists ten
.

specific Strengths of the essay:Sometirns this is difficultespecially
for student's who have never received back a paper from an English
teacheir who specified strengths. Here the student evaluator notes
the use of a good word, a sentence which contains no extraneous
words, a sentence which "shows, a catchy title, an effective
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transition, a snappy ending. These evaluations become more com-
prehensive as the course progresses. In the first weeks some stu-

'' dents don't know what parallelism is or what makes an effective'
transition. And some still can't had Leonard's writing. This
to the third part of the evaluation.

In thi4 section the student evaluitOr fifalces two specific sugges-
tionsonly two. The rule of specificity can be broken only far one
generalizatiOn: "Please write more neatly.',' Suggestions vary in
complexity: some recommend the addition of a- -comma, and some
recommend the revision' of the final paragraph. In either cafe, the
evaluator not only makes the suggestion, but writes out the sug-
gested change. If I suggest a different lead sentence, I write one I
think-1411 work.

Thursday

In Thursday's class, students exchange and discuss the evaluations
and essays. During this class I move from couple to couple, ask
questions, listen 'to comments, and collect three essays which
received positive responses. I make copies of these essays, with the
permission of the writers, for Friday's class. After the -discussions
are completed, students begin revising that second draft.

Thursday and Friday nighee homework: revise and rewrite the
second draft. Often this third draft is significantly different from
the first. It is common for the third draft to become a starting
point for an essay in the following week.

At the 6?nclu8ion of Thurdsay's class each student signs a paper
listing his topic for that week. I take these lists home, type them
up. and post them on the bulletin board in class on Friday. In one
month, my students discover five hundred or more topics, to write
about. These-lists gatentually'become our greatest resource.

Friday

-Friday is our pow-wow. We sit in 'a circle to discuss copies of three
student essays. However, for our fir iollaborative look at an
essay I begin .with one.of mine. This I cy is often' embafrassing,--
but it serves an important purpose. First, students discover that I

.am a writer and, secondly, that I'm human. I explain that I dislike
muchuch negative criti and that I work better when I'in en--
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,-couraged. I ask students to avoid phony commendations but to
point out words, sentences, or paragraphs they like.

Usually a brave hand will sneak up and the student will say,
liked the third paragraph." Everyone looks to the third paragraph.

"Does anyone else like the third paragraph? What's in there that
you like"

Slowly we get more specific. We pursue these strengths for, ten
minutes. Then for five minutea students offer suggestions for
change:

In most of my classes I agree with about half of the student
suggestions, and I make these changes right there on my rough
draft About one-fourth of the suggestions are possibilities, but I
explain why I like it my way. The remaining one-fourth are sug-
gestions which are inaccurate, and fellow students argue about
them. I listen. Quickly my :fifteen minutes pass'. I distribute the
next paper and for tenrainates-we discuss specific strengths. Then
we make suggestions.' for fWininutes. We use the last fifteen
minutes for the third paper-.

During this class each student participates in the process
Understanding and improving an essay. We try to avoid two things:
phony praise and making the writer feel asiif he or she is on trial.
An occasional reminder about your own4ensitivity is helpful.

Friday night's homework: complete the tpl draft.
During the writing classes on Monday an Tuesday, I encourage

students to move their desks so they aren't facing one another.
Some students enjoy facing the windows, some like facing the
corner, and a few enjoy -yriting at the large "teacher's" desk.

The responsibility for the success of the class is shared between
teacher and students. The teacher is not accountable far the work,
the students are. If a student hasn't completed an 'evaluation, it's'
his or her responsibility to explain to the other student (who spent
part of his previous night trying to h fellow, student). They

'earn together by relying upon one any 2 1_ 'important for them
to realize that one writer's attitude ai rsin the class. The
concept of shared responsibility also aff teacher's evaluation
methods:

Every student has a- folder containing each draft of an essay and
each evaluation. These are numbered consecutively and dated. I
evaluate their work by taking home .eaCtri sttident's folder every
three weeks, and' scanning it quickly, noting quantity, then quality.
If a student is missing a revision or an evaluation, his or her work
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satisfactory. During this review I note students who are ioo
v re on the evEduationd:and students w eed more thdiviaual

once, I write, brief notes" to each stud. about the work in his
fol-ier noting ,strengths one or two weaknesses, and whether

nt
strengths,

that student to see me for extra help.
A student whose writing a ty is poor but who coppl.etes

every essay- and evaluation-deserves a high grade. The,reason is

simple: I can help that student become a better writer if he or she
works hard. That is all I ask.- I do not_ grade individual paperd'ind
do not read everything each student writes. I am not only unable
but unwilling to perform, such a service. Most writers do not have
readers for all their idVriting, and they are not graded on .daily
quizzes and exercises. ,

It takes weeks to convince students that they are writers, and
weeks `to convince them that you are a writer. Simplify the teaching
of writing: letlyour students writeand write with them.



Reversing the Revision 'Blues"

Alice Gluden Brand
Rutgers, The State University

True, the class had discusssd how real concerns generate powerful
writing =. The teacher hatallred about the-importance of writing
from perscinal experience. "Don't rejett any idea," the teacher had
cautioned. (That can tome later.) "Fst.get it all dOWn." Well, the

:period ended before the teacher had made a cake.fot revision, and
the student:Thad followed their' instructor's words literally.

One htindrerili and nineteen compositions. Some made little,
se; others were witty, vivacious, even grievously honest. Yet

stUdents had been able to intuit-' =the motifs that constitute an
P g_ story:' natural or personal disaster, sapience, subversive

ost initiortant, no student was unable to identify a per-
',.

f -
. .

per-
.S0 erenee evel op.

But that's wi'Mi'elhe,pomposition ess stopped. Some students
can't revise, o IA unless forced:-Even,those who are willing

-e- ,

don't know cept for a perfunctory neatening
. .of their paper

, v,

In a` camp `revision "blues," the teacher plans a
series of acts the resistaopg to rewriting by equip-
ping students with specific revising strategies. t the *Cher
eaarnMes student papers. -for seritknces, paragraphs, and whole
Stories who arrax of flaws is-offset by the potential. of their ideas.
To safeguard stuiNrit. arpanyrin ,lheteacher recopies the writings
verbati(02et literatum onto transp ncies.

Phase I

The teacher opens with a brief, purpose-s g statemtn e are -Lbx-
.

going to be looking at some of your first writing. Al first L may
be doing too much of the talking; lidwever,- before long'yoiell be
doing more talking and more writing. And it ill be through disci(s-
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sion and rriting that we'll le n, me included." The teacher flashes
on the screen L sequence of se ence, suchs:'

My roct,m., I share it with my sitter.
Paul is a husband and fatherrof 3.
As the train went around the comer it speeded up` so fast that
'train seemed akit would fly right M the train tracks.

, . .

The teacher should affirM the inYAerent worth the selecpons but
emphasize that teaoller andFlass "aan tOgethe ke them better.

----The group identifies, spelling errors, trims away obvious redun-
clanciesAbors overta.confusiorr in logic,, and practices rudimentary
embedding. Most imp anti they've. caught on. They are sparked
oy,tli comfortable ley f challenge and their success.

PhanM

Enthusiasnia s stagetiffs Ole, so-as stinents move to longer
Out not necess pribre-complicated) passages, the teacher should
&mid .dwelling oil" fechdiji@I:letail. There All rethains a virtually
bottomless stbOpile of ailments which the group is beginning to
tackle with almost saclistic glee:

4

It 'was about in tie summer -and my brothers and I just got
.4,

don finishing building a room down our cellar. The room
was to keep, Snakes in.

i

The first Repair efforts are aitonish gly clumsy. Some st dents
resorel,to' a ChaM--al relative clauses. 0 ers-try consolidatio s that
cost therri-signifiCant details. But the croup continues to pro
variety of structures until intention and Syntax match.

This next exampli it-Aviles a different kind- of scrutiny:4,
.

There were mafiy--exciting7-ays n my
'

in life but one which has.' -4
':- lvft'a mark :'en my,life is my,first dog..

The teacher graphically (but playfullypdenionstrateS`bnRisa's
the kind or Mark the do fact does not mice, and a round.o
rewarcliro!,',Ah's" is I.,2_: -; And revising proceeds.

Almost'-a dql_ible-dio`st.ic, thiS example;. provides an opportunity
for sports btiffs to flex their syntactic muscles:

At the' six an, 4 peopk were left Mark, and 2 other people
whose narn,4% am blurredand me.

PA
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The no' fevel Ymcrees as does thenumber of revisions collectively
atternp d by students for this, their most demanding passage thus
far.'

Some students exkeriment at the chalkboard. Others find that
double- spacing in notebooks provides- them with syntactic elbd
room. Finally, the original and the best _reformulations are s
nized side by side at the board.

.

(

As the program proceeds, the teacher consciously avoids evalua
tion. Lnstead, the' eacher circulates informally, monitoring progress
through the quality of student participation and by perusing revi-
sions student have jotted down _in their notebooks. Students are
growin&relaxed; indeed, they are becoming engrossed.at'The revis- g process goes on at every level: the word, the sentence,
the parag h, and the composition unit. As lower orders of writing
begin to take care of themtselves, students move to re4ganizing at

more holistic level. The teiacher alludes to the role of an editor to
convey this change: "lidu will be looking at good stones. Let's say,
ones headed for publication. But they need the finishing touches
of an expert'', and you're,it.-'Attitudinal ground rules are reiterated:
"The ideas are sound. You're concerned with the stories' making
sense, for your readers. LiktheY develop in ways that are clear and
interesting? How much 'tampering' with an author's words can
you, as editors:do before the original vocabulary and perhaps even
the author's m aning are lost?"

The first s o is flashed on the screen:

The sun was autiful, it seas early summer. my best' girlfriend
who lives in New York. Owns 2 horses. is the time of. yea i to
break in the horses. There was my favorilatxhorse whys mane wie
Silver Milt a 'allowed to break him iteCincly my frigid had
her own ha Sliver Sunsektil guess that I didn't havetheisaddleu:
on rig t ail tiC s ed to buck and run widly. Well all Oa sudden
he e to lie stopped short. The saddle- slid cthwn his
neck to **bad and I fell a. All that Cindy did was iitand there
and laugh'''. I-got 'u nd started tp,litikh too.

Studenti can ideh the:setting, characters, direction of
sality,` a comical climax. The teacher then plots onto a triangle
the vels of narrative abstraction that move roughly rom the
general the Orticular. With minimal jprompting, stu ents begin
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to sketch triangles and to fit events inside them. Further discussion
. leads to a refinement of the basic triangular patt m, that is, a two-
paragraph breakdown that separates the genes setting from the
particulars of the episode see Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Using a triangle diagram. teacher and class. can plot the levels cif narrative ab=.

stractibn in aFory.

.
proceeding with this levelof revision, the teacher encourages

llkboration. Some ktud'Onts with the-'oral impulse that accom- -n:-

pani4s adolesce ce, gravitate to neighbotis.,Other*ibse to wotk
alone, seeming o rewrite from a series of kinentartiiiils. Whatever
the arrangement, the,noisy expe ntation that accompanies the
task is apt t o reverse any Lmpendiri h to result in stylistic

6.;;

improVeinents. The efforts, of two viewed by the,class
IA the opaque projector.

., Stuart's group:
-1-rf-the early 4ummer I went to my friend, Cindy house in New
York who ha§ 2 horses. This is the time of year to bleak in the
hOrses. 1,1 favorite horses' name was Silver Mist and I was allowed-.
to break in Cindy had her own horse, Silver Sunset.. i-,

don't think I had ttie saddle on right and the horse started to.
buck and go wild. All of sudderi there w4s a fence and he stopptd
short. The saddle slid down his neck to his head and I fell off.
Cindy just watched and laughed, I go up and Iaughed too.

Phyllis's group: ,.

My best girlfriend, who lives in New York, owner to horses. During

. the early part of the summer, I went to visit her and help herbreak '
' in the trors-ks. A z

y frie.N4ny;..-:has her own horse, named Silver Sunset.' She
le( me breaVin.mycz.fivoite otie Silver Mist.

-I guess I didn't ha!ve the saddle on tight enoughLbecau as's on
s I got on him, he started to buck and run w' IF$Vittuxla-to a

I he stopped short throwing me and e 'alle-iari the
ground Iiiy friend and I started laugtting iJ t up frolk off of
the i nd.

..,.

.
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e class agrees that art's group has made a number of-im-
,

vements. However, espite its- questionable middle paragraph, .7..
tie revision of Phyllis's oup is soundly acclaimed as `,'better, easier'
to read.' And the students can explain _Dan and Lori point°
to some deleticins; Philip: and John notice variantAvord orders-. By
way of cim olidating what th y h ve learned; the group spends,...
several m ing out patterns for obi g sen-
tences, testing e.selV ound
sense.",

in o r to concentrate on the Progrssivenarro*ing?f narrativ
focus, to same -story is again fittd to'\a triangular representation
and its spec items of information are sorteds- - ntially. Motu
vated by tile IplINe to make sense of the actiorr, students begin4-
the- sheers of the task, and end up with diagrams something
like that Fi e 2.

ixto

1 Didn't have saddle on tiht
2. Got on him

3. Bucks and runs wild
4. Came nifence

St ed short
06, Saddle slid own to head

7 II off
Ladghter

Fie Aftey anotherar_ id of revisions, the triangular diagram can again be usefu
shoving the p essive narrowing of narrative focus,

- f-

This praess en ables -students to compa=re systematically their revi-i
sions wi h the original (anecointid6ntally enables Phyllis's group I r
to-re o that they incorrectly concluded that both saddle and
autlio he horse):

By nc4, the group is -les& an less intimidated by he written
d. Some students are even wiling to shed the protective shell

of anonyrnityt'and Lori has offered,to hand out dittoed copies of
story : 1

J..-
,

-:..":: ii 4
Nis, room h' thy sister. She keeps the room in a cOni-
Olete.' what I do is-through her junk on hcr side of the
room. hroughs a suo ittle hitt fit I'm mysiSters scapegoat
about .ou oom if its a "Loiiididi it Plus now I don ignore

4:1'' ,,m...bier I ase her`.`' ,,
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I hate being the middle child,it's dispesting, I get iri the middle
of everything!!! When I'm fighting with my sister -my. brother
picks on me and if I'm fighting with my brother my sister goes on
his side. Maybe it will all change when I opt olden ., ,1:- ,

Students respond by exchanging personal horror stories for a bois
terous fifteein minutes. Then, to get a head start corrtfilividual
reformulations, the ent lre dais decides on some ortlic4taphic and
mechanical orr-ections and toys with one or two seriterice.consol-
idations. Regarding deletions, seine ar(Iue that "spoil hlittle brat fit"
is dispensable. The teacher.. polls the g up. Many vote to retain
the expression but aren't sure why. The teacher prs, "Does it
give you the picture you think Lori intend t?" After som e animated
d'ebate, most agree it does. "Then, if it works .for you, perhaps it i

:shotild stay," the teacher offers in an open ended response.
Steve is niore-,,advanced in ins revising skills than manvAn the

class and riskS an almost, complete paragraph inversion, reasoning
that "being a middle child is a bigger cgte.gory than is being a
specific sister.' Steves-vtinues, "Thee story ,really has to do with
Lori and her I sister _iflefr particular bedrodm." Ent, because
Steve "likes Lori's ending," he retains it in its original position. His

\reformulation: -,
kr

E,

I hate being tIr middle child. I get in the middle of everything. ,

:It is as it everyon is against me. When I'm fighting with mybrother-
or sist*the other one starts in

I sharenly room with my sister. She keeps the room in a big
ss. So I throw her junk'on her side Of The room and when I do

she throws a spoiled little brat fit. I alb my 'little sister's scapegoat
about our room. If its a mess "Lori did it So now I dorA ignore
her I just tease her. I hope it will all change when I get older.

Though most st ents still make the more complex syntactic
alterations guardedly, they are at least not afraid to try. And for
virtually all students this activity has been a real eye-opener: a
bands-on experience in which they have become liberated from
,... absolutism of thC written word. At this point, deperiding on

ent progress in performing these logical and linguistic nianipu-
the class may(attempt more holistic revisions of increasingly

plex material, or may go on to rework a narrative in detail.
Observing thegrowing control over written language and the zeal

,

with which are working, the teacher may select one last
ry-t,for revigpn the classan s autobiographical ] adventure -

,

mplifies the authenticity, _t e earnestness, the self-conieiou
*acity of student to project themselves into a narrative.
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I remedilier one day two summers ago on my vacation with my
family. We were at Cape Cod. So rile my little brother decided
to go fishing. So we got our fishing equitment and walked to a.
peer. It was a rough day the waves were smackiqg against the shores.
It was-a long walk. When we got there we got out our equitment
and started to fish into the roaring ocean. We were fishing anx-
iously until my brother yell and crying. I suddenly drop my rod
in fright and ran over to him. I saw his finger got hooked by the
hook. The sweat pouring down my forehead I tried to pull the 1---.,

hook out gently, but it didn't. So as easily as possible I yanked it
out and we got our equitment and started to walk home. My
brother wasn't crying any more When we got horde my family
was out so I though and then soaked it in hot soapy water. When
I went out to put my equitment in the house when I notice my
tackle box was gone. I left it I said I told my brother and ran and
ran in frieght but the long distance didn't stop me. And the sweat
coming dowlemy body like rain. But finally I got there and luckly

wthe tackle box was sitting right where I left it. So I walked home.

Dan's piece is laden with errors and immaturities. But because it
represents the potential intrinsic to student experience, the teacher
adopts a tactic that will enable students to proceed more autono-
mously and to work more intimately. Students now work in pairs.
Bas on the techniques ljarned earlier as a group, partners ex-tyte
ch--un and respond to each other's revisions, sharing in (or, more

wrestlingwrestling -with) the process until both writer and reader
sense closure. In short, peer feedback obligates students to corn-
pose intelligibly and convincingly.

To summarize, this appfdach begins by encouraging the stuuent's
natural voice to flood the page and then endeavors to bring that
voice under control. Situation-Specific, the revision program squares
with student needs, interests, and abilities. It is equally applicable
td lower order language skills and more complicated orders of
linguistic and logical detail and abStraction. It avoids the passivity
of formal *page instruction and is an appropriate accompani-
ment to fr:k writing. Finally, these revision tactics tap personal
intuition, win a lively re's-ponse, and focus on writing as an organ-
izing and integrative act. ',



An Exercise for the a
Papers Are Due

Roger Whitlock
University of Ila

The days on which .e due-rife,usually days lost t instruc-

tion. If you've m' a- rez-. 1, --r assignmnt, most students will nOt

have read it; they wer:41 up late iie night before writing their papers.
Some time ago , gave no the ricitiori that on days like these` we
would move on Lo something 1 ew,d for a while I devoted the
class hour to exploring the to-Jic my students had just written on.
But most student. -Fere stiU SQ caught up in their own words that
they souldn't listen Lo what, others had to-say. As they sat in class,
they were 'still thinking about what they had written the night
before, still struggling to make it clear. In broad daylight,' many
did not know whether they had won or lost, whether their papers
werp good or bad. And some no longer cared. In general, they

ere unable to stand back from what they had just, written,:
et. year ago, I came to the conclusion that th best thing I co

do ias a teacher on days papers came in was writer

to Put some distance between themselves and what they had jus
writtento stand back. from it, to look at it, to put it into
spective. There are several things I now ask my students t
beforF they hand their papers in.

..

Usually- I have them s off by finding, and marking with
paragraphasterisk, the paragaph in heir paper that they like best and

is thee: ask them to turn to the person next to them
rea a , paragra tid-1,heperson with the longest hair go
f. part.° xereisq Acomplistles sei eral thine. Lik

p iivq, i everyone up, gets everyone into the class-

io e resent moment,_ And all have a,chanee to s` are

wha have written with someone other the the teacher- and
to get an immediate response to it. (It, may he week or long
before they get my response.) At the end.Of this piirt of the exer-

e, the class is much livelier than it was a few Tributes before.
)
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:".1 then l y sfirdents- to take out a blank piece of paper. I tell
them that 1 will ask them to write down a number of things about
their-papers. They will have a minute or two to answer each-question
or- respond to'e*- statement. They shouldn't think too .Mudh
abogt their respo es; 'Write the' first 'thing that comes to mind,-

tell them I make it clear that I won't read what they write until_ . _ _

I have finisbed marking-their papers and have recorded their grades
short,illat what' they sarwill not influence or prejudice me in

y e-yduation of theft- work.
Here are some of the things I ask students abotit,their papers. (I-

,
vary2:. the list from Wm' to time, lropping some items and adding
others.)

1. What makes the paragraph you read to the person next to
you goodbetter than any other in your paper?

2. What was the biggest problem you had in writing this paper?
Describe it Did you solve it? How? If you didn't, -what
happened?
If you had twenty-four more hour§ to work on your paper,
whatif anythingwould you do with it?

4. Tell me Something you learned aboui, (the
title of the literary Work they dealt with) in writing this
paper.
Tell me something you -=d but couldn't ge
paper,

6. Tell me- something s yoif wrote your,.
paper.

7. Tell me something yon-learned about yourself

our

your pap. _

8. Is there anything els
assignment or your pap

. What grade do yoirthin,
-10. What [47atle do, you thi

-theYrhad to a -ee on a

11 What grade do

ould like to tell me about

paper deserve
ssmates

=give it if

How students respond is almost ays illuminating
ally surprising. We'sometimes , -n -what,good judges

of their tvn ork students can 11e. They know hat is good an&
what is here their e flowing an (,re. they aren't.
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Of course, they aren't a=lways aware that they know, and one of --
the values of the exercise_iathafit i s them to become.aware. It
also gives theni a chance tdput 'the writing assignment behind them.
When Masked a recent cl s__to gs4artient on the dise, one
student Wrote: "I feel relieved" own these th " Nearly

,±
everyone sai&_something of drat 'so_ One said:- "T

.
se is

very helpfulit's like washing your h ds after you 'v d the ---'
job." .Anckther concluded: "It', lik,- b serving your pa ,f you

hard
to do the exercise. One said "I'm trying to be p Meetly honest in
answering the questions, but sometimes I just feel uncomfortable.
Maybe it's because the truth does hurt a little bit." But most
students, liked doing the exercise; as erne student bbserved, "It gives
me a chance to say the little things that I would not ordinarily
tell a teacher." - I

.

Students do tell me things that they can't tell me in their paper
for example, that they put a lot of time and effort into their papers
and they're afraid this may not show. hi such case, -although by
the time I read what they have 'Written in the exercise I have al-
ready graded the paper produced by their, effort, I can at least
acknowledge that effort. Often, my comment on a paper will say
the -same thing the student said in the exercise, and I feel as if ou
minds have met. If my response to-a paper is quite different, from
the writer's response, I know that we disagree and I can act on my
knowledgeeither by writing a notespr by suggesting a conference.
But in general, students are very goo judges of their own. work. :

Reading what. a student has tten about his or her work
immediately after have read the work itself is a kind of bonus
for me. Having finished marking a paper, { can relax for a moment
and read what the student thoughtiabout the, work, where it was
strong and where weak. I cao find but what the student got out c

ng the assignment. It's- as- if I were reading short letters from
:my students-, postscripts t.o_,their papers. Usually I add a sifbrt; quick
note of my 04.0, letting the student know- -that I have 'heard- what
he or she has'r:aid. The students have fulfilled their obligation as
students by writing the p-apers, and I have fulfilled mine as the
teacl< by judging what they have written. As 1 read and respond
to their' comments, I feel as if I am e.Stablishing conta with them
as people again, making this exercise valuable and int5rtc tive not i
only on the day papers are due put also on tie days tilt follow. 0

weren't attached to it." Several students told me



Laraine K. Uong,
'Ohio State University

asion of the school year is a field trip to some center
h as the local historical or art museum, The buses

ye,- achers and parent-volunteers shepherd the students along
to meet. the official guide. There i an ,orderly tour through the
exhibits, perhaps a picnic lunch out on the, grass, then back on the
buses, to re to school. The trip has been a pleasant diversion
for students, ut thee participation has been mainly p ve.
Students wer old not to touch, not to talk; they were tol
listen, to ay with the group, to hurry along,.

Back in the classroom, students are'givipn time to express them
impressi;bns, answering such questions as, "What did you see?" .or
"What di

fa

ou like the most?' They are then typically assigned to
write a r on what they saw. The paper is handed in, and the
field trip ie.ciimplete. -

There are;:;however, effective ways of making the field trip A
..

Yzrnpre

prodti9tive andc,mvolving experience. ERIC, an alternative
0 a .

teacher 'education program at Ohio State tniversity, has been
etipecially, active in using field, tot =rate all forms of the
language aitt. The preservice students in this .dram participate=
in the kindg of experi;riCes that they will eves use with --'
children.

First of611, they chooie only those places which allow
,

students to wander', at their own pace, to take ample tirnetoobserve,
and where talking and discussion. are not disruptiye. To illustrate,
the kind of experience these students may have, let's cdniider a
field trip to the zoo.

Before the trip th teacher visits the zor -lotin '1
areas of

,

special intere . Using this information, a trip bookle
stimlate anegnide observation is put together for'each stude

J
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Each page includes -directions at the top and sample space below
for writing and/or sketchirig. Some possible directions:

Find a. section which especially interests you (birds, lions
and sketch the layout of the cages, indicating where differ-
ent animals are located.
Spend some time observing one ratticular Animal. Record
what it does, hcAv it looks, what your own feelings are
Interview one of the zookeepers or carptaliers.-Some suggested
questions you might ask4=. What do you do ?_ the worst
thing that ever happened to you herd at the zoo?
Record the scientific names for common animals. Record
names of animals you've never seen before. You can do some
word study back in class.
Use this page for any other observations or thpughts you may
have.

These :booklets need not be elaborate. Dittoed sheets stapled
gethqr-with a cover page is adequate.

Before leaving for the zoo, students receive their booklets and
the teacher describes the kinds of things they can -do while there.
Students are told they May work togther if they wish; at the same
time they are,encouraged to record personal impressions and obSer-
vatiorp. Instead of _tryingjo cover everything superficially, students
_are guided toward an in-depth experience Ln -afew areas.

After the .field trip,. comes the happy, problem of whit to do
with all the impiesions, ideas, and information- that students have
recorded in their booklets. One approach to planning used exten-
sively by Enc is to web out ideas for follow up activities (see
Figure 1). Each source of information can be extended into several
areas-of the language arts. For example, those students who became
engrossed in observing a particular animal could share their record':
ings, do additional research, and create a bulletin, board of draw-
ings and written descriptions. -Webbing, it should be stressed, is
done by the teacher to map out as many options as possible for
integrating the language arts and the Content areas (kience, math,
social studies).

The starting point was a field trip, but rather than being only
passive speotators at this event, students actively participated in
gathering information and recording their feelings and ideas'. Back
in the classroom, the field trip became atruly meaningful stimulus
to language and thqught.
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Karen Hodges
Uniticality of North Carolina at Char lo

;Perhaps the single most unportant characteristic of comMunica-
tionoral os. writtenis Sense of audience, an awareness that is
emphasized in the rhetorical precept that undirected communica-
tion not only lacks focus but also fails to demonstrate that discourse
is aprocess of interaction among speaker (or writer), subject, and \
audience Any group" of geople brings together individual sets of '
language rules that have resulted from diverse' factors such as
cultural and ethnic background, years and types of scheioling, and
personal experiences with language. Because people seldom, if ev
stop to think about the rules of language they have assuniiat
such as acknowledging an acquaintance with "How are you?" or
establishing a certain physical distance from anotheiperson during
casualcasual conversation or maintaining (or not maintaining) eye con-
tactit is difficult for-students t4S grasp that niles of language differ
frim community to community and from, speaker to Speaker.
Thus when we wisely ask student writers to establish an audience
for an essay, they may simply not have the knowledge to under-
stand the audience's perspective, let alone select an appropriate.
style. To help students become more' aware of these variations in
language rules, I ask my introductory linguistics class not only to
write language autobiographies but also to participate in a classroom
exercise during which they divide into four, speech conimunities,
establish the rules of language for 4hese communities, and then

one anotherattempt to interact Iii Because the majOrityof these
students are preparin to teach, I am hopeful that this exercise will

Because

not only make them More sensitive to their own future classroom
audiences but will also suggest to theth a communication game that
they can use to help their students experience the complicated
nature of the communication process.
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Alter the students have grouped themselves into four "commit-
e I tell_ them that they are to establish among themselves the
guoge rules for their newly-formed communities, especially pose

considered\ appropriate for a social gathering at which they will
meet "strangers" from another community. I also give them some
gene es for consideration, stressing that they should
bypass the _ 'es of their own native communities;

4 _

What physical distance from another person is used for casual
conversation? Is touching considered acceptable in speech
community X?,
that kinds of gestures, body action, eye contact should

ompany speech?
What is the 'appropriate wanner for addressing a stranger
sociallyMr., Mrs., Miss, Ms.; Sir, Madafn; first navies; "Hey, .
buddy"; use of honorifics?
Is i.iperficial `small talk" acceptable for establishing contact?
What topics are considered appropriate for a social gath ering?
What is' taboo?
Does speech community X think it more acceptable to
erigage in ping-pong dialogue, to talk nonstop, or to listen
attentively? Who initiates conversation?
Does speech community X make any- distinctions between
male .and female language?
What level of styleformal or g is appropriate?-What

of intonational pattern(s)?

When each of the four groups has established itself as a cominu-
city hy means of agreed-upon language rules, I clear apace at the

nt of room and bring together two of the communities to
interact, kminding them that initial awkwardness is always a part
of meeting strangers socially. The rest of the class watches the
results, which never fail to be both funny and informative. It alway4,
seems to happen, for example, that speech community A has
decided that aggressiveness is appropriate for social interaction
while community 13 has opted for reticence. Not only does' o teat
communication result in such a circumstance, but the students
themselves find' that they feel strange in either role and in the pro,
cess disover that their own native communities obviously believe
in some sort of middle ground hetwen the two extremes. hi fact,
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one student whose 'classroom-- speech, cornraunity endorsed per-
sonal closeness during conversation found she could not comply,
so ingrained was clistaricg in her Owii community.

After the "social gathering" dissipates, usually helped by uncon-
trollable laughter, the rest of the dais suggests the rules that each
speech community ,must have been following; the pailicipants
then explain how they felt trying to follow the rules. After this
discussion, the remaining two speech communities find themselves,
in tin-q, at a social gathering while the first two groups becOrne the
spectator-snalysts. The culmination of the exercise is a solid dis-
cussion Of established rules in the students own community, such
as the socially important though semantically empty "How are
you?" and the interesting rhythm of alternating speakers in con-
versationsmod people even hesitate to answer a phone in mid-ring,
for example.

My rationale for this exercise was to bring home .to*tudents the
importance of sense of audience; to that I would siimply\dcl that
since language is a process, the teaching of language )rust, ofF-.
necessity, involve the students. To stand'in Eropt of a classroom
and lecture about how language rules Vary from community to
community and about how the' speaker-writer must adapt, to
specific situations in order to communicate is to negate through-
poor example the very nature of the .Subject matter.
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Playing with Tools:
A- lialids'On Ariprpa11: o Poe- -y

u. LatCcha
Morgan ParkIligh School, Chicago

Enter 'a workshop. Carpenter Jones is 'making a small table. His
tools'surround him: a shiny saw bares its'teeth at a hammer that
remains undaunted, hard as nails, You watch faselnated as Jones,
picks up a tool to work. You listen to ,the singing of the saw, the
steady growl of the plane. You breathe in the sawdust, are intoxi
cated "by the varnish. You yearn to heCome one with tl-ib worker
who is one with the wood. Yon long to pick- up a tool, to join in
the process. hist then Jones speaks. lie reaches for something to
give you. You hope it's ,a tool. Blut it's not. It's a ,list:

Carpentry Definitions

1 Hammer (n) a. tool with a steel head used for pounding
2. Saw (n)--a cutting tool edged with sharp teeth
3. Nail )a tapered piece of metal used to fasten

Memorize definition and spelling of ea word for test on
Friday. You will'also be asked to explicate a table, line by line,
pointing out grain features and nail sizes. D(Y NOT TOUCH
THE 'TOOLS!

,

And your love of tables tumbles.
"Do not touch the tools" is all too often how high school English

teachers approach poetry. The tools of poetry are.considered gifts.
of the Muse, too sacred to be touched by the grubby hands of
adolescents. Teachers teach as their college teachers taught them,
introducing long lists of definitions ( "spell 'onomatopoeia' ") that
are supposed to help students. Students; in turn, with eyes already
glazed by years of p ssive TV viewing, find, it easy to sit on their

sthands, while the tool of poetry are "taught" to therm
Yet reading poetry is no less a skill than carpentry. The reader

mist "touch the tools." Mastery requires active participation.t
95
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.-The good lea, er is a creative one, picking ,up the -poet's cues and
creating the- encl. anew each time it is read. The reader, no less
than the pg needs hands-On practice with the aolsfof poetry.

i)Explication' 4 riot a quasi-biologic sdissectionticking in pins
and labeling' arts under a microscope. Rather, explication builds
immediate ,poe dxperiences through the actual manipulation of
poetic 'devices. ._,.-,7n-,-/-

flancls-ortexpeijences, then, make up my basic approach to
, 1teaching poetry to high school freshmen. Before students open a

Poetry book
P

they actively experiment with similes, metaphors,49

and -Other devices through, a series of exercises, both inherited and
/a

neW. These include the folrowing :
,41. On the first day, introduCe a tec.hrii'que from and,

Weingarifier.1 I ask( gtudentato take out a sheet of paper
(arid- write answers to fourteen questions, oce answer tota

line.- The answers are not to be cornplkte, sentences but
, merely three, four-, or five-word phrases; if students have

no ansvi(er, th-ey leave the line. blank. Typpal questions:
Descipe the odor of gasoline. How does. hair feel? When the
students are finished, I ask for valuated to go to the board.
Sometimes students write. the answers to all thea- questions;
other tunes several students each, contribute one response.
What results is a "poem," and. we discuss its, attributes.

Over the next several weeks, L hand Out worksheets that
require Students to handle the following poetic tools:

a. Simile. leally look at theroorn. Then complete the
_' following:411e surface of my desk is like The

chalkboard is as green as
b.- Meiaphor

(1) Complete the following with the same word: She
looks like she is a _ (Emithasizes
directness of metaphor.): ,/

'IvIeta.phgrical slang: Define each underlined term.
flow is it a metaphor? Is it a good metaphor? .

I be goin' to the crib when I see my lady on
the corner rap pin' with this bad _dude and sharin'
a "square. Man,. I feel like -iciin'any dude .be
xnessin' with that foxy chick.

Der otation/caunotation. Cut out a picture of an old
wo an frog a magazine or newspaper: Choose ore. of -.
the e cap6ions: "She, is elderly"; "She isold"; "She is a(
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senior citizen." Which is roost complimentary?-Why?
Personification. At out "A-Paper Clip Gets pent Out
,of Shape." Tell what human attributes the actor kept.
VVrite out the story using personification.

,Dnoinatopoeia. Read a brief story aloud with other
students, supplying appropriate live sound effects.
11 ad the story again; this time students substitute

oord cafas ("Iiiim," "buzz") for live sounds by hold-
ing up cards at the appropriate times...
Rhy-ze.. The' teacher will begin a round-robin narrative
poem by introducing a first line. A student will be-
asked to continue- the story by adding a second line ,
that rhyines with the first and -So 9n. For example:
'reachef: "Today I drove to school . i" Student #1:
"And I felt like a fool . " Student #2: 'Cause I lost
my cool . . ." Continue as long as possible. Discdss the
difficulty and artificiality 'of rhymes.
Alliteration_ Write alliterative sentences, using these

fttters: z, s, t, 1, k, b, p. For example:Zelda's zebra
visits zoos. }low Vies each letter make- you feel?
Apostrophe. Student actor. talks to an object in the
room. For example: "0 desk, your scars tell of a bat-
tered life . ." flow do you feel doinythis? Did you
learn anything &bout the object?
Juxtaposition. Cut out ,words in large type from a
newspaper or magazine' and put them in a bag. Students,
will take turns going to Ahe front of the room, picking-
out random words, and arranging them on a felt board.
Why did this one go next to that one? Why did
leave this space? What .does. do to meaning?
To feeling?
Rhythm
(1) Bring in a metronome. ead the following to its

beat: (1) a school (2) gi item in today's
newspaper, (3) a passage from a history text, (4)
Kiliner's 'Trees." Discuss the speech patterns
heard.

2) Listen for five minutes to the natural rhythms of-
the-silent classrooni List them. ,

3) Find the metric pattern of another student's
rune, for example: Eobert Johnsondactylic
dimeter.
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about two weeks I finally let the students open their
poetry books.1(By then,: this action is thrilling, since it was so long
forbidden!) We read poemS and, as Ciardi puts it, see "how they
mean":

"What does the pee mean ?" is too often a self-destroying ap-
proach to Poetry. More useful is "How does a poem mean?" Why
does it build itself into a fLorm out of images, ideas, rhythms? How
do these elemen e the meaning? How are they inseparable
from the meaning.

also encourage students to respond to poems we read by writing
their own. But I don't force such writing, since many are still at
the "playing with tools" stage and are not ready for real construc-
tion work. ,

-Although these exercises are designed primardy for high school
fteshmen.as ail introduction to poetry, they can be adapted to
other levels: Por-,example, before they read Shrdcespeare, I ask
students to experience his language-by writing compositions using
Renaissance vocabulary, for example: Prithee, past thou seen my
bodkin in yonder locker? Sonnet reading can be accompanied by
"The World's Worst Love Sonnet Contest" in which studenti are

--asked to fill in the skeleton of amElizabethan or Shakespearian
sonnet (14 lines, each of which has only an end word,that rhymes
With the other end words in the prescribed pattern).. -

These exercises help to put poetry within the student's reach.
Active participation increases leuning, tempting me to twist
MacLeish's poetic aphorism to state, "A poetry learner should do/
Not be."

Notes

1. Neil Postmanlind Charles Weingartner, Teaching as a Subversive Activ-
ity (New York: Dell Publishing Co, Inc., 1969), pp. 17547.

2. John Ciardi, How Does a Poem Mean? (Cambridge, Mass.: Riverside
Press, 1959), pp. 667.80. V "2



Reading of Poetry

George T. larnezis
St. John Fisher College

Anyone who as taught introductory literature courses realizes the
special difficulties of teaching poetry. As teachers we understand
that poetic language demands and rewards close reading. Since our
education has made habitual a scrupulous attention to words, we
are distressed when vve encounter student-raistance to the kind of
concentrated reading we know poetry requires. Although we use
various tadics to overcome such resistance, many of our students
are left with the-'-idea that close reading is a talent poslessed by
,only the gifted. We need to involve students in "real reading" so
that it becomes An activity that they, not just their teachers,
perform.

To that end, I have invented a game which, if well played, helps
students understand poetic language from- the inside out It puts
therm in the role of a poet; it forces them to concentrate on lan-
guage as real readers should. The game begins with two versions of
a well-known poemz-------

1

Every branch covered with it,
Bent every twig with it;

Every fork like a White web foot; , -

Every street and pavement whitened soot;
Some flakes are wind-blown, and'go upward,
1VIeeting those meandering down they turn and descend again.

The palings are glued together like a wall,
And there is no shape of wind in the fleecy fall. ,"

A sparraw enters the tree,
Whereon immediately

A snow-lump,-thriee his own slight size
Descends on him and- showers his head and eyes,

And overturns him,
And near burie's him,

And lights ori a nether twig, when its brush
Starts off a volley of other lodging snow with a rush.

9
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The steps are a blanched 'Mope;
Up which, with great despair,

A-black cat staggers, wide-eyed and thin;
And we take him in out of the cold air:

, II
Every branch big with it,
Bent every twig with it;

Every fork an angle of white;
Every street mid pavement mate: ,

Some flakes have lost their way; and grope back upward, when
Meeting thoseMeandering down they turn and descend again,

The palings are joined together like a wall,
And there is no waft of wind with the fleecy fall:

A sparrow perches in the tree,
Whereon immediately

A piece of snow three timests:big as he
Descends on him and showers his head and eyes

And overturns him,
And near inarns him,

And lights on a nether twig, whose pressure
Starts off a volley of other lodging lumps with a rush.

The steps are a blanched slope,
Up which with feeble hope

A black cat wines, wide-eyed and thin;
And we take him in.

Neither version is the original. Both c ontain ray vari ns in
wording. Studentslve then asked to create a third and fin version
of th poem based on the options presented in these two versions.

Vkih they find variations, they are to select what to them
e s the appropriate wording. I use the following form so they

can test out and record theirdecisions.

III .

Every branch _
Bent every twig with it;

Every fork
Every street and pavement

Some flakes
1VIeetingthose meandering down they turn and descend again.

Thelialings are _ together like a wall,
And there is no of wind in the fleecy fall.

A sparrow the tree,
,Whereon imrnedia

A
Descends on him and showers his head and eyes,
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And overturns him
And hear n him,

And lights on a nether twig,
Starts off a volley of other lodging with,a rush.

The steps are &blanched slope
Up Which with

A black cat _ wide-eyed and thin
And we take him

Several points must be emphasized if the garrie is to be properly
play_ ed. First, since neither version is the original, there is no need
to prefer one version over the other. Instead, choices are made
freely from both 'Second, the goal of the game is not s'o much to

le out the!original version as it is to make a third version based
on justifiable. choices. The rules, therefore, require that each player
explain and defend his or her decision as fully as possible. ("It
sounds more ,poetic'? is one common explanation. You obviously
halie to push the student beyond question begging.) Thitd, when
the final version IA complete,- students ought to perceive that a
holistic conception of the poem governed individual choices.

Clearly the best way of understanding-the benefits of this game
is to play it yourself. I urge you to do so before reading further
so that what follows won't prejudice your estimation'of the game.

I don't want to get detailed about the kind of play 'tl-fis-game
initiates, but I will offer some of my experiences with it. For
instance, in the .first line the choice is between "covered" and
"big." Those who choose "big" do ,so because "covered" seems
-prosaic, even cliche. Discussion rnay follow about how poetic
guage straggles- to 'avoid hackneyed perceptions. Thus "big" not
only, conveys the idea of coverage but also size or thickness.
Further, "big"'Iollovvs the alliteration of "branch" and "bent."
For' sorrie, this may be the first time they become aware of allitera--
tion. The sounds of words also become important wile the rhym-
ing of "big" with "twig" becomes ajustificatiiin for tie chore of
"big."

Those who choose "covered" understand the justification for
"big" but may still prefer their choice. Some fii-rd themselves un-
able to read with it" without thinking of pregnancy, as in
"she was big with child." Certain students find such an association
ridiculous, and a discussion of relevant and irrelevaneassociations
or connotations ,ensues. Still others find the association useful and
insist that, properly understood, it is an interesting metaphor:
the, snow seems not just to lie upon ("cover") the branches but
gives the effect of havLng naturally expanded or grownalmost as
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.
if the snow ere ail integral part of the b Or, to put it
another way the brooches were pregrnank-with snow. At this point,
some may , 6an, become -impatient/ and_ complain of people
"reading to

---, much into" the poem. Then irritation pro-vides an
opportunity. to talk 'About how,to determine when a reader is read-
ing "into stead of "out of" a text. Flow can we tell whether the
poet ever in ended to trigger such associations? What criteria come .
into play w en we o.ansWer such questions'

e hOne the gamas gotten started, I find it valuable o remind
.

students of j he ways in whic they're being forced to think about
language, I urge them to lit en to themselves playing the role of
poet and reader. Now. language seems less "on the page," more
something solid to be formed and shaped acc(3.1ding to their w
nd needs. To explain their decisions studs is find it necessary to

It about How factors, such as context, jsound, or rhythm dictated
their :choitRs. In so doing they gain a more comprehensive notion
of what sitIterinines verbal Meaning. Some students have cOnfessed
that the ga'ine made them, for the first tit9e, appreciate what
language (eSpecially in poetry) can do. What they are realizing is
that language is not merely a vehicle for delivering a message
but, as Suzanne Langer and others have pointed out, a creative
medium in which experience is formulated. Ideally, the game can
develop students' perceptions of a nondfscursiv,e use of language
i.nd leathern to appreciate what teachers mean by real reading: it
is a matter of doing justice to a particular use of language s© that
the ppet's "making" (which the game has brought into __play for
them) does'not go unnoticed.

There are, of course, cextain dangers in the game, the greatest
being the risk .of getting so bogged down in individual words Or
phrases that Eine forgets the poem's larger context. To Amid this,
students must be pressed into the fullest explanations possible and
reminded to look at the context. But dwelling on individual words
or phrases is part -of the real reading experience we want students
to .enact, and my own feeling is that it's worth the risk. As one
student candidly put it, "Most of us read poetry the way we read
the side of an orange juice can."

Another' problem sometimes arises when you try to explain the
overall purpose of the game. That purpose can truly be understood
only through the playing. Initially, students may be disturbed
when you tell them that the g091. of the activity is not to "get the
right answers"' so that we canlestore the poem to its original
form. Whenever I'm pressed toll' what the original version wa
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explain, without being coy, that it's been go long since I've seen it
that I can't recall the original version. This move undercuts my'rale
as "the person with the answer" and lets me be more of a player.
also hold'open the possibility that we, may, in our final version,
make a better poem. The general idea is to put the entire class in
the position of creators and not merely restorers of poems. More
importer sly, I want to emphasize the process, the actual glaying
of the game iwhich; th a -real sense; is its encl. Knowing process is
knowinghow a poem means.
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De stifymg Poetry
0

Andrea Friedman -
University of Montana

The surest way 'to demyStify poetry. is to construct or reconstruct
a poem for oneself. In fact, as Loilise Rosenblatt points Out in
Literature as. ExploratiOn, any, reading of a literary work 'is a re-.
construction of that work in the mind of the reader. What is im-
poitanthere is---the-process of manipulatingfanguage,the.composing_L
process that the student engages in when confronted with a text.
Students are encouraged to claim a poem as their own by using
thlir own language to reorder the imaginative experience the poem
generates in..- their minds. a poetry unit combines reading and
writing. Both activities fall within, the composing process.

What follows is a brief description of student-centered activities
I've found effective in introductory poetry clagses for secondary
students. I am not suggesting that these activities replace the tradi-
tional approaches to poetry such as close textual analysis or a
consideration of the chronological devrelopment of poetic genres
and themes; I am suggesting that they should precede the traditional.
approaches. In some instances I've suggested ways ,of proceeding
from an initial activity .to more analytical and techtiical questions.

g Exercises
13

I I d it best to avoid definitions, at least initially. Definitions e

emphasis on correct poetic forms, mystify_ the iminit t d and -
waste the time of those who already write poetry. In my starting
exercises; I tfy4to avoid questions like: What- is a poem?, What
should I write abobt? Is this any good? These questions only in-
cfease debilitating self-consciousness. Instead, my starting exercises
encourage anonymity, safety-,Ln:numberg, reliance on someone
else's words: and puzzle techniques.

104
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1. Qroup-Poerrz

Hand out strips of paper, one to each student. Announce the
of the group poem and -ask each student to jot down in four or
five words the first image that comes to rand when he or she
thinks of that topic. Collect the strips of paper and arrange them.
into a poem, neither adding nor omitting lines. Read the group,
poem aloud to the class with the topic )is title. Hints: The topic
should be something sensory, concrete, familiar. I usually use
"Silver." "Sleep," "Fire," and "Water" might work well, too. Also,
remember that it is going to take you five I : nintues to arrange the
strips of paper into a poem, five minutes of -dead time far the
students. If noise bothers you, keep the stude,rits busy while you
work. Finally, the "trick" to the success of this exercise is in the
arrangement ofthe images and in the reading_. You have to make -it
sound like a poem. I usually weave ream words or themes in
and out of the poem, and I make it so no though one line
implied its successor or predecessor even w n I k ow each student _

liadiiiiiiithiiig different-in- mincl: -Linesthat co= & gut_ f left.fieki _ _
can be placed either first or last. But the single most important
factor is the manner in which you read these lines out loud. Read=
as if you were reading a published poem. Imitate the good poetry
readers you've-heard, espeeially those who read poems without ,

strict iambic meter. EMphasize words for their sound value, rather
than fcm,thgir meaning. Stress whatever alliteration, assonance, or`
rhythm you can find. If , y?u do a good jOb of reading aloua,
students will be amazed at their ability as a [Troup' And every
student will have had an equal part in that success.

This exorcise is especially good with younger children and with
slow learners. Each student pairs up with another student and.
writes' his or her name in upper-case letters down the left-hand
Margin of a sheet of paper, one letter to a line. That margin will
become the base of a triangle of words lying on its side. Partners
exchange papers, and each student writes a poem about his partner,
using the upper -case letters at the margin for the first letter of
each line. In order to Make a prizzle of of the assignment, I use a
numbering system that creates a triangular pattern on the page.
The firsi and last lines must have two words (or syllables). The
second and n_ o-lal.lines must have four words (or Syllables).
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Thp third. and third-from -last lines m t have six words (or syl-
lables). Tile triangular pattern cart be achieved using either woi.d.
count or syllable-count as long as consistency is maintained.
Example: My first name has six letters, ao a poem about me would
have the pattern 2-4-6-6-4 and might read

Acts like
Nobody writes bad poems.
Doesn't take much intelligence to
Right away' hat her game is
Entire world polluted with
Amateur poets.

3. -Cut and -Paste Po
. AQ

This exercise can be done either in small' groups or indMdually,
depending on the size of 'your class and the resources available to
xou. For each student or ea li group you will need a pair Of scissors,
a jar of paste or glue, an a large piece of ca.4hoard or hea

scriptive prose (double-spaced) The student cannot add to or
paper. Each (student receives a copy of the same paragraph of d

change any word, ifr the paragraph, and he or she May leave out
only up to x number of words (I decide the number befoiehand)
The student (or the godp) must fashion a poem out of the para.
graph. When everyone is finished, each person (or the spokesman

`-for each group) holds up the poem and reads it to the class so that
everyone can see_ it and hear it simultameously. This exercise Can
be used with a creative writing class to bean investigati-on of---.-
rang techniques in poetry. If further work is to be done on these
oems, I have them typed up and copied for the class. The various

arrangements will naturally lead to questions about how lille
length affects pace and rhythm, whefe the natural pauses occur in
a typical English sentence, and how poetryplays syntactiaal pauses
(commas, periods) against poetic pauses (lihe breaks), in Order to
create the syncopated rhythm we hear in poeins. But for the
general English class, I simply end the exercise with the sharing of
poenis unless specific questions are raised by students. Hint: The
paragraph of descriptive -prose that I use with- my' stddents in
Montana -is a description of the great falls of the Missouri River
frOm the journals of Lewis and Clark. (I have modernized the
spelling.) he students find the paragraph iriteregling because the

-descriptions are concrete and because most of them have seen the
falls.
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4. The Found
A found poe
picked -'up from
feel in reading
familiar, conten
ment and artan

- or emphasizes
ment of .ordin
reason that po
Robert Frost h
some of the tri

In

/(a "poem made up of ,phrases or words that are
or found in) the envfronment. The delight people
found poem results from the surprise of seeing

,oriented words isolated from their' usual environ-
ed in a new setting which.8ggests a new meaning
nusi-ral sounds. It can be argued that this displace-

everyday words is the essence of poetry, the
try "begins in delight and ends in wisdom" as

written. A. good found poem is arranged with
ks used in forming the group poem. Giveistiidents

specific ideas of where to look for words and' phrases: newipaper
headlines,-. magaane advertisements, cookbook recipei, owners'
manual, highwa sighs, signs around the schUol building. When
the students sh e their found poems with each other; questions
come up about I e tricks of arrangement that make a poem out of
ordinary, everyd ty words. After all, poets don't usually invent
new words; they invent a new order. Here is a found poem from
nevvspaPeeheadli es:

February, 197
President Carte Extends
Cold Front
.Blidget
From Schlesinger

: To rought. ,

Fires Unemployment
Bu led Buffalo
Under 104 Inches
Of Congress,

The Poem in Sheep's ClOthing

Another- effective way of ea Sing students painlessly- into poetry
without dealing with a priori lir:Ritadons on poetry is to encourage
them to write poems that are disguised as something else. For
centuries the poem has played Proteus, assuming various guises
as objecti, letters, and other literary genres. I have used thFee
variations of this technique.

1. Concrete Poem
he cone:fele, poem 'takes the shape of the object it d scribes. I
iggest that my students type:them up. The idea is imple to
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convey if you have a few examples to show students. My favorite
example is E. E. Cummings' dedication "TO" in his book No
Thanks, which is also a found poeni, consisting simply of the
names of major publishing,firms. It's a concrete poem because it's
a toast (probably ironic, considering the name of the book) to
these firms, whose names are arranged to form a goblet. A more,
complicated example is Cummings' 'Grasshopper," iri? which the
letters &De jumbled in such .a way that the de moves over tlaz page
like the grasshopper moves in the poem. Other interesting t4arnples
can be found in the last chapter of Western Wind: An Intro:I tetion
to Poetry, written by the poet John Fret rick Nims.

Apology Porn

This is an idea that comes out of the appeal of William Carlos
Williams' "This Is Just to Say.- I usually band out the poem and
encourage free-wheeling discussion by asking if the students like
the poem. Sometime during the discussion that follows, I ask
whether they tliink Williams sounds.100 percent sorry that he ate
the plums. We talk aboutithings we:Ve done that we've felt we
ought to apologize for brut' deep insicW we really weren't complete-
ly sorry that we did. Students then write their own "This Is Just
to Say." poem about something they did or something they wish
they'd done.

3. Letter Poein
I usually use Richard Hugo's letter poems, especially "Letter to
Stafford from Poison" or "Letter to Logan trona Milltown" because
the area and concerns are familiar to my students in Missoula,
Montana. The class breaks into groups of three or four. Each

.group composes a letter poem to someone everyone in the group
knows. I usually make group po ins available to the entire class, ,

sometimes anonymously.

Getting More for Your Money

One of the major problems for the secondary school Englis
teacher is generatLrig several student-centered activities from one
piece of literature. The problem is especially acute when the unit
is a novel: HoWcan I keep students involved in one book for three
solid weeks? I don't believe in heating a poem to death, but I'd
like to'sbow that even a short poem can generate several activities.
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Each of .these Efctivities may take several class sessions to work
through. Although I don't recommend using all three activities
suggested below, with one class on one poem, lam presenting all
three because I believe a teacher ought to be aware of the many
possibilities a poem suggests and then choose wisely among tbetrt
to fit a particular class. All three activities can be generated out of
Theodore linethke's shqrt poem "My Papa's Waltz."

.-Poem Meets-Short Story

Before-I hand out copies of "'My .Papa.'-s Waltz," I ask studentx.to
write'in, prose about the childhood t=hey would have liked to
he'd. I, specify that I want them to write in detail and to present
that childhood as if it had really happened. I make it very clear to
my sfudents that Pm not asking -darn to criticize or defend the
way they were raised; rather, I'm asking them to fantasize freely_
I've found it helpful to let my Montana studeiffs know that my.
fantasized Childhood involves a big white frame house with a
polch that rings the entire house, a few horses, chickens, pet dogs
and cats, and appIe pies cooling on sun-drenched+ window sills. (I
grew up irA an eastern city,primaxily af.34rtnients.) The key to
turning poems into short stories is to isolate the central question
or situation of the poem (in this case, memory is turned into fan-
tasy) and A° present that question or situation as if it had really
happened. Even a difficult poem has a common human situation
behind it-that-can often be restated quite simply. Renneth.Koch
uses this technique to teach famous poems to young children; = if
you could ask any 'animal any question, what animal would yOu
talk to and what questions would you ask hirn? Roch asks the
children before heteachesBlake's."The Tyger."

2. ing" Poems

The act ty I find most successful with "My Papa's Waltz" (and
with a few =other poems) is to ask studerils how they would make a
movie of this poem. We list on the board specifics for them to
°think about, such as black and white or color? if Color, what
shades oil tones would predominate? what does the set look like
props such as the kitchen table, sink, cupboards, fi r, walls?
camera angles? music? eastinge costumes? lighting? speci effects?"

. usually ask for answeys orally because what is interest' g about
this poem is the variety of nostalgic scenes it elicits Ma.ny of my
students see-a. log cabin in the wildertess at the t of the cen-

. airy. Others have suggested lower class ,i'voi ouse England in
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the 1890s. Creasionally I get shabby frame houses In mining,
towns m the ' Os. My own picture is of a city walk-up apartment
of the late 19 Os or early 19 Os (possibly suggested by the movie
The Subject as Roses). Students, enjoy hearing their classmates'
movies, occasionally commenting, on . their choices, ,,asking fol
more details or joining in to fill in what-was left vagne. T
the idea that rFading a poem is a -patter of getting a movie ng

one's head. The-trick is as one student put it, to keep going back
to the poem for clues about the set or camera angles until you
have all the ails down for your movie. There isn't one right
nnswer altho gh there arc mistakes, like radios in turn -of -the-
century log abins. I find the "filming" technique ithelpful in
getting stud,e is into certain difficult poems. It helpstthem realize
that they kn w quite a few things about the poem even ifs they l

can't give a c ierent paraphrase of tr.

3. Role Playi

I've combine "My Papa's Walt" with her poems about parent-
child relatio_ ships in order to role play a el on "The Ideal Way
to. Raise- rem" Students in the class c choose to be, for
example, e Roethlte's "papa" or "mot ler" or the child/
speaker of poem or the parent or child from one.4 the other
poems. Som Imes -I throw in a psychologist. Because there ought
to be moderator, sometimes I moderate and sometimes a student
does. The r+ of the class is the audience, and they can k ques-
tions any t e they want to (they must be recogniz_ by the
moderator f ). I think I got the idea from "The David Susskind
Show." Role playing Iva bit scary for the teacher and the students
the first time'it's done, but 1'4 had success with this activity as
long as students remember to stay in their roles.

Voice Exer

Approaching poetry through voice isn't new. Ccan remember an
assignment I had to do is a college sophomofe that required
marking off the different voices in T. S. Eliot's "The Waste Land"
and describing what the characteristics of each voice were and how
one voice Was related to another voice. In fact Ezra Pound and
William Butler Yeats understood voice (or masks or personae) as a
major structural component of poetry. I've used three voice activi-
ties in teaching poetry.
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Masks

When you put on a mask, you_become that creature; you speak
from his insides owtward. The animal can be revealed either through
images ("Myr-silver scales reflect all colors/agleap from the water
into the sun") or through iniage and sound"' slither along with--.

it histrionics"). Students seem to enjoy becoming animals. I find
is exercise especially rewarding when I rdquire students to leave

the name of the animal out of the poem. The class then guesses
what animal is the subj t of each student's poem.

..
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2. Giving the Speaker Flesh

I choose a few poemsusually t Ose with very different voices
in which the speaker has a cIW-iite voice. I ask the students to
write a description of the spdaker of each poem- including, for
example, age, sex, clothes style, hair style and color, facial expres-
sion, phYSical voice qualities (loud or soft, cracked, high-pitched,
hesitant). I like using such poems as Ferlinghetti's "sometime

° during eternity," Stevens' "Final Soliloquy of the Interior Para-
mour" (a simple poem despite the title), Brooks' "We Real Cool,"
and Yeats' "He Wishes for the Cloths of Heaven." If the students
seem to enjoy this activity, I expand it into a drama- writing or
story writing activity by\s.etting up a meeting between two of the
four speakers_

3. Giving the Mute .Voice

I bring in five or six pentraits, usually a mixture 6f paintings and
professional photographs. ,Lhand Ahem around, the_roop_and lei

Y

each student choose which portrait Ire wants td give voice to
Each student then writ a poem in which the person in the pic-
ture taLks 'about hirris or his life. Poen-1S can be reproduced so
the class-can guess inch portrait each poem gives voice to.
Students should be encouraged ,to be specific abdut what. clues
they used to come to the conclusion.

Two Old Stand-By That Still Work

The first alternative is to play records and cassette tapes of poets
reading their own poetry or of actors reading from the works.of
fani-ous poets. Richard. Burton's, dramatic reading of Wilfred Owen's
war poetry (Warner Bros. ) seems to interest many high school
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students partly because of the bugle sounds bet en poems and
partly because of the mochid concerns and violent images. Serious
students. of poetry in high school should be required to record
theniselves reading a poem of their choice at least once during the
poetry unit. I find that I can get a fairly good sense of a student's
level of understanding just by hearing him or her read. And the
student learns a great deal about poetryand about language--
by trying to imitate Dylan Thomas' reading style.

The second, alternative is to hand out a juicy poem or two and
ask for reactions. Or ask the burning question the poem suggests.
The juiciest poem I've worked with is William Stafford's "Traverl-
ing Through. the Dark." Its, question is: Did the speaker do the
right .thing? The chances are that after asking that question you
won't be able to get a word in edgewise.

Involvement in the construction of poetry is the basis for any
future act of criticism. Definitions, explanations, and critical
opinions will otherwise not narrow the distance between the
poem and the reader.
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Laura-lc le A. Becker
Attist in Schools; Bricks Harbor, Maine

"Your mission, shdirld you decide to accept it, is to teach poetry
to three tenth grade classes." Simple enough? But for the entire
fall terra? Thirteen weeks? While we're at it, what about having
each student come_ to write poetry and even enjoy it7And as long

we've gone this far; why don't we- go all the way and tithe our
all Tern English 10 course "Mission Impossible"?
Impossible as it may seem, just such an assignment has brought
rmous satisfaction to students and teachers alike in the past

several years. The two keys to the whole project have been the
approach and the end product. Vint of all, there is no single
assigned text; we use a, shelf of to to fifty poetry _books along
with a constantly growing collection of literary_ magazines from
schools throughout the country; the Creative Arts issue of Youth
magazine, the Scholastic Magazine Creative Writing AWardg issues,
and poetry folios made by students in pievious years. Records,
tapes, and films of poets presentMg.their poems are also available
in the classroom and in the library.Ahe approach is designed to
enable individual students to begin a journey into poetry from -
wherever they are when_tbey_erAter t119egursp.Anearly assignment

to bring to class a poem the student likes. The poems aisciisie
lass 'are the poems the students choose to present and the

poems the teacher, as a member of the class, chooses to present,
How to understand a poern--a critical method by which a poem is
exploredis practiced daily in discussing the contributions of the
lass and teacher. If the critical_ method doesn't work with A par-

ticular poem (if the can-Opener will not open the can), the method
examined and modified. Many poems are shared without critical
rtanent because; as one person put it, "When you have to explain

the joke, Perhaps' you told the wrong joke." The emphasis is
placed Upon sharing poerris that class member's hive liked in the
past as well as discovering new poems together.

113
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The end product of the journey appears about two, weeks be-
fore the end the term in the form of individual poetry folios.
The only recit4ement is that each folio, contain poems in each of
four different categories that demonstrate particular relationships
to poetry

1. Something Old: poems enjoyed before the course began.
me' students may have had a few positive experiences

with poetry, and they have few poems in this section.
2, Sornetizing IVew: poems experienced and enjoyed during the

terrxu The variety here is indeed remarkable when students
axe given a chance to search and share.
Something Borrowed: poems that another person has shared
directly with them. Of course, sharing is reciprocal, and
riling goes along with receiving. Cooperation rather than
competition is emphasized here.

4. Sot-netting Original: poems written by the student. During
the term we nieet many new poetic ferries and try them out
on our own.

The number of poems in each section is not stressed; instead, the
emphasis is placed on the honesty of the studeNcs response to
individual poems.

Many students assemble hard-backed books and illustrate their
poems with original art work or photography. These designs and
.materials; embody a wide range of creative endeavor. The experi-
ence of sharing maintained throughbut the term reaches its climax
the day the folios are due. The sounds of delight, surprise, and

'even awe are evidence that the experience was indeed real and not
just an impossible dream. Tenth grade students have read, shared,
studied, written, memorized, and, above all enjoyed poetry. The
hep@ n °thaE they will -qpntinue the journey into poetry.



Boggle Their Minds:
Activities for the Poetry ClasSroom

Robert A. Relined
Findlay College

Many English teachers have heard poetry defined as "disciplined
play," yet their teaching methods, either in literature courses or in
creative writing sessions, tend to deny that definition. TraditiOnal
ciassroom activities, like lectures "about" poetry and quizzes that
require students to memoriz-definitions of poetic devices, empha-
size the discipline of poems and their formal qualities. Students
frequently respond to such approaches by rejecting-poetry as
relevant and boring. On the other hand, a steady dose of activities
like rhyming games can lead students to, believe that poetry is
essentially ephemeral and trivial. In neither case do the activities
respond to the students' (and our) need for a balance of that free-
dom which permits creative experimentation and that discipline
which is part of any art.

The following activities attempt to achieve the balance captured
in the phrase "disciplined play." Although I experimented with
them in a college classroom, similar experiences can be provided at
many grade levels.

Boggle

fBoggle is the Parker Brothers trademark for a hidde word game. ,

designed for play by two to six people (ages eigh -adult). This
inexpensive game is available at many department stores and 'con
sists of a small timer, a two-part plastic container, and a set of
sixteen wooden cubes imprinted with various letters.

To begin the game, a player shakesthe cubes inside the container
until they settle in square slots in the container's base and form a
random arrangement of letters. A typical, array is shown in Figure I..

The timer is now activated and players try to fin_diivords in the
sequential vertical, horizontal, or diagonal arrangement. In the

115
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Fig. 1. Boggle begins with a random sequence of letters which players rearrange veal:

coy, horizontally, or diagonally to form simple words.

sample above, students might find "w "wasp, pod," "peat,"
"dope," "buy," "bun," ."fat," and so forth. At the end of the
time, players compare lists. Points are given only for words which
do not appear on the lists of other players. At the end of one
round, then, each player has a list of words he or she alone found
in the random arrangement of letters.

In a poetry class, the game can be used as a starting point for
creative writing activities. The very act of looking at combinations
of letterS, testing their .patterns, and dikovering words is not only
exciting but also makes students more aware of how words are
formed,_ more awere of the richness of language that yields so
many words from so few letters. It also draws attention to the-

qualities of specific words the basic attention that any good poet
has developed extensively. Comparing lists also enlarges vocabularies
without the tediousness of "spelling lists." Finally, students fre-
quently notice the similarities lb sight and sound in the words
they find, similarities which, ofinurse, poets frequently exploit.

Using the game as a starting point for a writing assignment helps
overcome student frustration. Often, students complain that they
have nothing to write about. After several rounds of Boggle, how-
ever, each student has a stock of words that he or she alone has

found: I then ask them to begin with those words to compose a
poem. Frequently I do not specify the form of thepoem, but if
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we have been examining a particular formlike the haiku I ask
diem to-use that form.

In order to write the poem, students need to add appropliate
words to Connect the ones on their list, but what began as Play, as
a simple Boggle game, frequently evolves, into a serious effort to
find particular, words-and particular sounds. Students respold well
to the experienee of generating a unique resource (their very owit
list of words) and of using that resource to compose a poem.

Depending on the teacher's purpose; the game can be the pre-
lude to a variety of activitieswriting lines with a particular
rhythm or sound pattern, illustrating a particular poetic device. In
short, Boggle seems to generate enthusiasm for poetry.

Newspaper Syllabics

In traditional poetry lessons, students rarely experience the de-
cisions a poet makes about matters like length of line and place-
ment of words. A. simple exercise like the one desCribed here,
however, helps students to understand and appreciate the crafts-
manship of a poet like Marianne Moore as well as to enjoy playing
with different possibilities for deiigning a poem.

I begin the class session by distributing to each student a page
of a newspaper (the Sunday editiT of a metropolitan paper is a
good starting point)., I select pakemt random From the news,
sports, and "living" sections, or from any section'that seems to
include interesting features. Students skim these pages, front and
back, and identify one or two articles that interest them.

I then give a brief explanation of syllabic prosodies, relying an
Lewis Turco's Poetry: An Introduction through Writing(Reston
Publishing, 1973) to provide examples of poems written in norma-
tive syllabics (a-poem in which all lines have the same number of
syllables' or in quantitative syllabics (poems in which the poet
varies the syllable count in each line of the first stanza but makes
the lins of succeeding stanzas correspond to the syllable caunt
established in the first stanza). With appropriate examples, students.
can readily count syllables and understand the distinction between
the two forms. They also begin to see how the pace of reading is
partially determined by the number of syllables the poet chooses
for the lines.

To experience the task the poet faces, I ask students to make a
poem out of a section of the newspaper article they found in-
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teresting, using either normative or quarititatiie syllabics. Students
are free to add or delete words to help the pattern or the meaning.
I urge them to experiment with line lnkth and to judge for them-
selves what happens when different words are chosen to end or
begin a line.

Since students do not feel the pressure of havLng to generate
material from within themselves, they willingly experiment with
combinations of words that someone else has writteri..thcy begin
to see, firsthand, that placement of words and length of line make
a poem dull ,as well as exciting.

Here- are two poemswhich _a student w_rote, Using
m a sports page as a starting point.

(Quantitative syllabics)

The premier duck and tens of thousands of
Canadian geese
And snow-white
swans
Raft up by the thousands
Hunters don full suits and get'into the
Icy water chill
Arms and legs
Ache
Face and fingers grow numb
Amidst their decoys waves splash icy cold
Water into the
Booter's suit
DUcks
Brush over their scalps and die.

article

(Normative syllabics)

The premier ducks and
tens of thousands of
Cznadian geese
And snow-white swans, raft
up by the thousands
Hunters don full suits
and get into the
icy cold water
Chilly arms and legs
Ache. Face and fingers
grow numb and turn blue

Amidst their decoys,
Waves splash icy cold
water into the
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Booter's suit while ducks
Brush over their scalps
And die with a shot.

Ann Shepherd

The teachqr may not judge the poems created in this fashion- o
be masterpieces, but the students have experienced a poetic fo
rather than simply observed it They begin to understand, too, the
differences between a newspaper article and a poem, differences
which teachers sometimes talk about but rarely help stud_ ents to
pereeiyi for themselves.

Clozing the Gap

In teaching the reading or writing of poetry, English teachers rightly
emphasize the poet's ability to choose the mot juste, the right word
for the context. TOo 'often, though, we siinply askl "Why do you
think 'the poet used that word there?" That question.is important
but it does not involve students directly. Consider, instead, a
method that relies on a rudimentary forma of the doze procedure.

Many reading specialists use the doze procedure to diag=nose
reading difficulties. Briefly, in this procedure a word or a phrase is
omitted from a sentence and the student is asked to supply the
appropriate word or phrase dernanded by the context. The pro-
cedure can becothe complex in the hands of a reading specialist,
hilt the classroom teacher with no preparation in the teaching of
reading can use it in a poetry class fcfr nondiagnostic purposes.

ailing one class session I distributed a copy of "Day creak," a
poem from Gary Soto's The Elements of San Joaquin (University
of-Pittsburgh press, 1977) from which I had, omitted several words:

Daybreak

In this moment when the,light s up
In the east and
The horizon until it catches fire,
We enter the fields to hoe,
Row after row, among the small of onion,
Waving off the dragonflies
That the air.

And tears the onions raise
Do not begin in your eyes but in ours,
In the salt
From one blister into another;
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They begin in knowing
You will never waken to hear
The hour timed to a
The wind pressing us closer to the ground.

When the season ends,
Ami the onionsare ' from their sleep,
We won't forget what you failed to see,
And nothing will heal
Under the rain's fingers.

ing Involved in Pnqtry

Gary Soto

I then asked students to list, the y.ords they thought might fit
the blanks. Next, ,I asked them to form small groups and discuss
the appropriateness of their choices. Finally, I asked them to re--
assemble in a large goup. I-announced that the words Soto Fad
chosen, in Order, were "rubs," "flags," "ladder," "blOwn," -"heart
beat," "unphigged," and "broken." Since students had tried to
identity appropriate words themselves, they were now very in-
terested in determining how the poet's words workedhow, for
example, ihe noun "ladder" became a verb to create the pattern

t
of dragonflies. ,

By, repeating the procedure with other poems, students become

4 #icreakngly perceptive about the dimensions of words that poets
pay ttention to sound values, the actions that verbs suggest, the
app al of some words to visual and tactile senses, the ways words

k together (e.g, alliteration)in short, most of the "tricks" a
poet uses. This use of the doze procedure helps students feel that
hey have discovered something about poetry for themselves, not

just listened to the teacher's judgment on why the poet chose a
paircvularatwioonrd

is. to k students to compose their own poems and
to bring them to small discussion groups with words omitted. The
group must decide what word the student used in the original
poem. Students enjoy the "guessing game, "" but th method has
other advantages. The Bedglin# poet experiences ffrsthand the
reaction of his or her readers and thus gains a genuine sense of
"audience' And as students propose words to fill in the blanks,
the poet may learh that some of these suggestions work better
thin the ones he or she chose originally. In thiS way, students
experience directly the value of revision.

Finally, the doze procedure can be used to teach most poetic,
devices inductively. By choosing appropriate poems and omitting
appropriate words, the teacher can help a class discover the values
_of assonance, end rhyme, onomatopoeia, and other devices.
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In all of these activities, the teacher becomes less of a lecturer
toVassive recipients than a creator of opportunitieg through which
students lake personal discoveries about: jile richness of a most
precious, natural resource, their own language. They become in:
.volved at one ..ald the same time with discipline and with play.
They become, in word, poets.
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in Research



"Yes, But..
The 'Student and the Literary
Research Paper

_ ,Several years agq, I sat it on an informal discussion led by Ken
Macrone, who had just spoken at the annual Illinois Association of
Teachers of Eriglish convention on the; topic of teaching writing.-
ThOse who had remained after the formal speech were, like myself,
Macrorie fans. We all wanted to talk (all. at once) about ouvivi`
students and our experiences with student-centered writing. One
refrain, however, kept recqnng: "Yes, but -. . :" Is it 'posiible,
this refrain asked, to maintain a student-centered approach to
writing within a 'curriculum with fairly rigid -requitementa,-some
of which we might have qualms about abandoning? For example,
the research paper. We know how important it is for students to y,_
"spak....in honest voices and tell the truth ." Yet how can we
reconcile this imperative with the demands of an assignment like
the conventional research paper? How about something different?
Macrone suggested. Not exactly research, but "I-search"7--a -paper
that records the student's exploration of an absorbing topic. A
paper that describes a process rather than the results of that
process. I left the convention determined to try such an assignment
with one of my junior English classes.

I had some definite ideas about what I wanted from this type of
assignment. First, I wanted students to do a great deal of reading
And I wanted them to read inthe general area-of imaginative liter-
ature rather than- about their current preoccupationsrock stars,
astrology, and demonic possession. As to whether an assignments
on a restricted topic can be "student-centered," I believe that
it can.1 think that one. -of our primary functions as teachers is
to help students into awareness of themselves, of others, of the
World az and them. This is what literature is all about. We can
help std nts see possibilities for exploration and discovery thit
they do n t immediately see themselves. Turning students, loose in
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the libtary is not giving them freedom. On the other hand, if we
Ove them some idea of _what's out there, afford the opportunities
to taste and sample, and suggest writers and topis that might be
particularly interesting to them, we enable them to make meaning
fnl choices, gather than limiting them to the accidents of their

environment,. .

As I envisioned this assignment, students would explore a par-

-, ticular literary topic. 'They would engage in the activities of analysis

.and synthesis noliiially associated with the "research" paper. They

would ask themselves ,questions And look for the answers. They

would express their tentative conclusions on paper and use VI-me

conclusions as the basis for further exploration. I saw several im-

portant differences betVieen this assignment and the standard
literary research paper. First, students would- not be required to
assume therole of expert, the mask of "objectivity." They would-

be encouraged to write- as -themselves, reacting thoughtfully and
honestly to the literature. As explorers, they wouldn't worry
too much abopt whether they, mere contradicting themselves ("A
foolish considtencY _ ."). Second,. the process of exPloration
would be the subject -of the fir-W paper. This paper might record

falSe starts, blind alleys, misconceptionsthe sort of thing we .

usually leave out when we turn in our neatly typed pages. IV,

deeper awa=reness of the nature of the research, process should
enable students to become more active participants in that process.
They might come to at least a partial understanding of what "re
search" really is With all this in mind, I designed the assignment.

As a preliminary to the "I-search" assignment, students prepared
oral reports and :bibliogaphie on writers of thetheir Own choosing.

The purpose of this activity as to nform the clasg of some of the

possible topics open to them. The ibliographies were made avail-
able to any student wishing to follow up on a particUlar topic. I

told the .class that they were"going to do a "different" tkpe of
research paper, one which emphasized the dbcovelies they wade.

through reading. I suggested four types of topics:

1. The life and work of a particular writer

2 A particular theme (novels of war, women in literature

3. A type, denre, or period (political satire, folklore)

4. questions (What happens ,when a book is Wade into a movie?

What kinds of books did people read in the 1920s?

tiring the early stages of their investigations, students rote
hort papers. The first was an explanation of their choi of
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topic and a tentative statement of. purpose (which included ques-
tions to be answered in the course of the investigation). The second
was a review of what they already knew about this topic. These
papers would later be incorporated into the final paper.

The sine qua non of this assignment was that the final paper be
an honest recofd of the students' experiences. I gave the class
detailed instructions to help _them lay the groundw rk. They a.1,1
owned copietof Writing Research Papers (Scott, For man, 1976);
I left it tti"!tliem to ferret out whatever information hey needed
about mechanics, footnotes, and so 'ron. What I c ntinued J to
emphasize was the process of their investigations and the recording
of that process:

- E,..

(Photocopied handout) 1

1. You should be taking notes (pp. 36-51 WRP). Sometimes y u
may jot down notes as you read, perhaps recording interes tng
quotations. (Don't forget to get the page number) Whe_ ever
you finish reading a selection, jot down personal impres ons,
main points, summaries. Yonrpotes will be of two types:
a. Notes relating to the purp6ses of your paper that you set
. out in your planning paper. You will want- to jot down re-

sponses relating to the questions you raised about your
topic.

b. 'Notes describing anything ineyour reading which especially
interested you.

Date your notes! They-must be turned in with your paper.
2. Structure. Most papers of this type require a formal structure.

This paper, howeyer, Will have an INFORMAL structure. Here
are two types of informal organization: .

a. Diary. This is a week-by-week record of your search': what
your goals were, what you thought you'd find out, how
you went about your search, what discoveriesand mistakes
you made. ,

b: Narrative. This is a bit more structured than a diary. You
are not necessarily describing what you did in chronological
order. You might set the paper up this-way:
(1) Why I chose the topic
(2) What I already knew
(3) What I wanted to find out
(4) How I got information
(5) What I read, and what I thought about it \\,.
(6) What I discovered

3. You will need a formal bibliography at the end of your paper
(pp. 119435 WRP).

4.. As for footnotes, use them as needed (pp. 13-118 WRP). Place
all foptnotes on a separate page at the end of the paper.
Reid pp. 59-74 WRP qn incorporating quotations.
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Remember: Th s paper is a record of yoiir experiences' and
thoughts. You must use enough detail to communicate this.

Although these "I-search" papers aid not represent the last

(attempts"
word on American literature, they did represent honest

lattempts on the part of students to deal with literature on their
own terms. One of the most positive results of the assignment was
that it allowed students to speak for themselves In their own
voicesa necessary -first step, I believe, towards real involvement
with the material. When students discussed their reasons for choos-
ing a particular topic, they made the initial connection between
themselves as readers and, the literature they would read:.

. . . the main reason ttpat I chose Paine for this paper is because . .

my own perstmal values and beliefs in religion and other things
are almost identical to those of Thomas Paine.

To a professional soldier [this tudent's c osen career] it is im
mensely important to have a great and varied knowledge
strategies and tactics; thus my reading of war novels.

The fact that students were not forced to assume the role of
"expert," and "objective" mask, meant that they could use the
paper as an exploratory tool, making tentative statements, discaid-
ing hasty conclusions, following their thoughts on paper:

I began my I-search by reading an assortment of Stephen Crane's
short stories. I felt this was the best way of gaining an under-
standing of what type of person he was Throughout my investi-
gation, I kept this thought in mind: When you read a story, you
are also reading a person, the life and feelings of the author. Later
. . . I would read what the critics thought of his works, but I
wanted to get my own impression first.

I read Five Smooth Stones by Anne Fairbairn, hoping it would
give me a start on my paper. However, . I discovered her point
of view seemed to be that of a man! Therefore, since I was look

, ing for the developmeni of women's ideas in literature, Anne
--/ Fairbairn didn't seem appropriate.

Such reflections, of course e place whenever one writes an
investigative paper. Ordinarily, they are the prelude to the paper
and not the paper itself. By making these explorations part of
their papers, however, students brought the total process of in
vestigation, analysis, and synthesis into focus for thems-elves, gain-
ing a greater awareness of what it was that they were'doing:
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.When I first read her poetry, I. could not understand-any of it.
But after I finished reading The Poet and Her pooh and under-
stood the traumas, tragedies, and experiences of her life, her
poetry made ... sense. ,

I was very excited this week to find similarities between the views
of the critics and myself concerning Crane's stories. I often wanted
to go baciand read the stories again: ...

e papers re_ ected a relatively high degree of involvement on
the part of students. I believe that this is because the assignment
was, in-effect, theirs rather than thine:

. . many times the reading would carry my thoughts to a far-off
battlefield or to some steamy jungle clutching the body of a
wounded comrade....

Martha asked me if I would like to go hear Gwendolyn Brooks
read her poetry in Mt. Vernon. Sure, it would be something in-
teresting to do. . . . Her voice (defined her words. Picture after
picture came into my head as she read. I could see the ugly little
Lincoln ("The Life of Lincoln 'West"), the dirty halls of the
Mecca 'balding, the white picket fence the little girl had to stay
behind after 9:00. . . . I reread her poetry and began to really
heve a grasp of what she was communicating.

And most students eventually moved on to more "objective"
analysis:

Knowles seems to feel there is a fine line dividing goodness and
insanity. All of the characters he portrays as being good are also
thought to be crazy. Maybe Knowles is trying to saythatioday's
world cannot believe in true goodness from any person because
we are so used to the bad.

These analyses, however, were not merely exercises in finding
"hidden meanings"; instead, each was the end product of a stu-
dent's experience with the work. And because students had become
more aware of the dynamics of literary experience, students felt
more comfortable with their own opinions and conclusions.

The conclusions students drew were not necessarily those that
would be drawn by mature,readers. But they were the conclusICris
of readers growing in awareness:

Why, if we as Americans possess the most perfect society in all
the world, do we complain so much?
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I've been exposed to where the blacks are coming from They,
don't need whites to tell them their work is good . . . their own
sisters and brothers want to tell them, and they want to hear
from them..

Too often the literary research paper, at least on the high school
level, is a sterile exercise that encourages teaching about literature
rather than literature itself. Students are. asked to abstract and
generalize beyond their capacities, and thus they develop an un
healthy reliance on the opinions of others in their search for some
,thing to,isay. An assignment of the type I have described, however,
emphasizes the importance of 'the student's experience in relation
to what he or she reads. Students learn to respect their own re.
isles and to express themsplves honestly. They also learn, of
course, the usual techniques we associate with researchsummary,
synthesis, the mechanics of footnotes, and so on Most important
however, they learn something .about learning that mysterious
process which depends so much on the activity of the self, on the
searching "I."



The Interview as a Practical
Research Model

William F. Woods
Wichita State University

Few students enter a writing class ready to write a research paper.
Even if they know how to take notes and organize them, they
seldom understand what it means to work on a research problem.
Our job as teachers, then, is to show students how to explore new
subjects by building on knowledge they already possess. If we can
help them identify and develop their present conceptual and in-
vestigative skills, they, can proceed on their own to refine these
techniques as they engage new subjects and begin to write about
them. -

One way to acquaint students with basic research skills is to
assign an interview paper. Writing the interview allows them to
use their already developed social skillp to elicit responses from
interviewees and to evaluate or draw conclusions froni what they
have heard. In essence, an interview is a dialogue hetw9en the
researcher and another person. As such, it is not unlike the "dia-
lettic" that scholars carry on with their data; in both cases, the
researcher engages that process of question and answer, of prob-
ing and evaluating, that constitutes any kind of inquiry. In short,
by writing the interview, students develop the same skills necessary
to writing the research paper. Later on, the experience students
have had with the interview can be used as a paradigm for teaching
the procesS of inquiry that, forms the basis of the research paper.

Preparing students for writing the interview paper means helping
them do the necessary groundwork before that firSt meeting with
the subject. Generally, the interviewer is expected to choose the
subject, and so the first question is who? Then there are the
mechanics of setting up the meeting, taking notes, and deckling
what in the world to talk about. My own instructions to the
students go something like the following.
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Choosing a Subject

Begin with people you know. Friends of the family or people at
work make 0- assignment easier because you already know a
great deal abo them, and you are familiar with their surroundings
-.their 'context." Better yet, these people know you and will

probably volunteer information about themselves that you didn't
even thinly of asking. If the subject is not an acquaintance, find
out something about that person in advance. If the interview will
focus on the person's job, find out _about the company and its
employees. You can collect this background information by asking-
around or by spending \a couple of hours in the library. Fonc----
example, if you are interviewing a nurse, look through several
issues of Nursing or Nursing Forum. The important thing is to get
a general sense of what your subject's job is like before you ask
him or her about it. In a formal research paper, this prelLminary
background search is called establishing the context for the study.

Setting Up the Interview

For some interviews, an appointment is absolutely necessary. (For
stance, when one of my studerkts interviewed the City Manager

of Wichita, Kansas, she had to make an appointment two weeks
ahead of time. But calling ahead paid off; the Manager gave her a
full half hour, and she was able to ask some involved questions
about the city's government.) Setting up the meeting ahead of
time also makes it easier to find the person in his or her character-
istic surroundings. As a general rule, a person's home or place of
work tells us a good deal about his or her life, and after all, that's
the main purpose of the intervievi. One last note on appointments:
if the first meeting is held at the person's convenience, it may be
possible to ask for a second interview. Depending on the length of
the paper and the complexity of the material, thissecond discussion
rnight be crucial.

Taking Notes

Most people won't mind if an interviewer records the discussion
on a pad, but other methods are sometimes necessary. If.the inter-
viewer finds it hard to keep up with the flow, writing down key
words and phrases might be the best solution. Of course there is

;always the question of whether to use a tape recorder. Portable
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units can usually be checked out from the audiovisual office, and
there's nothing like a tape for getting down exactly What the
person said. However, some people are made nervous by a whirring
tape recorder, and often it is difficult to locate the parts you want
in a tape that might run as long as an hour. Ultimately, the inter-
viewer has to decide what method works best in his,or her own
case. The main think is to record as much as you can, and to sit
down immediately after the interview and write out at length the
important parts before you forget them.

repared. Questions

There are good reasons for bringing prepared questiOns to
interview. First, the interviewee may not feel like talking th t
day, and unless you are well informed about the focus you hav
selected for the interview, you may find it hard to invent apT
propriate questions on the spot. Second, and perhaps even more
important, your time with that person is limited; if you aren't able
to steer the discussion away from small talk, you may find your-
self walking away from the interview with only a few, general
remarks.

It is useful to divide your questions into three groups:

1. Identify the person's basis of authority. Your first questions
should lay the groundwork for the rest of the discussion by
establishing the person's identity and relationship to his or
her surroundings. For example, if the person sells chickens
to fast-food restaurants, as did the subject of one student's
int6riew; you want o find out how long he has sold poultry,
where and when he sells it, and how successfully. It makes a
difference, in other words, whether you're getting the
opinions of a big-city poultry dealer or someone who sells a
few chickens on Saturdays.

2. Get the factsin depth. The need for getting detailed "back-
ground" information about the: person can't be overempha-
sized. Throughout the interview, you will have the chance
to ask questions about the details of the person's life and
work, but you will ask better; more specific questions if you
already have them in hand, neatly typed out, if possible.
When it comes time to write up the interview, you will be
able to provide that detailed glimpse of "real life" which
readers enjoy in any piece of writing.

1
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Get a clear picture of the person's ideas. You can't really
know what the person will say before it comes out in the
discussion, but yod can and should prepare yourself to fol-
low up on ideas and opinions when they emerge. And .if the
person doesn't volunteer a point of view, qt's your job to ask.
In fact, you must be ready to suggest ways for ==the person
to talk about his or her ideas. For ex=ple, you can ask the
person to analyze a problem, to explain the causes of a
situation to trace the history of some of his or her interests.'
often, the person will use a particular phrase or expression
which seems to sum up a poiq of view; try to record the
exact wording of such key phrases-rand make some notes to
yoursey on how that phrase was 'meant.

The steps I have outlined for preparing for an interview corre-
spond roughly to the beginning stages of a research project: the
investigator senses a problematic situation or conflict, states the
problem by specifying what kinds of things have to be known in
order to explain the conflict, and finally devises.a set of questions
with which to explore the problem. These leading (or "heuristic")
questions provide new information and new perspectives on the
problem and thereby prepare the investigator to formulate a
hypothesis or possible solution. The same function is performed
by the interviewer's questions, both the prepared ones and those
that arise spontaneously. Using these questions, the interviewer
tries to open tip perspectives into the interviewee's character,
situation, and attitudesMaterial which later makes it possible to
create a ;livid, rounded, meaningful account of that person's life
experience.

The next step in the process of inquiry, as in interviewing, is to
arrive at the hypothesis, or meaningful statement about the subject.
Unfortunately there is no rule we can follow, either to formulate
a hypothesis about a problem or to derive a meaningful state-
ment about the subj--ot of an interview. Still, there are general
guidelines. In problem splying, an investigator tries to match

tl known concepts with the problem situation, hoping to explain the
new pattern as a transformation or variation of an old one. In
writing an interview, we can employ another kind of pattern in an
attempt to -give shape to the information supplied. This pattern
has five parts.

1 1;
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Arriving on the Scene

Writing an interview is like writing a narrative, insofar as one is
describing an interaction -between two people, providing a setting
for that action, and devising ways of introducing the readers into
this "scene" at the beginning and leading them out of it at the
end. Here we are concerned with the beginning. The main functiOn
of the beginriipg is to help the reader become accustomed to
looking over the writer's shoulder, so to speak. Perhaps the easiest
way for the writer to do this is to describe his or her own entry
onto the scenethe arrival at the person home or the drive out to
the job.

onveying a Sense of the Charac

TFie heart of any interview is our sense of the subject's character,
which emerges from overt comments by the writer, from the per-
son's movements, gestures, anecdotes and opinions,rand even from
oblique hints, such as this brief description of two dogs:

At 1:15 I turned into the driveway and was promptly greeted
by two German Shepherds barking furiously. However, by the time
I had stopped the car, they were both standing on their hind legs
looking in the driver's window and wagging their tails. This was
my welcome to the home of Beth-Anne Chard, who greeted me at ,
the door and warmly accepted me into her home. (Shirley
Leftwich)

Perhaps the most commonv technique for conveying character,
howeVer, is the direct description of what the person does during
the interview. This ongoing description keeps us from losing our
sense of the person'S presence in the scene; it might also be called
a "narrative line" because it holds the interview together, providing
a frame for the -anecdotes and background information which
make up the discussion. The following example from an interview
with a child in a reform school shows how the writer can convey
the person's character while at the 'same time introducing matters
for discussion:

We sat down on the floor in the hall, and she pulled a cigarette
out of her tiny purse and lit it. Deciding that the best choice
would be to ignore it, I began by asking her why she had to go to
court in the first place.
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"Shoplifting" was her answer and given with a really "cute"
smile, I am sure that the look on my face belied my answer of
"Oh yeah." I was mortified. She looked very young, so I asked
her how old'she was. She told me that she was eleven years old
and that she had done about everything,Including stabbing her
cat with a fork. (Dana Decker)

The Cargo of Information

Aside from the fascination of glimpsing another person's life, the
interview's main source of power is its promise of information
the facts, the inside story, the distilled wisdom of a person's life
arid work. As Aristotle tells us, however, the trick is to mingle
Instruction with delightin this case, to make sure the new material
retains the flavor of the experiences and the outlook peculiar to
that person. Probably the most effective way to introduce this
substantive material is simply to record the person's anecdotes.
People find it natural to explain matters by telling stories about
themselves and others (the rhetorical term is exernpla, or "para-
bles"), and as long as the narrative line or sense of scene is main-
tained, the writer can build a strong interview from such tales.

Anecdotes are not the only method of conveying information
about the character's job or primary interests. For short periods,
the writer can step in and relate the pertinent facts directly to the
reader.,The only requirements are that the information should add
to our understanding of the person interviewed, and that these
facts generate their own interest.

The interview's utility as a vehicle for information is its most
obvious similarity to the research paper, and, to be sure, the mate-
rial for many. research projects is gathered primirily through inter-
views. Less obvious, perhaps, is the resemblance between the
researcher's exploration, or analysis of his subject, and the way the
writer of an interview explores the character and life-experience of
a person by focusing on significant details such as a reform school
child's smoking habits. In such cases, the writer is actually using
methods of rhetorical invention,- trying to "discover" the best
ways to explain a subject.

The Time Dimension

Supplying information about a job or other experience opens up
one sort of perspective on a person's life. But a further dimension
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can be added by drawing out the relationship beween that person's
past experience and his or her present conditilms. Call if the time
dimension, a sense of history, or just "rootethe effect is the
same: the reader begins to see a meaningful pattern in the person's
life as it develops over a period of years. It is just this sense of pur-
Pose, in a life, and perhaps even-more, the fulfillinent and clariec
tion of a purpose, that arises from the best interviews and allows
them to make a statement worthy of the person they describe.
Here is such a statement about Jim Banks, a mechanic

"I don't know how I got started," he added. "I have been a
mechanic around the country most of my life, the past 25 or 30
years, and I just decided that I wanted an old car. So in 1955, I
bought a Model T Ford and restored it and I've been buying and
restoring eget since."

As Mil has pointed out, restoring can sometimes be expensive
and is always time-consuming, but the final result is worth the
effort. It is gratifying to take a rusty, brokqn-down piece of junk,
and through 'diligent, hard work, turn it into a masterpiece. "It's
like saving a piece of history," Jim Banks said quietly, and if we
don't do it, they'll be gone forever. They won't be coming back."
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(Jerry Messner)

The "statement" the interviewer makes about the person's life
is best described as supplying a perspective in Wile, but really it
is more like the fundamental "theme" of the interview, drawing
strength from all the other parts. For unless the writer's treatment
of the person's character and occupation have prepared us for a
long retrospective look, we won't get the desired sense of in-
evitability as we see the person arriving finally at his or her present
condition after years of effort. This sense of a basic pattern
emerging in a person's life is probably the most difficult effect for
an inteMewer to achieve. Nevertheless, by trying to achieve it,
writers cease to be mere takers of notes and become interpreters'
of experience, on a par with research workers:whose hypotheses,
or new statements about the facts, are simply another kind of
interpretation.

Leaving the Interview

Ending an interview presents the same problems as ending a piece
of fiction: one has to avoid the "bump" when the reader falls out
of the story on the last page. It is possible simply to end with the
person's answer to the last question, but if the ycrrter has main-
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tained a sense of "scene," has conveyed the dynamics of an
interaction between two people, it is best to give their discussion a
sense of closure. One way to do this is to show the interviewer
leaving the person's home, glancing back on it, or thinking about it
in order to give the reader ,a way of holding the interview in
memory. Here is how Linda Jones ended her interview with 'out
the Gravedigger:

Then, quite unexpectedly,my interviewed subject took off his
frayed brim grey hat-and shaking my hand tightly, said, "Thank
you, Mizz Jones. You've made my day." I glanced in the rear-
view mirror as I waited for a break in the traffic to enter the street.
'out was still leaning against the service gate, his hat still dangling

from his hand.

In summary, a chief advantage of the interview as an introductory
research model i§ that it' brings the student directly into contact
with the- material. Then it puts to use life-long training in carrying
out question-and-answer routines, sifting the evidence, and draw-
ing conclusions about the motive's, experience, and personality of
another person. The teacher's task is to guide the student in apply-
ing and extending these skills by providing general guidelines like
those suggested above and by pointing out analogies between the
process of interviewing and the process of inquiry which will form
the basis for the research paper.
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Untangling thef.Skein of Nan es

John L. Idol, Jr.
Clemson University

Fe students can confidently and accurately explain the' meaning
of eir given names, much less their surnames, desKte the fact

r\-t\hat for one's roots has recently become the American
pastime. Even in the family-conscious South, where I have taught
at both the secondary and the college levels, only a handful, of
students have ever explored the meaning of the words that they
have answered to since thvlay they became aware of what their
parents called them. Fewer still can explain why their home town
or home county bears its name. Rarer still are those students who
can give solid information about the names printed on the products
they buy. Prodded to think for a few mintues about the long
string of pames they have encountered since they toddled off to
nursery school, students soon conclude that most of us are tangled

an ever-growing skein of names. By sending my college fresh.
men to libraries, by caking them tiq talk to or mite to town and
county officials, and by encouragtig thern to sit down to query
their kinfolk and neighbors, I try to help my students unravel their
personal, and our common, skein of nay. 's.

My project has three phases and attempts to answer three ques-
tions: Who am I? Where do I live? What do I buy? Each phase is
designed to include as many informants as possible.

As soon as I call the class roll in the second semester of fresh-
man English, I pose the first question. I ask my students to Cell me
and the class what their surnames mean. Usually, only three or
four in a class of twenty-five have exact knowledge. Knowing that
will be the case, I select five or six names to comment upon as I
call the roll. Almost without exception, students shOw a lively
interest Mvhat their classmates and riay.

Capitalizing upon their desire to learn more about their names,
I make the first assignment: Discover the meaning of both your
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given name and surname by talking to your kinfolk, by researching
your name in the library, or by4writyig an expert on names. As

/soon as you can, come back to 'class and tell us not ojily what your
surname is but what kind of surname it is (locationat occupational,
patronymic, or other, such as nickname), how far bac( you can
trace, theoalne (not the family tree), and to what ethriggroup it
belongs. Nis° share with everyone the meaning of your given
name(s).

To launch their investigation, I urge students to telephone or
write the dedicated old aunt or retired grandfather who is now
doing the family history. I list such books as Flora Loughead's
Dictionary of Given Names, Basil Cottle's The Penguin Dictionary
of ,Surnames, P. H. Reaney's A Dictionary of British Surnames,
Elsdon Smith's New Dictionary of American Family Names, Max
Gottschaid's Deutsche Namenkunde, Albert-Dauzat's Dictionnaire
des noms de fatnille et prenotns de France, and Fra Angelico
Chavez's 'Origins of New Mexico Families and suggest that similar
books for other national groups can be found in the same area in
the library. Finally, I offer them the address of som authority..
should they need to write an expert.

Experience has taught me that one of e most eagerly awaited
days in the serneAer is the day when stude _ts give oral, documented
reports on the discoveries made about their names. What will be
revealed by such people as Coburn, Lautenschlager, Hogg. Larous,
or Polonski? And students repeatedly report that the information
is as eagerly received at home as in the classroom, except in those
few homes where Aunt Gertrude or Grandfather Himmelfarb has
already spread the news about the family name.

While students are discovering something about who they are, I
initiate the second phase, learning about the area where they live.
This project becomes the topic for their term paper and, accord-
ingly, is closely coordinated with their study of research techniques
as covered in their textbook. Here, briefly, is how I get the project
staid.

rask students to order a highway map for their home county or
parish from The appropriate state government department (usually
the Department of Transportation) and instruct them to list every
village, town, or city shown on the map. Next they classify these
names by deciding whether they are descriptive, personal, posses
sive, commemorative, or incident names. (If their classification is
wrong, subsequent research will lead them to make corrections.)
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They then choose twenty or twenty-five names for further. re-
search, the goal being to discovePwlien the selected village, town,
or city received its name, who named it, for whom it was named if
the place does not bear a descriptive name, and whether the place
has ever borne- angther name. To provide a geographical frame for
the places they will discuss, I require my -studentsto write a brief
history of the county orparish where the places they are investi-
gating are located. A two-page history is usually adequate.

Once more they are encouraged to depend upon as much per-
sonal communication as possible. Given the chance to discover their
best sources, students will' ultknately find that most counties or
parishes have historical commissions, journalists interested in local
names, postmasters with considerable information about the
places where they work, elders in the family or community with
many facts and much lore, local historians who will gladly spend
an afternoon sharing their interests, and county officials- who
have learned much about the areas they serve or represent. In time
they will also come upon such organizations as the American
Name Society and learn .through it that almost every state has a
resident expert on place names; they will discover such books as N-
Kelsie Harder's Illustrated Dictionary of Place Nanies, Myron
Quimby's Scratch Ankle, U.S.A., and George Stewart's American
Place-Names; and they will find, in many cases; that theie are
bopks or periodicals devoted to names in the various states.

Another discovery, for students an unexpected one, is that
many people enjoy talking about place names and that, further,
officials of local historical associations and librarians in local
towns or high schools soften waWcopies of their completed term
papers. Knowing that their studies will b shmTd by fellow citizens
back home gives many students A new sense of responsibility 4\
about writing.

One of the intriguing challenges of this project is having to
separate fact from .lore, since not every place name can be pinned
down with absolute certainty and since local informants have,
at times,' conflicting explanations of how a name was chosen.

As in the project involving personal names, class response is
keen when oral reportS are made about place names. IndM-

dual research has proven to them by the time of the reports that
e esting, often fascinating, stories lie behind place names, and

most students are as eager to receive information as, they are to
give it In the interest of time, not every place name is covered in
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the oral report. A good number for each student is four or five.
Students from the same county or parish can be asked to present
different names. -

The stages of preparation for a term paper on place names do
not esientiaffiy .differ from those on other topics, be they self-
chosen or assigned. What is -difCerent is that students draw upon
personal interviews and letters in7Addition to books and periodicals.
This difference in sources reqiiiies the mastery of more types of
bibliographical forms and thus, from a teacher's point OE 'view,
constitutes a valuable learning experience. But,(kenerally speaking,
A term paper on place names can easily be meshed with the tradi-
tional research techniques outlined in rhetoric b oks.

Tiwirtlitriniproject, discovering the denotativ and connotative
meanings of trade names, offers a potentially larger subject of
study and must, therefore; be carefully planned before it is assigned.
One workable scheme is to assign each student a particular kind of
product: automobiles, candy bars, cereals, perfumes, athletic shoes,
soaps, shaving creams, cigarettes, toilet tissue, phonograph recor s.
If the subject assigned is not agreeable, students can switch at ng
themselves or devise new topics until everyone is happy.

The next steps are simple ones. First of all, students visit locail
shops, department stores, car dealers, oit merchants and, notepad
in hand, record the names of products they find. If they choose
slack times to make their visits, they can often elicit information
from clerks and merchants and engage in some speculation about
why, among athletic shoes for example, one brand is-named the
Jayhawk, another the Montreal, another the Puma, another the
Elite, another the Vantage. Later, with the aid of a good diction-
ary, students will,tattempt, to analyze what each name denotes.
Next comes a period of speculation- about the connotative range
of meanings.

The final step is writing' an analytic paper, which will be read in
part or in ft:111=47o the class. The paper resulting from the rdse:
for the meanings of trade names arouses the interest of every
student, .and with good reason. Students have been bombarded by
trade names since they were old enough to understand what
producti 'beckoned to them between the adventures of Donald
Duck and Captain Kangaroo., They have been consumes for years
before entering the college classroom, and they have sometimes
thought why one product appealed to them and apother left them
cold, even though both products had similar costs and records of
performance or acceptance. Briefly,. they recognize that words
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have acted upon them and that they now have a chance to examine
why they may have reacted as they did. This third project thus
reveals the competitive world of swirling-words. To afford students
an opportunity to see, how massive that swirl is, I ask them to look
into Ellen Crowley's Trade Names Dictionary.

A follow-up exercise to the paper on trade names is to write an
'advertisement for a hypothstical new product. To a generation
bibught up on a hot medium, huckstering seems natural, yet some
of their most insightful criticism of the writing efforts of their
classmates emerges here. And they get about as mticifhelp as they
gibe, for they are displaying their writing wares before a knowing
if somewhat jaded= audience.

One comforting thought about these three projects is that each
can continue' to serve student's outside the classroom. To their
daughters and sons, they can one day pass along iniGrmation
about the names they give them; to their friends, neighbors, and
families, as well as to ,strangers, they can explain why towns in
their' native counties have certain names; and to themselves and to
their kinfolk and friends they can reveal something about the sway
words have-when chosen to do a particular job in the marketplace.

A second long-lasting benefit, one thatcan often be shared, is
the listcof books and periodicals and the names of informants put
together by students during their study of names. Future en-
counters with ga.kaaes of towns, streets, rivers, mountains, hotels,
teams, products, aid people should leave them with the comfort-
able feeling that they are not helplessly entangled in names not
blithely ignorant of their importance.
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Since my students are not English majors, the traditional topics
and approaches to writing the research paper failed. Yet, I felt it
was important that they learn to investigate a research question
fully and to write, an analytic paper. Since our faculty stresses the
interrelationship of disciplines, it seemed to me that the research
paper offered an opportunity fot our students to practice an inter-
disciplinary approach.

Instead of limiting students to literary -research, they were
encouraged to investigate any field. The requirement was, in fact,
that they do library as well as original research (i.e., interviews,
surveys, experiments, case studies). They were also asked to in-
corporate personal experience and to use at least one piece of
literature. To integrate library research, original research, persbnal
experience, and a literary source was, indeed, a demanding task for
college freshmen.

To help students deal with the usual difficulties in research, I
wrote up the problems that students were encountering and pre-
sented them to the class in eight problem-solving exercises. They
tackled prdblems progressiVely, beginning with the selection, of a
topic and ending .with evaluation. They are presented here just as
they were presented to the class.

Exercise 1: Research Project Selecting a Question

One of the most difficult parts of a research project is finding a
topic that's interesting and challenging. You'll read, *rite, think,
talk; dream about this question. become your best friend/
worst enemy, So, it's important to select a question you can live
with. To help you in this selection , process, work through the
exercises described below.

144
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1. List ten topics that you think students in the cl/ss might be ,
interested in researching. Yod may select topics from avy
field. Now, pose a specific question about each of these
fogies.

2. Complete the following open-ended statements.
a. If I had a chance, I'd like to find out why .
b. If I could study something just for fun, I'd study .
c. In my spare time, I .
d. People might behave differently if they- knew more

about .
e. As I grow older, I question _

Form a group with several classmates and brainstorm ques-
tions that might be asked about education. Write down
these questions and examine them in terms of suitable re-
search topics. Next, each group member will pose a topic in
a different field. Brainstorm questions that might be asked
about that topic. Are any of these suitable for research
questions?

3

Exercise 2: Research ProjectStarting the Search

Directions) Selecting a research question was a mind-wracking
process. Now you've -decided on the question and started your
research, but you may find that unexpected prOblerns hinder your
progress:

1. Knowing where and how to start researching your question.
2. Finding too many/too few written materials.
3. Thinking you can't /shouldn't meet a part of the a§,signment.
4. Wondering how you can integrate original research, library

research, personal experienee:and literature.

Don't let these problems discourage you. They mean you're
actually beginning your, research. It never busts, however, to ask
classmates and the instructor to become involved in such problems.

-By looking at someone else's difficulties and sharing your own,
you may find the answer to questions that are nagging you In
addition, practice in problem solving helps you learn to generate
and analyze alternatives. And the realization that there are alter-
natives reduces that helpless feeling, that conviction that you'll
never complete the research project to the instructor's satisfaction.
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Instead, you 11 come to see that the research project is your project,
youi opportunity to do creative investigation and to aid others
with their investigation_

Based on a premise of "creative investigation," I've posed five
problems based on projects with which students in this class are
currently involved. It's your job to "solve" these problems. To
do this:

I. Form a group.
Assume that you are the studen
described.
State the student's problem clearly.
Brainstorm possible solutions. Do not eliminate any solu-
tions, even those that appear to be absurd.
Analyze each solution. Consider its feasibility and con-
sequences.

6. What solution(s) does your group suggest and why?
Be prepared to present and explain your suggested solu-
tion(s) to the class.

Use thithis method throughout exercises 2-8,
You've got the following problem:

1_ Your question is "What relationship exists between violence
in sports and violence in spectators?" You want very much
to do your research in this field, but you can't seem to find
any books, magazines, or journals that deal directly with
your topic.

2. You're interested in the attitudes of police officers, especial-
ly their attitudes about dealing with marijuana users. You
want to compare/contrast suburban and city police officers.
Yet such a study seems overwhelming, and you, don't know
where and how to begin your research.
You've been interested in your family's history ever since
you were a child and your pandin other told you stories
about the family. You've got easy access to cooperative
family members; however, the assignment also requires
library research. Ytii don't think library research is relevant
or veil add anything to your project,

4. Yofi are an engineering student and a race car builder and
driver. This research project offers you the opportunity to
-J

f the sit ations
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investigate and design a new suspension system that you've
been thinking about for a long time, You have no difficulty
finding engineering journals and engineers to interview. But
a required part of the Fusignment is to use a piece of litera-
ture, and you don't know how you can possibly meet this
requirement.
You've deckled to investigate the causes and effects of teen.
age drinking. You find, however, that so much material has
been written about the subject that you don't know where
to begin. You're afraid that you'll miss reading an important
study; =you know you can't read all the books and magazines,
and you don' Icnow where to start. No matter where you ..
start, you don't krfow hove to select the "important" in-
formation.

Exercise arch ProjectTaking No

ou've got the following problem:

I. You've checked out an armload of books; and you skim
through them for background information about your topic.
It is time-consuming to take notes, and yet you might want
to, use some of this material later in your paper.

2. You think taking notes on note cards is a needless bother
and you'd like to find a more effective/efficient method.
You have two problems. (a) You've found a quote you'd
like to use, but your author is quoting someone else. Do
you need to go to the' original source? Ifnot, how do you
indicate in your notes that you're quoting a quote? (b) You're
using only one -article from a ho ok Of articles,' Which comes
first on your bibliography cardthe editor of the book or
the autho- r of the article?

4, You're getting information from an ,interview you've con-
ducted. Should excerpts from or the entire interview be
transferred onto note cards? Should thre be a bibliography
card for the interview? If so, what information should be on
it? Would the same hold true if you were using a survey .

instead of an interview?
5. You've never done research, and you're concerned about

using direct and indirect quotes on your note cards, You're
also really not sure how to paraphrase and would like to
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practice this skill. You're not certain if direct quote_ can bej
mixed with paraphrase You need pointers on handling
source material directly, indirectly ,and in summary.

Exercise 4: Research ProjectWriting Interview
and Survey Questions

You've got the following problem:

1. You're studying the causes and effects of child abuse and
you have the opportunity to interview a social worker who
deals with abused children, an abusive parent, and an adult
who was an abused child. Would it add to you infomation
to interview all three? Should you ask them the same ques-
tions? What kinds of questions should you begin with? If
you interview any of these people, how do You work the
interview information into your paper? Do you need to use
the entire interview in your finished project?
You're doing a survey of accounting students to see they
understand educational requirements, types of accountants,
job responsibilities, salary range, and- job potential. flow
should you set up your survey? That kinds of questions
should you ask and in what order? How Will ydu tabulate
the results? How significant will your results be? Should you
tell the accounting students the nature of your study before
you give them the survey?
Your subject is ntuaway, children. You've written interview
questions that you want to ask the police officer who is head
of the juvenile division. lie is very cooperative and interested
in what you're doing. You are both short of time. As you
begin your questions, you find that he talks around the ques.
tion and doesn't answer directly. Furthermore, he gives, many
long case histories that aren't related to what you're looking
for. He also tends to get sidetracked and starts talking about
juvenile delinquency. What should you do?

4. You've completed your survey and find that he results wen
what you expected, In fact, the results dispr ve your hypoth-
esis. What kinds of things should you evaluate to decide if
your survey or hypothesis needs revision? Must the survey
data support your hypothesis if you are to use it?
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6. You are interested in relatg tales of UFO sightings in science
fiction literature to the experiences of people who have seen
UFO's., You are considering using a survey, but since you
know some people who claim to have seen UFO's, you
wonder if interviews might be more useful for your project.
Can/should you use surveys And/or interviews? What ldnds
of questions should, you ask? You also need help formulating
alibiaseel questiona How can you tell if a question is biased
and if it will elicit the loin of information you're looking for?

Exercise 5: Research ProjectW ting That First Paragraph

Directions: All gibups will work with the same problem.
You've-got the following problem: you've clone an your research

said you're ready to write the research paper. You realize that the
paper must be a continudUs essay with a controlling idea and sup-
porting ideas. You know that you must analyze your material, not
just summarize it But you just don't know how to write that first
PIP or two. a

Your research question is "Are the Detroit police more/less
tolerant toward marijuana users than suburban police?" You have
done an eLtensive survey of the Detroit Police Narcotics Bureau
and of the police in, a nearby suburb. You have also interviewed
the department head of the Detroit and suburban bureaus. You
have found some related written material, but not much. You've
decided to use a shortatory, "A Policeman's Journal," by T. Mike
Walker, to illustrate police attitudes and training.

Since there is no room to reproduce all the materials you have
found, the pow may make up any approach and information
necessary to write the first (and second) id aragraph for this paper.

Exercise. Research Project --Footnotes and Bibliography

Directions: All groups will, work with the same problem.
You've got the following problem: you have decided to use a

separate page for faAnotes instead of placing them at the bottom
of apprdpriate page. You've got a probleni with form. flow would
you arrange the following in acceptable form for. footnote and
bibliography pages?
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Here is the necessary information for the footnote page in the
order that each reference appears in the paper.

educational attitude survey you conducted of 50 DIT
-freshmen on March 15, 1978. Since you often refer to the
survey later in the paper, You'd like to find some way to
avoid using a footnote each time you,refer to.it.

.b. A television news report entitled"The Quality of Education"
on Channel 2 at-11:00 on March 5, 1978. It was delivered
by Robbie Timmons.

The Detroit News ran an article "SAT Test Results" on
March 7, 1978, page 3G Flo author was given.

.:Curriculum Development is a book written by Daniel Tanner
and Laurel Tanner, It was _publLshed in New York by
Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc, in 1975. Page 25_

e. The book is The City Today edited by George L. Gronaan.
It was published by Harper & ftow in New York, 1978. The
essay you --are referring to is ."The Role of° the Teacher"
written by Fillmore K. Feltz. The page is 222.

f. You refer again to. Tanner and Tanner's boolt.
g. An interview you conducted with -John S thi the principal

of Detroit's Riverside High School on March 100978. how-
ever, he does not -want his name or high school mentioned.

Usnig the information provided in the footnotes, write a bibli-
.

ogTaphy..

Exercise Research ProjectAppendixes

Directions: All groups will work with these* problem.
You've got the following problem: you 'haven't included the

following in the body of your paper.

a. The method(s) used in your surveys or interviews. The
strengths and weaknesSes of your method(s). Suggestions
you'd make to future students who would like to repeat
and/or add to your study.

b. The complete,text of tile interview(s). If these interviews
are on tape, should they be transcribed? Are there other
alternatives?

c. Suggestions for related studies that you thought of while
doing your research.
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Statistics and charts that relate to your topic but that didn't
belong e body 1of° the paper.

A copy of your interview questions and/or survey, form.

Yet, you think this material is important and should be included
with youl project. Is this material really useful to a reader? Why or
why not? Can it be included in the appendix? If so, how should it
'he set up and in whit order should it appear? Are the appendixes
ever mentioned in the body of the paper? If so, how and when?

Exercise 8: Research ProjectEvaluation

.Dirictions: All groups will work with the same problem.
You have the following problem: you've worked hard and you're

wondering if it's all been worthwhile. How good is your project?
What would you do differently? The same? You're trying to decide
what, if anything, you've learned_about yourself and others. What

)you've leaned, if anything, about research, writing, thinking, and/
or reading?

Summary
1

Throughout the exercires; students had to consider questions trains
many points of view. They had to use both objectiveand subjective
evidence. They experienced the frustrations of trying to analyie
and unify this-mass of material. They began investigating instead
of just compiling and repeating facts. In fact, the assignment was
much more difficult than the traditional 'research paper. But the
students really, learned. They 'found -that they were able to solve
their o WTI research problems. And when they couldn't, they wel-
comed proposals from others. Students began to work more coop-
eratively and became more invi4ved in helping their classmates. In
short, they learned a multitude of research techniques as well as
the sa ton of active cooperation:.


